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ABSTRACT
To uniformly determine the properties of supernova remnants (SNRs) at high
energies, we have developed the first systematic survey at energies from 1 to
100 GeV using data from the Fermi Large Area Telescope. Based on the spa-
tial overlap of sources detected at GeV energies with SNRs known from radio
surveys, we classify 30 sources as likely GeV SNRs. We also report 14 marginal
associations and 245 flux upper limits. A mock catalog in which the positions of
known remnants are scrambled in Galactic longitude, allows us to determine an
upper limit of 22% on the number of GeV candidates falsely identified as SNRs.
We have also developed a method to estimate spectral and spatial systematic
errors arising from the diffuse interstellar emission model, a key component of
all Galactic Fermi LAT analyses. By studying remnants uniformly in aggregate,
we measure the GeV properties common to these objects and provide a crucial
context for the detailed modeling of individual SNRs. Combining our GeV results
with multiwavelength (MW) data, including radio, X-ray, and TeV, demonstrates
the need for improvements to previously sufficient, simple models describing the
GeV and radio emission from these objects. We model the GeV and MW emis-
sion from SNRs in aggregate to constrain their maximal contribution to observed
Galactic cosmic rays.
Subject headings: Supernova Remnants, γ-rays, Cosmic rays, Radio
Research (MIUR)
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1. Introduction
The highly energetic nature of supernova remnants (SNRs) has been long known from ev-
idence of nonthermal particle acceleration. Synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons
was first detected at radio wavelengths, where SNRs have been most extensively cataloged
(Green 1991, 2004, 2009a). X-ray telescopes of the last three decades have detected both
thermal bremsstrahlung emission, a product of gas heated by expanding blast waves, and
nonthermal X-ray synchrotron emission. The nonthermal X-rays suggest a population of
∼ TeV electrons accelerated at the shock front (Seward 1990; Vink 2012). These multiwave-
length (MW) observations from radio to X-rays have provided significant insights into SNRs
as drivers of galactic evolution, as well as sources of relativistic particles. Yet it has been
problematic to observe on-going particle acceleration in situ and determine the partitioning
and flow of energy through many of these systems. The complexities of SNRs and their in-
teractions with diverse environments has made it difficult to both predict properties from
shock acceleration theory, e.g. specific hadronic and leptonic acceleration efficiencies, and to
infer them from observations.
The origin and acceleration process(es) of cosmic rays (CRs), which are highly energetic
particles mainly comprised of protons and nuclei with a small fraction (. 1%) of leptons
(Olive & Particle Data Group 2014), have remained a mystery for over 100 years. Energetic
arguments indicate that SNRs are probable sources of Galactic hadrons even up to PeV
energies due to their strong shocks (e.g. Helder et al. 2012). However it remains difficult
to conclusively demonstrate that individual Galactic accelerators supply the Galactic CR
population.
Of all the wavelengths, γ-rays offer the most readily accessible window into energetic par-
ticles available to date due to the variety of processes producing high energy photons (Stecker
1971; Gaisser et al. 1998). Relativistic leptons can produce γ-rays by inverse Compton (IC)
scattering low energy photons or by interacting with atomic nuclei, producing bremsstrahlung
radiation. Relativistic hadrons may interact with subrelativistic nuclei, creating both neu-
tral pions which decay to two γ-rays and charged pions which decay to energetic leptons and
neutrinos.
Only recently have γ-ray telescopes obtained sufficient spatial and spectral resolution to
distinguish SNR-produced high energy photons from the backgrounds. The EGRET instru-
ment detected several Galactic sources, but was unable to unambiguously identify SNRs
(Sturner & Dermer 1995; Esposito et al. 1996). Imaging air Cherenkov telescopes success-
fully identified extended emission from several bright SNRs at TeV energies (Carrigan et al.
2013). However, these telescopes do not provide data across the large energy range needed
to discriminate between possible emission mechanisms, nor do they provide full sky cover-
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age. The launches of AGILE in 2007 and Fermi in 2008 finally provided the capability to
unambiguously identify SNRs in γ-rays and to detect the spectral signature of accelerated
protons from the brightest of them (Giuliani et al. 2011; Ackermann et al. 2013a).
Surveys in the GeV energy range have now identified hundreds of sources in the Galactic
plane (e.g. Nolan et al. 2012; Acero et al. 2015), with SNRs being one of many observed source
classes. Pulsars, pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe), and binaries have all been identified as γ-
ray sources spatially coincident with known Galactic SNRs. Many studies with the Fermi
Large Area Telescope (LAT) have been able to spatially resolve extended emission from
SNRs, making definite identification possible despite the plethora of potentially plausible
counterparts in the Galactic plane (e.g. Katagiri et al. 2011). Individual studies have found
SNRs spanning a range of ages interacting with the ambient interstellar medium (ISM) or
dense molecular clouds (MCs) (e.g. as noted in Thompson et al. 2012). While these GeV
SNRs display many similar characteristics, no systematic analysis has yet been undertaken.
Understanding the properties of SNRs as a class of γ-ray emitters and as potential CR
sources motivates this uniform study of all known SNRs in our galaxy.
To improve our understanding of γ-ray SNR properties and SNRs’ potential contribution
to the Galactic CR population, we have created the first Fermi LAT catalog of SNRs. The
systematic characterization of GeV emission in regions containing known SNRs is described
in Section 2, with details on the input source model in Section 2.2 and a description of the
general analysis method in Section 2.3. We discuss sources of systematic error in Section 2.4
and describe our findings in Section 3, with details of the method used for association in
Section 3.1. We created a number of methods to allow us to uniformly address complications
usually treated within the context of an individual region. Further details on these methods
for iteratively adding sources to a region’s model, estimating the error due to the interstellar
emission modeling, and estimating the chance spatial coincidence of a GeV source, can be
found in Appendices A, B, and C, respectively. To better understand the γ-ray properties of
SNRs, we compare the γ-ray results to MW data assembled for all Galactic SNRs, including
a detailed comparison with radio and TeV counterparts, in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5
we explore whether the SNR paradigm for CR origins is consistent with our catalog results.
To facilitate further study, we have provided a number of online data products, described in
Appendix D.
1.1. The Fermi LAT Instrument
The Fermi LAT is a pair-conversion γ-ray telescope that observes photons from 20 MeV
to > 300 GeV. Launched on 2008 June 11, the default observing mode is an all-sky survey
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optimized to provide relatively uniform coverage of the entire sky every three hours, including
the Galactic plane where most known SNRs are located. Further details of the instrument
can be found in (Atwood et al. 2009).
1.2. Galactic Supernova Remnants
In this work we focus on the 279 currently known Galactic SNRs. They are derived from
the 274 SNRs noted in the catalog of Green (2009a, hereafter Green’s catalog), plus five
additional SNRs identified following its publication. All but 16 of these SNRs have been
identified by their radio synchrotron emission, so their centroids and extensions are primar-
ily determined from the radio. When the radio detection is not securely identified through
the synchrotron emission, positional information is obtained from the optical, X-ray, or TeV
observations that identified the SNR, as noted in Green’s catalog. The catalog is thought
to be complete down to a 1 GHz radio surface brightness limit of ≈ 10−20 W m−2 Hz−1 sr−1
(i.e. 1 MJy sr−1). However, selection effects are known to bias radio surveys against the iden-
tification of radio faint and small angular size remnants (Green 2004; Brogan et al. 2006).
We note that as this work neared completion, a revised catalog of 294 SNRs was published
(Green 2014), representing only a small increase (< 10%) over the previous catalog.
We briefly describe the five SNRs added to our catalog since the publication of Green’s
catalog. For the purposes of this work, these are implicitly included when we refer to Green’s
catalog and are also in the 2014 catalog unless otherwise noted.
SNR G5.7−0.0: Identified in the radio by Brogan et al. (2006), this remnant is known
to be interacting with a nearby dense cloud due to the presence of OH (1720 MHz)
masers (Hewitt & Yusef-Zadeh 2009). The TeV source HESS J1800−240C is coincident
with the SNR, though it is unclear whether the γ-ray emission is attributable to SNR
G5.7−0.0 or escaping CRs from SNR W28 (Aharonian et al. 2008b; Hanabata et al.
2014). This SNR was included in Green (2014) as a probable SNR, but was not included
in the final list of 294 firmly identified SNRs.
SNR G35.6−0.4: Re-identified as an SNR by Green (2009b) but not included in Green’s
2009 catalog, this is a middle-aged remnant with nearby MCs thought to lie at a
distance of 3.6 ± 0.4 kpc (Zhu et al. 2013). The nearby TeV source HESS J1858+020
(Aharonian et al. 2008d), has been proposed to originate from CRs escaping from the
SNR and illuminating nearby clouds (Paron & Giacani 2010).
SNR G213.3−0.4: A very low radio surface brightness SNR initially designated as G213.0−0.6
by Reich et al. (2003), the SNR identification was later confirmed by optical line ob-
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servations (Stupar & Parker 2012). The SNR lies near the H II region S284, which
is coincident with the γ-ray source 2FGL J0647.7+0032. No conclusive evidence for
interaction between the SNR and S284 has been presented. The X-ray source 1RXS
J065049.7−003220 lies near the center of the SNR.
SNR G306.3−0.9: This X-ray source was first reported by Miller et al. (2011) with the
designation Swift J132150.9−633350. This is a small-diameter SNR with a radius of
110′′. X-ray observations indicate a young SNR of age 1300− 4600 years in the Sedov
phase and at a distance of 8 kpc (Reynolds et al. 2013). The SNR also shows 24µm
emission, indicating shocked or irradiated warm dust.
SNR G308.4−1.4: This shell-type SNR was initially identified in radio surveys due to its
steep radio spectral index α=−0.7±0.2, and confirmed by its detection as an extended
X-ray source (Reynolds et al. 2012). The eastern part of the remnant shows enhanced
radio, infrared and X-ray emission, which may signal the shock-wave is expanding into
a denser region to the east (Prinz & Becker 2012; De Horta et al. 2013). Chandra
observations also revealed a bright X-ray point source near the geometrical center with
a soft spectrum and putative periodicity that make it a candidate compact binary (Hui
et al. 2012). Given a distance estimate of 6 to 12 kpc and an age of 5, 000 to 7, 500 years
for the SNR (Prinz & Becker 2012), the point source and remnant may have originated
from the same progenitor system.
2. Analysis Methods
To systematically analyze the Fermi LAT γ-ray data, we apply a maximum likelihood
(Mattox et al. 1996) framework to Regions of Interest (RoIs) centered on known SNRs
(Green 2009a). For each SNR, we begin by constructing a model for the spectral and spatial
dependence of the γ-ray emission which includes significant point sources in the RoI. We
then test for the existence of a γ-ray source near the center. This includes determining the
most likely position and extension of the candidate source and testing for spectral curvature,
rather than assuming it follows a power law across the energy range studied. In cases where
we find no significant source associated with the SNR, we calculate upper limits on the
flux. We calculate both statistical and systematic errors, where the latter are estimated from
both the uncertainty in the effective area and the effects of changing the interstellar emission
model (IEM), which accounts for γ-rays produced by CR interactions with interstellar gas
and radiation fields in the Milky Way.
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This analysis uses both the standard Science Tools (version 09-32-05), including gtlike1,
and the pointlike analysis package (Kerr 2010) which has been developed and verified
for characterizing source extension for Fermi LAT data (Lande et al. 2012). Section 2.1
describes our data selection; Section 2.2 details our new method for automatically finding
point sources in the Fermi LAT γ-ray emission; and Section 2.3 discusses the detection
method. We examine the main sources of systematic error in Section 2.4.
2.1. Data Selection
This catalog was constructed using 3 years of LAT survey data from the Pass 7 (P7)
“Source” class and the associated P7V6 instrument response functions (IRFs). This interval
spans 36 months, from 2008 August 4 to 2011 August 4 (mission elapsed time 239557417 −
334108806). The Source event class is optimized for the analysis of persistent LAT sources,
and balances effective area against suppression of background from residual misclassified
charged particles. We selected only events within a maximum zenith angle of 100◦ and use
the recommended filter string “DATA QUAL==1 && LAT CONFIG==1” in gtmktime2.
The P7 data and associated products are comparable to those used in the other γ-ray catalogs
employed in this work. We used the first three years of science data for which the associated
IEM is suitable for measuring sources with extensions > 2◦3. A detailed discussion of the
instrument and event classes can be found in Atwood et al. (2009) and at the Fermi Science
Support Center1.
For each of the 279 SNRs we modeled emission within a 10◦ radius of the SNR’s center.
As a compromise between number of photons collected, spatial resolution, and the impact of
the IEM, we chose 1 GeV as our minimum energy threshold. The limited statistics in source
class above 100 GeV motivated using this as our upper energy limit.
To avoid times during which transient sources near SNRs were flaring, we removed periods
with significant weekly variability detected by the Fermi All-sky Variability Analysis (FAVA)
1Available at the Fermi Science Support Center: http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc and described in
context at: http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/.
2See the LAT data selection recommendations at the Fermi Science Support Center: http:
//fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/Cicerone_Data_Exploration/
Data_preparation.html.
3See the LAT caveats, http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/LAT_caveats.html, partic-
ularly those for the IEM developed for Pass 7 reprocessed data described in http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/
ssc/data/access/lat/Model_details/FSSC_model_diffus_reprocessed_v12.pdf.
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(Ackermann et al. 2013b). We conservatively defined a radius within which a flaring source
may significantly affect the flux of a source at the center. We take this distance to be the
radio radius of an SNR plus 2.8◦, corresponding to the overall 95% containment radius for the
Fermi LAT point spread function (PSF) for a 1 GeV photon at normal incidence (Ackermann
et al. 2012f). The time ranges of FAVA flares within this distance were removed in 23 RoIs,
leaving ≥ 98.9% of the total data in each RoI.
2.2. Input Source Model Construction
To characterize each candidate SNR we constructed a model of γ-ray emission in the RoI
which includes all significant sources of emission as well as the residual background from
CRs misclassified as γ-rays. We implemented an analysis method to create and optimize the
279 models for each of the 279 RoIs. For each RoI, we initially included all sources within
the 10◦ RoI listed in the Second Fermi LAT catalog (2FGL) (Nolan et al. 2012), based on
2 years of Source class data. To this we added pulsars from the LAT Second Pulsar Catalog
(2PC) (Abdo et al. 2013), based on 3 years of source class data, with 2PC taking precedence
for sources that exist in both. For the diffuse emission we combined the standard IEM cor-
responding to our P7 data set, gal 2yearp7v6 v0.fits, with the standard model for isotropic
emission, which accounts for extragalactic diffuse γ-ray emission and residual charged parti-
cles misclassified as γ-rays. Both the corresponding isotropic model, iso p7v6source.txt, and
the IEM are the same as used for the 2FGL catalog analysis4.
Compared to 2FGL, we used an additional year of data and limited the energy range
to 1 − 100 GeV. This can result in different detection significances and localizations than
previously reported in 2FGL. To account for these effects, we recreated the RoIs’ inner
3◦ radius regions, which encompass the radio extents of all known SNRs, observed to be
≤ 2.6◦ and allows a margin for the LAT PSF. The weighted average 68% containment radius
of the LAT PSF for events at 1 GeV is ∼ 0.7◦ (Ackermann et al. 2012f). We note that this
implicitly assumes that an SNR’s GeV extent should not be more than about an order of
magnitude larger than its radio extension and also note that the selection biases stated in
Green’s catalog limit the range of known SNRs’ radio extensions.
To build the inner 3◦ radius model of each RoI, we first removed all sources except identi-
fied Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) and pulsars, whose positions on the sky are independently
confirmed by precise timing measurements (Abdo et al. 2013). Retained AGN were assigned
4Further details on the diffuse emission models are available at http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/
data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html
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their 2FGL positions and spectral model forms. Pulsars’ positions and spectral forms were
taken from 2PC. 2FGL sources identified or associated with SNRs are removed when they
lie within the inner 3◦.
We generated a map of source test statistic (TS) defined in Mattox et al. (1996) via
pointlike on a square grid with 0.1◦× 0.1◦ spacing that covers the entire RoI. pointlike
employs a binned maximum likelihood method. The source TS is defined as twice the loga-
rithm of the ratio between the likelihood L1, here obtained by fitting the model to the data
including a test source, and the likelihood L0, obtained here by fitting without the source,
i.e., TS = 2 log(L1/L0). At the position of the maximum TS value, we added a new point
source with a Power Law (PL) spectral model:
dN
dE
= N
(−Γ + 1)E−Γ
E−Γ+1max − E−Γ+1min
(1)
where N is the integrated photon flux, Γ is the photon index, and Emin and Emax are the
lower and upper limit of the energy range in the fit, set to 1 GeV and 100 GeV, respectively.
We then performed a maximum likelihood fit of the RoI to determine N and Γ and localized
the newly added source. The significance of a point source with a PL spectral model is
determined by the χ2n distribution for n additional degrees of freedom for the additional
point source, which is typically slightly less than
√
TS5.
To promote consistent convergence of the likelihood fit, we limited the number of free
parameters in the model. For sources remaining after the removal step, described above, we
freed the normalization parameters for the sources within 5◦ of the RoI center, including
identified AGN and pulsars. For 2FGL sources between 5◦ and 10◦, we fixed all parameters.
The spectrum of the IEM was scaled with a PL whose normalization and index were free,
as done in 2FGL. For the isotropic emission model, we left the normalization fixed to the
global fit value since the RoIs are too small to allow fitting the isotropic and Galactic IEM
components independently. The isotropic component’s contribution to the total flux is small
compared to the IEM’s at low Galactic latitudes.
After localizing them, the new sources were tested for spectral curvature. In each of
the four energy bands between 1 and 100 GeV, centered at 1.8, 5.6, 17.8 and 56.2 GeV,
we calculated the TS value for a PL with spectral index fixed to 2 and then summed the
TS values. We refer to this as TSbandfits. A value for TSbandfits much greater than the TS
calculated with a PL (TSPL) suggests with a more rapid calculation that the PL model may
5See http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/Cicerone_
Likelihood/TS_Maps.html for further details.
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not accurately describe the source. Analogously to 2FGL (Nolan et al. 2012), we allow for
deviations of source spectra from a PL form by modeling sources with a log-normal model
known colloquially as LogParabola or logP:
dN
dE
= N0
(
E
Eb
)−(α+β log(E/Eb))
(2)
where N0 is the normalization in units of photons/MeV, α and β define the curved spectrum,
and Eb is fixed to 2 GeV
6. If TSbandfits − TSPL ≥ 25, we replaced the PL spectral model with
a logP model and refit the RoI, including a new localization step for the source. We retained
the logP model for the source if the global logL across the full band improved sufficiently:
TScurve ≡ 2(logLlogP−logLPL) ≥ 16. Otherwise we returned the source to the PL model
which provided the better global logL. Across all RoIs, less than 2% of the newly added
sources retained the logP model.
We continued iteratively generating TS maps and adding sources within the entire RoI
until additional new sources did not significantly change the global likelihood of the fit.
The threshold criterion was defined as obtaining TS < 16 for three consecutively added new
sources, denoted as NTS<16 = 3. Despite iteratively adding a source at the location of the
peak position in the TS map, the TS values of new sources may not decrease monotonically
with iteration for several reasons. First, source positions were localized after fitting the RoI
and generating the TS map. Second, some added sources were fit with a more complex
spectral model than a simple PL. Finally, when creating the TS map, we fixed the source’s
spectral index to 2, whereas when adding the actual source to the model, we allowed its
index to vary.
The specific value of NTS<16 = 3 was chosen to avoid missing sources with TS ≥ 25, the
threshold commonly used for source detection in LAT data, and to optimize computation
time. We tested the threshold by selecting eight representative SNRs from both complex
and relatively simple regions of the sky, with both hard and soft spectral indices. We applied
the above procedure to the test RoIs using a criterion of NTS<16 = 6 and counted how many
TS ≥ 25 sources would be excluded if a smaller NTS<16 criterion was used. Reducing the
threshold to NTS<16 = 3 cut only one significant source in any of the regions. Since the
maximum number of sources added in any test RoI was 38, the minimum 14, and the total
number of sources added across all test regions was 221, we chose to use NTS<16 = 3 for the
full sample. To allow for proper convergence of the likelihood fit, we reduced the number
of free parameters prior to each new source addition. If the previously added source was
6Note: Eb is a scale parameter which should be set near the lower energy range of the spectrum being fit
and is usually fixed, see Massaro et al. (2004)
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between 3◦ and 5◦ of the center of the RoI, just its normalization was freed, and if greater
than 5◦ all its source parameters were fixed.
To avoid having newly added sources overlap with pulsars, we deleted new sources from
the RoI if they were within 0.2◦ of a γ-ray pulsar and refit the pulsar in the 1 − 100 GeV
range following the 2PC conventions. 2PC modeled pulsar spectra as PL with an exponential
cutoff (PLEC),
dN
dE
= N0
(
E
E0
)−Γ
exp
(
− E
Ec
)b
, (3)
where N0 is the normalization factor, Γ is the photon spectral index, Ec the cutoff energy,
and b determines to the sharpness of the cutoff. 2PC assessed the validity of fixing b to 1
in Equation 3 (PLEC1) by repeating the analysis using a PL model, as well as the more
general exponentially cut off PL form, allowing the parameter b in Equation 3 to vary.
For the pulsar spectra in this analysis, we compared the maximum likelihood values for
spectral models with and without a cutoff and with and without the value of b being free,
via TScut ≡ 2(logLPLEC1−logLPL) and TSb ≡ 2(logLPLEC−logLPLEC1) to determine which
to use. If TScut < 9 is reported for the pulsar in 2PC then a PL model is used. If TScut ≥ 9,
we then check to see if the cutoff energy fit in 2PC lies within the restricted energy range
of 1− 100 GeV used in this work. For pulsars with cutoffs ≥ 1 GeV, we then use the PLEC
model if TSb ≥ 9, and the PLEC model with cutoff freed otherwise. For those pulsars with
cutoffs less than 1 GeV the spectral parameters are fixed to the 2PC values.
To complete the construction of our point source RoI model, we took the output of the
previous steps and removed all sources with TS < 16. This final model was then used as
the starting model for analyzing candidate SNR emission. We conservatively allow sources
with TS down to 16 (∼ 4σ) in order to account for the effects of at least the brightest
sub-threshold sources on the parameter fits for the other sources in the model. Furthermore,
while the SNR analysis method described in the next subsection (2.3) is allowed to remove
sources, it cannot add them. Thus we start from a set of sources designed to allow the
final model to capture all significant emission within the central region. To corroborate our
method of systematically adding sources to a region, we compare our RoI source models with
those found by the 2FGL approach in Appendix A.
2.3. Detection Method
For each SNR, we characterize the morphology and spectrum of any γ-ray emission that
may be coincident with the radio position reported in Green’s catalog. This was achieved by
testing multiple hypotheses for the spatial distribution of γ-ray emission: a point source and
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two different algorithms for an extended disk. The best fit was selected based on the global
likelihoods of the fitted hypotheses and their numbers of degrees of freedom. The hypothesis
with the best global likelihood was then evaluated using a classification algorithm described
in Section 3.1 to determine whether the radio SNR could be associated with the detected
γ-ray emission.
Spatial coincidence is a necessary but not sufficient criterion to identify a γ-ray source
with a known SNR. The detection of spatially extended γ-ray emission increases confidence
in an identification, especially if GeV and radio sizes are similar, as has been observed on an
individual basis for several extended SNRs (e.g. Lande et al. 2012). The LAT has sufficient
spatial resolution to detect many Galactic SNRs as extended. Figure 1 shows the distribution
of radio diameters from Green’s catalog. Vertical dashed lines show the minimum detectable
extension for sources with flux and index typical of those observed in this catalog, based on
simulations using the P7V6 IRFs (Lande et al. 2012). The minimum detectable extension
depends not only on the source’s flux and spectrum, but also the flux of the background,
which was estimated by scaling the average isotropic background level by factors of 10 and
100 to be comparable to the Galactic plane. As figure 1 illustrates, roughly one third of
the known Galactic SNRs may be resolved by the LAT if they are sufficiently bright GeV
sources.
In order to determine the best representation for each SNR, we analyzed each SNR-
centered RoI using multiple hypotheses for the spatial and spectral form. We used pointlike (Kerr
2010) to compare PL and logP spectral forms, to compare point source versus extended source
hypotheses, and to analyze the robustness of sources near the extended source.
For each hypothesis, we started with the input model described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.
We removed sources falling within the SNR’s radio disk unless they had been identified as
an AGN or pulsar, as described in Section 2.2. We then proceeded to evaluate the following
point and extended source hypotheses. For the point source hypothesis, a point source with
a PL index initialized to 2.5 was placed at the radio centroid of the SNR. The positions,
spectral index, and spectral normalization of the point source were then fit. As for the initial
input model described in Section 2.2, we tested the source for spectral curvature. To test the
extended source hypothesis, we employed two separate procedures. Both employed a uniform
disk model initially placed at the center of the RoI with a radius equal to that observed in
the radio. In the first procedure, called the “disk” hypothesis, we fit both the position and
extension of the disk, as well as tested for spectral curvature. A second procedure, which
results in a model we call the “neardisk” hypothesis, additionally examines the significance of
sources nearby the disk, removing those which are not considered independently significant
and refitting the disk position and radius. This procedure is described in Section 2.3.1.
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Fig. 1.— Distribution of SNR radio diameters from Green’s catalog. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the minimum detectable extension for a source with a photon flux of 10−8 ph cm−2 s−1
in the 1− 100 GeV energy range and a PL index of −2.5, from simulations of 2 years of data
and the P7V6 IRFs (Lande et al. 2012). In that work, simulations using 10x and 100x
the isotropic background level (thin-dotted and thick-dashed lines) are used to estimate a
reasonable background range for sources in the Galactic plane.
Having evaluated these hypotheses, we compared the global likelihood values of the final
extended hypothesis and of the point source hypothesis to determine which model had the
largest maximum likelihood. If the source is significant in the best hypothesis, the model
parameters are reported in Tables 1 and 2. If no hypothesis had a significant γ-ray source
coincident with the radio SNR, we calculated the upper limit on the flux from a region
consistent with the radio SNR, described in Section 2.3.2, and report the results in Table 3.
2.3.1. Localization, Extension, and Spectral Curvature
To test our hypotheses, we combined the initial model of point sources (Section 2.2) and
the Galactic and isotropic diffuse contributions (Section 2.1 and 2.2) with a test source
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at the center of each RoI. All sources that fell within the radio SNR radius other than
previously identified AGN or pulsars were removed, as was done for the input source model
(Section 2.2). We note that multiple point sources removed within a single radio SNR radius
may represent substructure within the source itself. This process conservatively assigns the
majority of the flux to a single source, rather than decomposing it. We optimized the position
of the test source with pointlike, iteratively allowing other model parameters to vary. For
all hypotheses, the normalizations of all sources within 5◦ of the radio SNR center were fit
while all other spectral parameters were fixed. The parameters for sources outside 5◦ were
also fixed.
For the point source hypothesis, a point source was placed at the radio centroid of the
SNR. For the disk hypothesis, a uniform disk with radius equal to the radio radius was placed
at the center. In both hypotheses, the normalization, index, and position of the candidate
source were fit. For the disk hypothesis, the extension was also fit. Previous analyses of
a range of possible Galactic SNR sources with similar data sets (e.g. Lande et al. 2012)
typically showed no differences in global likelihood significant enough to justify choosing a
Gaussian over a uniform disk template or vice versa. In addition, there was typically little
difference in spectral parameters for the two spatial forms. For simplicity and clarity, we
thus test only the uniform disk hypothesis. We allowed the localization to wander up to 5◦
in the fits as a reasonable upper limit on what might later be associated with the SNR. This
is roughly twice the radius of largest radio SNR.
We included an additional disk hypothesis in which we recalculated the significance of
each nearby point source. Because neighboring sources can influence the best fit disk pa-
rameters, we iteratively evaluated the significance of the neighboring source by calculating
TSnearby, defined as twice the difference between the model’s log-likelihood (logL) with the
nearby point source and the model without the source, as determined by pointlike. Starting
from the fitted disk model, for each neighboring point source we refit the position, exten-
sion, normalization, and spectrum of the uniform disk after removing the source. A nearby
source was considered to be significant and thus kept if TSnearby ≥ 9. Each point source was
evaluated individually, starting with the closest point source and extending radially outward
to all sources within 1◦ of the furthest edge of the SNR’s radio disk. The final result of
this iterative process is called the “neardisk” hypothesis which, for cases where neighboring
source(s) were removed, can have different best fit disk parameters. As a final step we refit
the region with gtlike, using the neardisk model.
We chose the best extended source hypothesis by comparing the final disk and neardisk
gtlike logL values. Since the neardisk hypothesis can have fewer degrees of freedom, we
chose the final disk hypothesis only if 2×(logLdisk-logLneardisk) ≥ 9. Otherwise, we used the
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neardisk model as the final extended source hypothesis, hereafter referred to as the “disk
hypothesis”.
In some cases a point source could not be localized starting at the SNR center. If the
pointlike localization failed to converge when starting at the SNR center, we placed the
candidate at the position of the most significant source removed from within the radio SNR
radius and followed the procedure outlined above. For 69 RoIs there was either no source
removed within the radio SNR or localization failed. For 31 RoIs, the candidate found had a
TS < 1 and was removed from the model so as not to cause instabilities in the minimization.
If the disk hypotheses converged and the final candidate was significant (TS ≥ 25) in both
the localization and spectral fits, the best extended hypothesis was selected.
Prior to the final fit of the region, sources were tested for spectral curvature using
TSbandfits − TSPL ≥ 25. If this criterion was satisfied then we replaced the PL spectral
model with a logP model and refit the RoI. The final spectral model was selected, as for
the input model, by comparing the logL values, in this case TScurve ≥ 16, as defined in
Section 2.2. Seven sources were found to be significantly better fit by a logP spectrum. To
obtain final spectral parameters, we performed a final fit using the standard likelihood anal-
ysis tool gtlike. The normalization and index parameters were constrained to lie within a
physically reasonable range.
We determined the final RoI model by selecting the most likely hypothesis based on a
comparison of the gtlike global logL of the point source hypothesis with the most likely ex-
tended source hypothesis. An extended hypothesis was considered significantly more likely if
TSext was ≥ 16, where TSext is defined as twice the difference between the logL of the
final model from the disk hypothesis and that of the point source hypothesis, TSext =
2(logLdisk−logLpoint), as in Lande et al. (2012). Otherwise, if the point source itself had
TS> 25, we chose the point source hypothesis. In cases in which the optimization for the
position of the point source did not converge but an extended disk was detected, we calcu-
lated the global logL of the region without any source and with a point source at the center
of the extended source. We then use the latter value to calculate TSext reported in Table 1.
For these candidates, if the source was significantly extended in both cases, we select the ex-
tended hypothesis. If none of the criteria were met, the candidate was considered undetected
and we calculated an upper limit on the flux. Both the upper limits and flux calculation are
described in the following subsection.
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2.3.2. Fluxes and Upper Limits
Fluxes in the 1− 100 GeV band are determined using the standard analysis tool gtlike
by a final fit of the model chosen to have the overall maximum likelihood characterization
of the morphology and spectrum of the candidate source from the analysis detailed in Sec-
tions 2.3 and 2.3.1. For those RoIs where no significant source was detected, we computed
Bayesian upper limits on the flux using the method in described in Helene (1983) excluding
any overlapping sources in the model that have not been identified as AGN or pulsars, as
described in Section 2.2. As a spatial model we used a uniform disk equal in position and
radius to that reported in Green’s catalog. We assumed the spectral model to be a PL and
report upper limits for indices of 2.0 and 2.5 at 95% and 99% confidence levels. The choice of
indices was motivated by the distribution of PL indices for classified sources, those passing
the most stringent 0.4 thresholds (see Section 3.1 and index distribution in Figure 8), which
have an approximately Gaussian distribution with a mean of 2.5 and a standard deviation
of 0.5. The results are reported in Section 3.2.
2.4. Sources of Systematic Error
For sources with significant emission, we estimated the systematic error propagating from
the systematic uncertainty of the effective area and from the choice of IEM. For the former, we
propagated the error using the standard bracketing IRF procedure, described in Section 2.4.1.
For the latter, we developed a new method in which we vary the underlying IEM, described in
Section 2.4.2 with further details in Appendix B. As we take the effective area and underlying
IEM systematic errors to be independent, when we can evaluate both components of the
systematic uncertainty, we added them in quadrature and report them in Section 3. We
briefly compare the total systematic and statistical errors in Section 3.4.
2.4.1. Effective Area Systematic Error
Following the standard method (Ackermann et al. 2012f), we estimated the systematic
error associated with the effective area by calculating uncertainties in the IRFs which sym-
metrically bracket the standard effective area. The final spectral fit of each candidate’s region
was performed with each of the bracketing IRFs, as these changes primarily affect the spectral
fit and have a minimal effect on the source localization and extension.
To estimate the systematic error on the spectral normalization, we created bracketing
IRFs which uniformly scaled the effective area to its maximal systematic values. Using a
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(E2 − E20)/(E2 + E20) function smoothly switches the effective area between its maximal
systematic values at the pivot energy, providing a better estimate of the spectral index’s
systematic error. The pivot energy E0 is defined as the energy at which the error on the
differential flux is minimal and the errors on the spectral index and flux normalizations are
decorrelated. For each detected candidate, the pivot energy was calculated from the gtlike
fit’s covariance matrix. For PL spectra, the pivot energy can be calculated as:
log(E0) =
log(E1) + log(E2)
2
+
CKΓ
KCΓΓ
(4)
where E1 and E2 are the end points of the energy range, Γ the PL index defined as in
Equation 1, and K the integral of the source spectrum. CΓΓ and CKΓ are the covariance
matrix terms associated with the index and normalization, respectively. For the logP sources,
as the covariance matrix for spectral models with ≥ 3 parameters requires a more complex
transformation than a simple shift in reference energy and our energy range is relatively
small, we estimate these sources’ pivot energies from the covariance matrices for the best fit
PL models. Since the standard IEM was constructed from the data using the standard IRF,
we only used the standard IRF with the IEM, rather than the bracketing IRFs, while the
remaining components were fit with the bracketing IRFs.
Estimates of the systematic error on the candidates’ flux and index due to the effective
area’s systematic uncertainty are reported in Table 2 of Section 3.2. Effective area systematic
errors were not calculated for the candidates detailed in Section 3.2.2, identified as not SNRs,
and for the candidate for SNR G5.2−2.6 as the index remained at the extreme value allowed
in the fit and thus poorly determined, as noted in Section 3.2.3.
2.4.2. Systematic Error from the Choice of IEM
Interstellar emission contributes substantially to LAT observations in the Galactic plane,
where the majority of SNRs are located. Moreover, interstellar γ-ray emission is highly
structured on scales smaller than the RoIs typically used for this analysis. To explore the
systematic effects on SNRs’ fitted properties caused by interstellar emission modeling, we
have developed a method employing alternative IEMs. By comparing the source analysis
results using these alternative models to the results obtained with the standard IEM, we can
approximate the systematic uncertainty. An earlier version of this method was described in
de Palma et al. (2013).
The alternative IEMs were built using a different approach than the standard IEM. The
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work in Ackermann et al. (2012b), using the GALPROP7 CR propagation and interaction
code, was the starting point for our alternative IEM building strategy. We varied the values
of three input parameters that were found to be the most relevant in modeling the Galactic
plane: CR source distribution, height of the CR propagation halo, and H I spin temperature
(Ackermann et al. 2012b). In this way, we obtained eight alternative IEMs. The models were
constructed to have separate templates for emission associated with gas traced by H I and CO
in four Galactocentric rings and an IC template covering the full sky. By allowing separate
scaling factors for these different components of the model, we allowed many more degrees
of freedom in fitting the diffuse emission to each RoI.
For each candidate SNR we considered two hypotheses: the point source and that preferred
by the previous fit between the disk and neardisk hypotheses, as described in Section 2.3.1. In
both cases we started from the output model of the previous analysis so the fitted parameters
are as close as possible to their best values, replacing the standard IEM with the alternative
ones. For each candidate SNR we performed independent fits for each hypothesis for each of
the eight alternative IEMs as well as the standard IEM, for a total of 18 fits of the region.
For each of the IEMs we chose the best extension model using the method described in
Section 2.3.1. Appendix B contains further details on the alternative IEMs and their use in
the likelihood analysis.
For each fitted parameter P we obtain a set of M = 8 values Pi that we compare to the
value obtained with the standard model PSTD. Our estimate of the systematic uncertainty
on P due to the modeling of interstellar emission is:
σsys,w =
√√√√ 1∑M
i wi
M∑
i
wi(Pi − PSTD)2, (5)
where the weights are:
wi = 1/σ
2
i . (6)
In Equation 6, σi is the statistical error of a parameter with a particular alternative IEM,
used as a weight in Equation 5. We use the parameter value PSTD for the standard model
calculated identically to that of the alternative IEMs, to ensure congruity given the necessary
differences in degrees of freedom between this error analysis and the standard analysis. To
estimate the systematic errors on the extension, we substitute 0.2◦ for σi in calculating the
weight when the point hypothesis is preferred, as a proxy for the smallest extension resolvable
by the LAT for this analysis (Lande et al. 2012, and further discussed in Section 3.1.1). In
7http://galprop.stanford.edu/
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cases where the best hypothesis with all the alternative IEMs is the point hypothesis, we
report this rather than an extension error estimate.
We weighted the parameters by their statistical error to prevent those with values sta-
tistically compatible with the other alternative IEMs’ parameters from causing overly large
systematic errors. This was particularly important for the spectral index of a candidate. We
exclude from our error calculation cases when during the likelihood fit, the index was at or
close to the upper or lower limit of its allowed range of variation, indicating a fit convergence
problem, further described in Section 3.2.3. In the cases where the index was at the limit,
we fixed it to 2.5 and fit a flux which is used in the flux limit calculation. We tabulate these
and other cases where the fit did not converge in the third column of the “Alt IEMs Effect”
section in Tables 1 and 2. We discuss the implications of the convergence problems further
in Section 3.2.3.
The mathematical minimum required number of alternative IEMs with solutions for a
given parameter to calculate the average and the standard deviation and thus the systematic
error in Equation 5 from the choice of IEMs is two. We include in the quoted error for all
parameters listed in Tables 1 and 2, those which satisfy the mathematical minimum (two).
Care should be used with all candidates for which the alternative IEMs had convergence
problems. As IEM substructure can affect the significance of the final extension measured as
well as the extension itself, we expect changes in the extension hypothesis, such as seen for
SNR G296.5+10.0, which is only just above the extension threshold when using the standard
IEM. Such changes are also reflected in the size of the systematic error on the flux.
We note that this strategy for estimating systematic uncertainty from interstellar emission
modeling does not represent the complete range of systematics involved. In particular, we
have tested only one alternative method for building the IEM and varied only three of
the input parameters. This ensemble of models therefore cannot be expected to encompass
the full uncertainty associated with the IEM. Further, as the alternative method differs
from that used to create the standard IEM, the parameters estimated with the alternative
IEM may not bracket the value determined using the standard IEM. Our estimate of the
systematic error in Equation 5 accounts for this. Moreover, the estimated uncertainty does
not contain other possibly important sources of systematic error in the definition of the IEMs
(see Appendix B for details). While the resulting uncertainty should be considered a limited
estimate of the systematic uncertainty due to interstellar emission modeling, rather than
a full determination, it is critical for interpreting the data. This work represents our most
complete and systematic effort to date.
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3. The Fermi LAT SNR Catalog
We determined the γ-ray characteristics of the candidate sources following the analysis
method described in Section 2. To estimate the probability that the γ-ray candidate is asso-
ciated with the SNR, we quantified their spatial overlap, discussed in Section 3.1. As spatial
coincidence can lead to associations with non-SNR sources, particularly in the rich Galactic
plane, we estimated the rate of false discovery (Section 3.1.2). Section 3.2 contains all can-
didates’ GeV properties as well as upper limits on the detected flux for all remaining known
SNRs. It also includes a discussion of newly detected sources that are likely to be associated
with an SNR. Section 3.3 details verifications that our automated analysis completed suc-
cessfully for all RoIs and compares the results to other existing LAT analyses, finding the
expected agreement.
3.1. Source Classification
In the past, γ-ray sources have been associated with radio SNRs based on characteristics
including spatial coincidence, the lack of variability or pulsation, and spectral form. The
degree of spatial coincidence is generally defined in terms of positional coincidence and size
or morphology. In order to test for GeV emission associated with SNRs from Green’s catalog,
we searched for GeV emission in the region of each SNR (Section 2) and used the spatial
overlap between the radio SNR and γ-ray candidate to evaluate the probability that the
same source gives rise to the emission in both bands. Other SNR MW properties, such as
evidence for interaction with MCs or the presence of non-thermal X-ray sources, can also help
to identify counterparts. However, these tracers are incomplete and exhibit strong selection
effects. Consequently, we do not use them in this general study.
By including all identified AGN and pulsars in our models of the GeV emission using
the 2FGL catalog and 2PC, we exclude these known sources from being identified as SNRs
(Section 2.2). We also verified that candidates were not associated with already identified
γ-ray sources, including binaries, pulsars, or PWNe (see Section 3.2.2). We further removed
all time periods when a flaring source may affect our GeV SNR candidates (Section 2.1).
3.1.1. Spatial Coincidence
To define association probabilities for the candidates, we compared spatial information
available from Green’s catalog, namely the SNRs’ radio positions and radii, with that of the
GeV candidates’ localizations, localization errors, and extensions. When a GeV candidate
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is significantly extended, we use the maximum likelihood disk radius as the measure of the
extension (see Section 2.3.1).
Using this position and extension information, we derived two parameters. The first, called
Overlaploc, provides a quantitative measure of whether the GeV localization is within the
SNR’s angular extent in radio. This parameter, ranging from 0 to 1, is calculated as:
Overlaploc =
Radio ∩GeVloc
min(Radio,GeVloc)
(7)
where Radio represents the SNR’s radio disk and GeVloc is the GeV 95% error circle. The
notation X represents the area of X. The second parameter, Overlapext, quantifies whether
the GeV candidate’s localization and extension is consistent with the location and extension
of the radio SNR:
Overlapext =
Radio ∩GeVext
max(Radio,GeVext)
. (8)
where Radio is again the SNR’s radio disk and GeVext is the best fit GeV disk if the GeV
candidate is significantly extended. If the GeV detection is consistent with a point source,
we determined if the corresponding SNR’s radio size was consistent with it by redefining the
Overlapext parameter as:
Overlapext =
Radio ∩GeVmin
Radio
. (9)
where GeVmin is the minimum resolvable radius, GeVmin ≡ 0.2◦ for this analysis. Illustrations
of the Overlaploc and Overlapext parameters in the cases of an extended and a point GeV
detection are shown in Figure 2.
The value adopted for GeVmin is close to the smallest angular extension measured in our
sample (Table 1, candidate for SNR G0.0 + 0.0). The minimum resolvable radius (GeVmin)
in our analysis is also visible in Figure 3, and also effects the separation in extension overlap
below the minimum radius. In addition, Monte Carlo simulations presented in Lande et al.
(2012, Section 4) showed that, for a similar data set with E > 1 GeV, the extension detection
threshold is 0.2− 0.3◦, depending on the source’s spectral index and the diffuse background
level.
When comparing radio SNRs with GeV candidates, these overlap parameters are used to
require that both the GeV centroid is within the SNR’s radio area and that their extensions
are comparable. The distributions of the Overlapext and Overlaploc parameters for all GeV
detections are shown in Figure 4. While all GeV candidates are listed in Table 1, we label
the GeV detections with the most likely chance of true association as “classified candidates,”
defined as those sources with Overlapext > 0.4 and Overlaploc > 0.4. “Marginally classified
candidates” are those GeV sources with a moderate chance of true association, defined as
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Fig. 2.— Illustration of the overlap method for an extended GeV candidate (G347.3−0.5,
left) and a point GeV candidate (G111.7−2.1, right). In both cases, the center of the GeV
emission is located within the SNR’s radio boundaries (shown in green), i.e. the parameter
Overlaploc is close to unity. In addition, the GeV extension is compatible with the SNR’s
radio disk, with Overlapext close to unity. For a point GeV candidate (right panel), the radio
extent is compared to the GeV minimum resolvable radius (here taken as 0.2◦; see text for
further details).
Overlapext > 0.1 and Overlaploc > 0.1 and at least one overlap estimator < 0.4. Candidates
which have overlap parameters outside of these categories are referred to as “other” sources.
The number of classified GeV candidates as a function of overlap threshold value is shown
in Figure 5 while the choice of threshold value is discussed in the context of chance spatial
coincidence in Section 3.1.2.
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Fig. 3.— The extension overlap as defined in Equations 8 and 9 for all sources with signif-
icant GeV emission, plotted as a function of the radio diameter. The GeV candidates with
significant extension are shown as open symbols; those consistent with the point hypothesis
are filled. The vertical dashed line represents the minimum resolvable GeV diameter (≡ 0.4◦)
used in Equation 9.
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Fig. 4.— Distribution of Overlaploc and Overlapext as defined in Equations 7 and 8 for all
significant GeV sources. GeV candidates with significant extension are shown as open circles
and GeV candidates consistent with the point hypothesis are filled. Stacked bar histograms
of both parameters are also shown. The classified candidate region discussed in the main
text is shown with a white background. Those points in the grey region to the upper right
of the dashed line are marginally classified candidates.
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Fig. 5.— Numbers of GeV candidates passing the selection criteria as a function of the thresh-
old, defined as Overlapext and Overlaploc > threshold. The GeV candidates with significant
extension are shown as open symbols; those consistent with the point hypothesis are filled.
The solid line indicates the sum of the two populations. The vertical dashed line indicates
the threshold value above which sources are classified as SNRs, discussed in Section 3.1.2.
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3.1.2. Chance Coincidence
As we rely on spatial overlap for our GeV classification (see Section 3.1), we estimate the
probability that any particular coincidence occurs by chance. In order to do so, we created
a mock SNR catalog derived from Green’s catalog with SNR positions randomized in lon-
gitude, while retaining latitude and extension information as well as a sufficiently similar
distribution of diffuse fluxes under the mock and Green’s SNR positions. Performing the
standard analysis on the mock catalog should produce no classified or marginally classified
candidates; any found would therefore be by chance. While this technique gives no informa-
tion about whether any particular overlap is real, it does allow us to estimate the global rate
of false discovery. Details of the mock catalog construction and false discovery rate derivation
are in Appendix C.
After running the standard analysis on a mock catalog and applying the overlap classi-
fication, we find that only two out of 279 mock SNRs are spatially coincident with a GeV
excess, as shown in Figure 6, given the classification criteria in Section 3.1.1. Comparing the
Nmock = 2 mock coincidences to the NGreen = 36 candidates passing the association probabil-
ity threshold prior to removing known sources and accounting for IEM systematics (described
in Section 3.2), we estimate a false discovery rate of ∼ 6% for this specific realization of the
mock catalog. Including the sources which meet the more lenient marginal classification cri-
teria gives nine mock coincidences compared to 48 real, for a false discovery rate of ∼19%
with this realization.
Analyzing many more realizations of the mock catalog would improve our understanding
of the result, but is prohibitively expensive in CPU time. However, using the result of this
specific realization, we can estimate an upper limit on the number of false discoveries for any
trial (see Appendix C.3). We determined that, at 95% confidence, the number of false discov-
eries will be less than eight for any mock catalog prepared as described above, corresponding
to an upper limit of 22% for the false discovery rate. With the marginally classified mock
candidates, the 95% confidence upper limit is 18 mock coincidences, or 38% false discovery
rate for marginally classified candidates.
The evolution of the false discovery rate, Nmock/NGreen, for classified candidates as a
function of threshold is represented in Figure 7. The estimated rate and the 95% confidence
upper limit decrease through a threshold of ∼ 0.45. The increase in rate and upper limit
for thresholds & 0.45 is because no mock sources pass the threshold (Figure 6) while the
number of GeV candidates NGreen decreases and remains greater than zero (Figure 5). Thus,
we conservatively take 0.4 for our overlap threshold, noting its relatively small impact on
our final conclusions; see Section 3.1 for further discussion.
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Fig. 6.— Number of GeV coincidences from the mock SNR catalog (Nmock) as a function of
threshold value. The mock candidates with significant extension are shown as open symbols;
those consistent with the point hypothesis are filled. The solid line indicates the sum of the
two populations.
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Fig. 7.— The numbers of coincidences in the mock catalog Nmock can be used to estimate the
false discovery rate (≡ Nmock/NGreen, triangles) for a given threshold value. The solid error
bars show the 95% upper limits on the false discovery rate (see Section 3.1.2). The apparent
increase in upper limit for thresholds larger than ∼ 0.45 is because no mock sources pass
the threshold (Figure 6) while the number of GeV candidates NGreen decreases and remains
greater than zero (Figure 5).
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3.2. Catalog Results
We detected 102 candidates with a final source TS> 25 in the 279 SNR RoIs (see Sec-
tion 2.3). Of the 102 detected candidates, 36 passed the association probability threshold
(Section 3.1.1). Of these, 30 SNRs (∼ 11% of the total) show significant emission for all
alternative IEMs and are classified as likely GeV SNRs. An additional four were identified as
sources which are not SNRs, as detailed in Section 3.2.2; two other candidates were demoted
to marginal due to their dependence on the IEM, as described in the next paragraph. Of the
sources likely to be GeV SNRs, 17 show evidence for extension (TSext > 16). Only sources
associated with SNRs G34.7−0.4 and G189.1+3.0 show evidence of significant spectral cur-
vature in the 1− 100 GeV range and are fit with logP spectra. Of the classified candidates,
four extended and 10 point SNRs are new and published here for the first time. We describe
the four new extended SNRs, G24.7+0.6, G205.5+0.5, G296.5+10.0, and G326.3−1.8, in
Section 3.2.1.
The results of our spatial and spectral analyses for all significant sources are reported in
Tables 1 and 2. These include the 14 candidates whose classifications as SNRs were marginal
(Section 3.1.1) and those demoted to marginal based on their lower significance with at
least one alternative IEM (Section 2.4.2). The candidates associated with SNRs G73.9+0.9
and G32.4+0.1 were demoted this way. Two of the marginal candidates showed evidence
of extension; none showed evidence of spectral curvature over the energy range studied.
The remaining 54 candidates had little spatial overlap with the radio SNR: Overlaploc and
Overlapext < 0.1. Being significant sources, notably within 5
◦ of known SNRs, their param-
eters are also reported in Tables 1 and 2, but they are not considered in the discussion of
GeV SNR candidates. Four of these, ∼7%, showed evidence of spectral curvature, preferring
the logP form over the PL, compared to ∼6% of classified candidates. The best hypotheses
for candidates give a distribution of parameters in the 1 − 100 GeV range that span more
than two orders of magnitude in photon flux and range from 1.5 to as great as 4.0 in index
(Figure 8).
For those 245 SNRs that are either not detected by this analysis or which fail to meet the
most stringent threshold for classification as a detected SNR (i.e. Overlapext and Overlaploc ≥ 0.4),
upper limits assuming the radio disk morphology of Green’s catalog with PL indices of 2.0
and 2.5 are reported in Table 3. For those candidates which fail to meet the most stringent
threshold, we replaced the source with the radio disk. We do not calculate upper limits for
the four sources which are identified as not SNRs (Section 3.2.2). A FITS version of the
catalog is available through the Fermi Science Support Center, as described in Appendix D.
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Table 2. LAT SNR Catalog: Results of Spectral Analysis
SNR Name TS Spectral Flux ± stat ± sys Index β Alt IEM Location Extension
Form [10−9 ph cm−2 s−1] ± stat ± sys ± stat ± sys Effect Overlap Overlap
Classified SNRs:
G006.4−00.1 1622 PL 51.77 ± 1.54 +4.25−3.72 2.64 ± 0.04 +0.08−0.08 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.61
G008.7−00.1 788 PL 31.27 ± 1.32 +6.22−5.27 2.50 ± 0.05 +0.10−0.10 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.71
G020.0−00.2 32 PL 4.56 ± 0.84 +4.06−2.20 3.58 ± 0.47 +0.54−0.54 · · · 0, 4, 0 0.93 1.00
G023.3−00.3 208 PL 14.64 ± 1.18 +12.56−6.81 2.38 ± 0.09 +0.15−0.15 · · · 0, 7, 0 1.00 0.46
G024.7+00.6 89 PL 8.63 ± 1.58 +7.65−4.13 2.10 ± 0.15 +0.13−0.13 · · · 0, 4, 0 1.00 0.47
G034.7−00.4 832 logP 54.95 ± 2.68 +4.71−4.05 2.27 ± 0.09 +0.10−0.10 0.41 ± 0.09 +0.05−0.05 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.71
G034.7−00.4 · · · PL · · · 2.34 ± 0.09 +0.07−0.07 · · · 0, 0, 0 · · · · · ·
G043.3−00.2 787 PL 19.24 ± 1.01 +1.94−1.75 2.36 ± 0.05 +0.08−0.08 · · · 0, 1, 0 0.55 1.00
G045.7−00.4 45 PL 3.72 ± 0.66 +3.97−1.99 2.60 ± 0.23 +0.28−0.32 · · · 0, 3, 0 0.53 0.49
G049.2−00.7 1309 PL 31.31 ± 1.27 +3.12−2.76 2.30 ± 0.04 +0.08−0.08 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.62
G074.0−08.5 417 PL 10.60 ± 0.60 +2.16−1.82 2.48 ± 0.08 +0.10−0.10 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.82
G078.2+02.1 228 PL 12.27 ± 2.00 +75.26−11.24 1.90 ± 0.09 +0.35−0.35 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.53
G089.0+04.7 193 PL 8.37 ± 0.66 +13.20−5.16 3.00 ± 0.17 +0.27−0.27 · · · 0, 5, 0 1.00 0.77
G109.1−01.0 45 PL 1.09 ± 0.29 +0.34−0.27 1.91 ± 0.21 +0.12−0.12 · · · 0, 1, 0 1.00 0.73
G111.7−02.1 584 PL 6.25 ± 0.42 +0.75−0.67 2.09 ± 0.07 +0.06−0.07 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.72 1.00
G180.0−01.7 77 PL 5.87 ± 0.74 +0.77−0.69 2.28 ± 0.13 +0.10−0.10 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.92
G189.1+03.0 5807 logP 57.27 ± 1.15 +4.63−4.43 2.09 ± 0.04 +0.07−0.07 0.10 ± 0.02 +0.03−0.03 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.76
G189.1+03.0 · · · PL · · · 2.34 ± 0.09 +0.07−0.07 · · · 0, 0, 0 · · · · · ·
G205.5+00.5 130 PL 13.71 ± 1.27 +2.34−2.08 2.56 ± 0.12 +0.10−0.10 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.54
G260.4−03.4 432 PL 8.04 ± 0.56 +0.67−0.61 2.17 ± 0.07 +0.07−0.07 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.50
G266.2−01.2 411 PL 12.11 ± 0.89 +2.91−2.40 1.87 ± 0.05 +0.10−0.10 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.71
G291.0−00.1 551 PL 13.04 ± 0.78 +1.90−1.68 2.53 ± 0.07 +0.08−0.08 · · · 0, 1, 0 1.00 1.00
G292.0+01.8 381 PL 6.17 ± 0.43 +1.64−1.32 2.89 ± 0.12 +0.08−0.08 · · · 0, 4, 0 1.00 1.00
G296.5+10.0 27 PL 0.78 ± 0.24 +0.08−0.07 1.62 ± 0.21 +0.09−0.09 · · · 0, 8, 0 1.00 0.57
G298.6−00.0 159 PL 7.59 ± 0.71 +0.85−0.77 2.92 ± 0.16 +0.19−0.19 · · · 0, 5, 0 0.89 1.00
G321.9−00.3 223 PL 8.85 ± 0.70 +1.97−1.64 2.87 ± 0.12 +0.07−0.08 · · · 0, 3, 0 1.00 0.47
G326.3−01.8 341 PL 6.20 ± 0.52 +1.69−1.35 1.98 ± 0.07 +0.13−0.13 · · · 0, 2, 0 1.00 0.43
G347.3−00.5 134 PL 4.94 ± 0.81 +10.08−3.36 1.53 ± 0.10 +0.41−0.41 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.86
G348.5+00.1 175 PL 13.05 ± 1.15 +1.62−1.07 2.64 ± 0.10 +0.12−0.09 · · · 0, 3, 0 0.82 0.94
G349.7+00.2 59 PL 4.00 ± 0.76 +1.28−0.99 2.19 ± 0.16 +0.15−0.15 · · · 0, 1, 0 1.00 1.00
G355.4+00.7 39 PL 4.69 ± 0.80 +2.39−1.62 3.09 ± 0.25 +0.21−0.24 · · · 0, 2, 0 0.80 0.48
G357.7−00.1 60 PL 6.34 ± 0.98 +7.93−3.57 2.60 ± 0.17 +0.18−0.18 · · · 0, 5, 0 1.00 1.00
Classified Candidates Identified as Not SNRs:a
G005.4−01.2 28 PL 3.29 ± 0.68 +8.44−2.39 2.85 ± 0.31 +0.45−0.45 · · · 0, 4, 0 1.00 0.48
G184.6−05.8 868 PL 108.12 ± 18.54 +1.98−1.94 2.24 ± 0.05 +0.01−0.01 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 1.00
G284.3−01.8 923 PL 24.81 ± 1.04 +2.24−2.05 2.91 ± 0.06 +0.02−0.02 · · · 0, 1, 0 1.00 0.66
G320.4−01.2 92 PL 2.61 ± 0.75 +0.51−0.44 1.61 ± 0.16 +0.08−0.08 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.48
Marginally Classified Candidates:
G011.4−00.1 48 PL 4.57 ± 0.84 +1.19−1.22 2.48 ± 0.20 +0.10−0.20 · · · 0, 1, 0 0.33 1.00
G017.4−00.1 110 PL 8.83 ± 1.19 +3.60−2.59 2.33 ± 0.13 +0.07−0.08 · · · 0, 2, 0 0.16 1.00
G018.9−01.1 59 PL 5.77 ± 0.83 +0.79−0.87 2.96 ± 0.25 +0.19−0.22 · · · 0, 2, 0 0.63 0.26
G032.4+00.1b 31 PL 4.76 ± 0.90 +3.73−2.10 4.14 ± 0.58 +0.20−0.40 · · · 2, 1, 0 0.85 1.00
G073.9+00.9b 30 PL 2.33 ± 0.47 +37.89−2.21 3.34 ± 0.56 +1.56−1.56 · · · 8, 3, 6 1.00 0.70
G074.9+01.2 341 PL 8.38 ± 0.59 +0.63−0.56 2.79 ± 0.11 +0.09−0.09 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.19 1.00
Table 2—Continued
SNR Name TS Spectral Flux ± stat ± sys Index β Alt IEM Location Extension
Form [10−9 ph cm−2 s−1] ± stat ± sys ± stat ± sys Effect Overlap Overlap
G132.7+01.3 226 PL 13.15 ± 0.97 +2.91−2.45 2.71 ± 0.12 +0.10−0.10 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.64 0.32
G179.0+02.6 145 PL 2.61 ± 0.28 +0.32−0.29 3.18 ± 0.21 +0.08−0.08 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.12
G292.2−00.5 233 PL 8.41 ± 0.69 +3.23−2.37 2.48 ± 0.10 +0.12−0.12 · · · 0, 4, 0 0.72 0.29
G304.6+00.1 35 PL 1.36 ± 0.56 +0.68−0.47 1.76 ± 0.25 +0.27−0.27 · · · 0, 3, 0 0.21 1.00
G316.3−00.0 84 PL 6.46 ± 0.78 +1.31−1.11 2.98 ± 0.25 +0.13−0.13 · · · 0, 5, 0 0.37 0.48
G332.0+00.2 83 PL 8.52 ± 1.07 +25.37−6.38 2.67 ± 0.16 +0.39−0.39 · · · 0, 8, 0 0.17 0.89
G337.8−00.1 108 PL 11.47 ± 1.28 +1.53−1.37 2.73 ± 0.13 +0.10−0.10 · · · 0, 3, 0 0.15 1.00
G356.3−00.3 64 PL 5.72 ± 0.86 +5.84−2.92 2.65 ± 0.20 +0.23−0.23 · · · 0, 7, 0 0.39 0.98
Other Detected Candidate Sources:
G000.0+00.0 1168 logP 65.02 ± 2.90 +6.86−6.45 2.25 ± 0.08 +0.05−0.05 0.25 ± 0.05 +0.04−0.04 0, 1, 0 0.53 0.01
G000.3+00.0 48 PL 14.63 ± 2.95 +28.00−9.92 2.65 ± 0.17 +0.10−0.10 · · · 0, 5, 0 0.00 0.75
G004.5+06.8b 48 PL 13.12 ± 1.97 +4.27−3.40 2.33 ± 0.17 +0.21−0.21 · · · 1, 1, 1 0.00 0.00
G005.2−02.6b 28 PL 2.17 ± 0.44 5.00 · · · 8, 3, 9 0.00 0.00
G006.1+00.5 190 PL 33.47 ± 2.93 +8.30−3.33 2.33 ± 0.06 +0.40−0.40 · · · 0, 4, 3 0.00 0.00
G008.3−00.0 354 PL 22.13 ± 1.63 +23.78−11.70 2.29 ± 0.06 +0.11−0.11 · · · 0, 4, 0 0.00 0.01
G010.5−00.0 47 PL 6.06 ± 0.96 +0.59−0.87 2.95 ± 0.28 +0.15−0.26 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.68
G012.5+00.2 159 PL 14.11 ± 1.18 +10.87−2.41 2.90 ± 0.18 +0.28−0.28 · · · 0, 2, 2 0.00 0.00
G015.4+00.1 97 PL 17.75 ± 2.87 +25.69−10.58 1.75 ± 0.09 +0.66−0.66 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
G016.4−00.5 96 PL 18.05 ± 2.85 +15.42−8.78 1.76 ± 0.09 +0.38−0.38 · · · 0, 1, 1 0.00 0.00
G016.7+00.1 132 PL 20.28 ± 2.14 +4.73−3.88 2.12 ± 0.09 +0.14−0.14 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
G017.0−00.0 92 PL 18.22 ± 2.71 +8.84−6.15 1.82 ± 0.09 +0.41−0.41 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
G017.8−02.6b 49 PL 3.04 ± 0.63 +0.34−0.24 1.86 ± 0.15 +0.09−0.09 · · · 4, 7, 0 0.00 0.08
G018.1−00.1b 68 PL 14.55 ± 2.98 +35.30−13.34 1.80 ± 0.12 +0.21−0.20 · · · 1, 1, 0 0.00 0.00
G022.7−00.2b 204 PL 14.62 ± 1.18 +11.54−6.50 2.38 ± 0.10 +0.32−0.32 · · · 2, 3, 3 0.00 0.00
G023.6+00.3b 211 PL 14.85 ± 1.17 +30.61−10.03 2.41 ± 0.10 +0.27−0.27 · · · 2, 3, 1 0.00 0.00
G024.7−00.6 238 PL 26.86 ± 2.39 +2.66−2.34 2.13 ± 0.08 +0.08−0.08 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.01
G027.4+00.0 279 PL 23.20 ± 1.63 +48.25−15.87 2.30 ± 0.07 +0.12−0.12 · · · 0, 3, 0 0.00 0.00
G027.8+00.6 163 PL 22.96 ± 2.16 +86.60−18.16 2.32 ± 0.09 +0.20−0.20 · · · 0, 4, 0 0.00 0.11
G028.6−00.1 124 PL 10.01 ± 1.05 +2.84−2.26 2.74 ± 0.13 +0.13−0.14 · · · 0, 2, 0 0.00 0.51
G028.8+01.5 79 PL 22.07 ± 2.53 +94.10−18.20 2.53 ± 0.15 +0.34−0.34 · · · 0, 2, 0 0.99 0.09
G029.6+00.1 98 PL 12.37 ± 1.30 +32.13−11.42 2.94 ± 0.20 +0.33−0.33 · · · 0, 3, 0 0.00 0.01
G030.7+01.0b 64 PL 18.92 ± 2.41+154.16−17.04 2.74 ± 0.21 +0.44−0.44 · · · 3, 5, 3 0.00 0.01
G031.5−00.6 39 PL 4.81 ± 0.81 +9.29−3.32 3.71 ± 0.46 +1.08−0.90 · · · 0, 6, 0 0.00 0.00
G031.9+00.0 273 PL 20.17 ± 1.33 +11.59−4.43 2.55 ± 0.09 +0.09−0.09 · · · 0, 3, 0 1.00 0.01
G032.8−00.1 33 PL 4.72 ± 0.86 +10.09−3.34 3.55 ± 0.46 +0.99−0.99 · · · 0, 6, 0 0.00 0.00
G033.2−00.6 88 PL 15.00 ± 1.64 +34.33−10.38 2.91 ± 0.21 +0.56−0.56 · · · 0, 3, 2 0.00 0.02
G035.6−00.4 180 PL 10.92 ± 0.96 +7.72−4.57 2.96 ± 0.14 +0.30−0.30 · · · 0, 3, 0 0.00 0.86
G036.6−00.7 334 PL 21.89 ± 1.26 +5.33−4.35 2.85 ± 0.11 +0.09−0.09 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
G192.8−01.1 26 PL 1.53 ± 0.34 +0.65−0.46 2.84 ± 0.43 +0.18−0.18 · · · 0, 2, 0 1.00 0.09
G213.3−00.4 45 PL 1.51 ± 0.30 +0.42−0.34 2.53 ± 0.28 +0.19−0.19 · · · 0, 4, 0 1.00 0.02
G263.9−03.3b 28 PL 17.33 ± 1.91+171.59−20.04 3.85 ± 0.48 −1.60 · · · 0, 7, 7 1.00 0.01
G286.5−01.2b 94 PL 13.08 ± 1.53+135.50−14.58 2.32 ± 0.11 +0.21−0.21 · · · 1, 1, 1 0.00 0.00
G306.3−00.8 83 PL 7.77 ± 0.94 +3.99−2.62 2.56 ± 0.18 +0.10−0.10 · · · 0, 2, 0 0.00 0.00
G310.8−00.4 44 PL 4.29 ± 1.11 +16.26−5.81 1.53 ± 0.13 +0.41−0.41 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
G311.5−00.3 270 PL 16.54 ± 1.16 +11.60−6.82 2.51 ± 0.09 +0.10−0.10 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
Table 2—Continued
SNR Name TS Spectral Flux ± stat ± sys Index β Alt IEM Location Extension
Form [10−9 ph cm−2 s−1] ± stat ± sys ± stat ± sys Effect Overlap Overlap
G328.4+00.2 126 PL 11.75 ± 1.26 +5.31−3.71 2.34 ± 0.11 +0.13−0.13 · · · 0, 2, 0 0.17 0.02
G332.4−00.4 157 PL 24.43 ± 2.73 +9.58−7.02 2.12 ± 0.07 +0.09−0.09 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.45 0.01
G336.7+00.5 260 PL 38.19 ± 3.37 +7.51−6.59 2.18 ± 0.06 +0.07−0.08 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.02
G337.0−00.1 253 PL 24.91 ± 1.90 +2.27−1.86 2.48 ± 0.08 +0.08−0.08 · · · 0, 0, 0 1.00 0.00
G337.2+00.1 137 PL 28.20 ± 3.03 +3.85−2.64 2.38 ± 0.08 +0.07−0.08 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
G337.2−00.7b 355 PL 27.89 ± 1.84+104.91−22.24 2.44 ± 0.07 +0.10−0.10 · · · 2, 3, 1 0.00 0.00
G337.3+01.0 114 PL 20.33 ± 2.08 +16.48−9.47 2.22 ± 0.10 +0.13−0.13 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
G338.3−00.0 178 PL 11.75 ± 1.17 +3.62−2.82 2.19 ± 0.09 +0.16−0.16 · · · 0, 1, 0 0.00 0.08
G345.7−00.2 73 logP 7.81 ± 1.95 +11.66−4.74 0.86 ± 0.48 +1.12−1.12 0.18 ± 0.17 +0.18−0.18 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
G348.5−00.0 173 PL 12.81 ± 1.17 +7.45−4.72 2.58 ± 0.10 +0.10−0.08 · · · 0, 5, 0 0.00 0.66
G351.9−00.9 25 PL 3.96 ± 0.86 +1.79−1.26 3.93 ± 0.71 +0.56−0.56 · · · 0, 3, 0 0.00 0.00
G352.7−00.1 79 PL 10.22 ± 1.29 +7.30−4.23 3.43 ± 0.39 +0.56−0.56 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.01
G355.9−02.5 129 PL 31.80 ± 2.92 +14.73−10.78 2.34 ± 0.09 +0.10−0.10 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
G357.7+00.3 187 logP 38.04 ± 3.06 +14.62−10.82 1.78 ± 0.20 +0.14−0.14 0.68 ± 0.30 +0.52−0.52 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
G358.1+00.1 97 logP 24.21 ± 3.57 +13.99−9.39 0.16 ± 0.66 +0.37−0.37 1.73 ± 0.64 +0.44−0.44 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
G358.5−00.9 76 PL 23.68 ± 2.87 +21.96−12.13 2.38 ± 0.12 +0.13−0.14 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
G359.0−00.9 94 PL 27.14 ± 2.96 +25.68−13.45 2.32 ± 0.10 +0.14−0.14 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.01
G359.1−00.5 135 PL 30.43 ± 2.74 +20.61−13.05 2.34 ± 0.09 +0.17−0.17 · · · 0, 0, 0 0.00 0.00
Note. — Results of the spectral analysis for the 102 detected candidates, ordered by increasing Galactic longitude within their clas-
sification category. Spectral Form denotes if the candidate was best fit with a PL or a logP. Index reflects the PL index or logP α
(Equation 2) for the specified spectral form. For those classified candidates with logP spectral forms and which appear in plots showing
other candidates’ (PL) indexes, we also report here their best fit PL index and errors for completeness. The β column lists the logP β
specified in Equation 2, as applicable. The column entitled Alt IEM Effect lists the number of alternate IEMs for which a candidate’s
significance became less than 9; for which the best extension hypothesis changed between extended and pointlike; and for which the like-
lihood maximization had convergence problems (see Section 3.2.3). Location and Extension Overlap columns list the fractional overlap in
the GeV candidate’s position and extension with respect to Green’s catalog’s radio SNR, Equations 7 and 8 or 9, respectively, described
in detail in Section 3.1.1.
aCandidates with emission consistent with a known, non-SNR source, detailed in Section 3.2.2.
bEmission from regions that should be treated with care; see Section 3.2.3 for details.
Table 3. LAT SNR Catalog: SNRs Not Detected by the LAT
SNR RAradio Decradio l b Radiusradio Γ = 2.0 Γ = 2.5
[deg] (J2000) [deg] (J2000) [deg] [deg] [deg] 95% UL 99% UL 95% UL 99% UL
G000.0+00.0 266.43 −29.00 359.96 −0.05 0.02 3.0E−08 3.1E−08 4.4E−08 4.5E−08
G000.3+00.0 266.56 −28.63 0.33 0.04 0.09 7.0E−09 7.6E−09 1.2E−08 1.3E−08
G000.9+00.1 266.84 −28.15 0.87 0.08 0.07 7.3E−10 1.0E−09 1.2E−10 1.9E−10
G001.0−00.1 267.12 −28.15 1.00 −0.13 0.07 7.6E−10 1.0E−09 9.7E−10 1.4E−09
G001.4−00.1 267.41 −27.77 1.46 −0.15 0.08 2.6E−10 4.0E−10 3.0E−10 4.6E−10
G001.9+00.3 267.19 −27.17 1.87 0.32 0.01 1.4E−10 2.2E−10 1.8E−10 2.7E−10
G003.7−00.2 268.86 −25.83 3.78 −0.28 0.10 6.7E−10 9.4E−10 1.1E−09 1.4E−09
G003.8+00.3 268.23 −25.47 3.81 0.39 0.15 4.4E−10 6.4E−10 5.3E−10 7.9E−10
G004.2−03.5 272.23 −27.05 4.21 −3.51 0.23 2.9E−09 2.9E−09 1.0E−09 1.3E−09
G004.5+06.8 262.68 −21.48 4.53 6.82 0.03 3.8E−10 4.8E−10 5.4E−10 6.7E−10
G004.8+06.2 263.35 −21.57 4.79 6.24 0.15 8.4E−09 8.5E−09 8.8E−10 1.1E−09
G005.2−02.6 271.88 −25.75 5.20 −2.60 0.15 3.8E−10 5.3E−10 5.3E−10 7.3E−10
G005.5+00.3 269.27 −24.00 5.55 0.32 0.11 1.4E−08 1.5E−08 3.8E−09 4.2E−09
G005.7−00.0 269.70 −24.05 5.71 −0.05 0.10 3.1E−09 3.5E−09 4.7E−09 5.2E−09
G005.9+03.1 266.83 −22.27 5.90 3.13 0.17 1.1E−09 1.3E−09 1.4E−09 1.7E−09
G006.1+00.5 269.37 −23.42 6.10 0.53 0.12 1.2E−09 1.5E−09 1.7E−09 2.1E−09
G006.1+01.2 268.73 −23.08 6.10 1.21 0.23 8.9E−08 8.9E−08 5.6E−09 5.6E−09
G006.4+04.0 266.29 −21.37 6.41 4.03 0.26 2.2E−09 2.2E−09 1.3E−10 1.9E−10
G006.5−00.4 270.55 −23.57 6.51 −0.48 0.15 2.9E−09 3.4E−09 8.3E−09 9.0E−09
G007.0−00.1 270.46 −22.90 7.05 −0.08 0.12 1.7E−09 2.1E−09 2.8E−09 3.3E−09
G007.2+00.2 270.28 −22.63 7.20 0.20 0.10 1.1E−09 1.4E−09 1.3E−09 1.7E−09
G007.7−03.7 274.35 −24.07 7.75 −3.77 0.18 4.9E−10 6.5E−10 6.8E−10 8.9E−10
G008.3−00.0 271.14 −21.82 8.30 −0.10 0.04 8.5E−09 8.9E−09 1.1E−08 1.2E−08
G008.7−05.0 276.04 −23.80 8.71 −5.01 0.22 1.0E−09 1.2E−09 1.0E−08 1.0E−08
G008.9+00.4 270.99 −21.05 8.90 0.40 0.20 9.6E−10 1.3E−09 1.3E−09 1.7E−09
G009.7−00.0 271.84 −20.58 9.70 −0.06 0.11 1.3E−09 1.6E−09 1.6E−09 2.1E−09
G009.8+00.6 271.28 −20.23 9.75 0.57 0.10 7.9E−10 1.1E−09 1.1E−09 1.4E−09
G009.9−00.8 272.67 −20.72 9.95 −0.81 0.10 7.9E−10 1.1E−09 1.6E−09 2.0E−09
G010.5−00.0 272.28 −19.78 10.60 −0.03 0.05 2.4E−09 2.7E−09 4.1E−09 4.5E−09
G011.0−00.0 272.52 −19.42 11.03 −0.06 0.08 7.8E−08 7.8E−08 3.6E−09 4.1E−09
G011.1+00.1 272.45 −19.20 11.19 0.11 0.09 4.5E−08 4.5E−08 2.0E−09 2.1E−09
G011.1−01.0 273.51 −19.77 11.17 −1.04 0.12 4.1E−10 5.9E−10 6.1E−10 8.7E−10
G011.1−00.7 273.19 −19.63 11.15 −0.71 0.07 3.8E−10 5.5E−10 5.6E−10 8.0E−10
G011.2−00.3 272.86 −19.42 11.18 −0.34 0.03 2.2E−09 2.5E−09 2.4E−09 2.7E−09
G011.4−00.1 272.70 −19.08 11.41 −0.04 0.07 3.1E−09 3.4E−09 4.5E−09 4.9E−09
G011.8−00.2 273.10 −18.73 11.89 −0.20 0.03 1.4E−09 1.7E−09 2.2E−09 2.6E−09
G012.0−00.1 273.05 −18.62 11.97 −0.11 0.06 1.2E−09 1.5E−09 1.9E−09 2.2E−09
G012.2+00.3 272.82 −18.17 12.26 0.30 0.05 1.1E−09 1.3E−09 1.7E−09 2.1E−09
G012.5+00.2 273.06 −17.92 12.59 0.22 0.05 1.9E−09 2.2E−09 2.8E−09 3.2E−09
G012.7−00.0 273.33 −17.90 12.73 0.00 0.05 8.2E−09 8.2E−09 7.8E−09 7.8E−09
G012.8−00.0 273.40 −17.82 12.83 −0.02 0.03 1.3E−08 1.3E−08 3.2E−09 3.6E−09
G013.3−01.3 274.83 −18.00 13.32 −1.30 0.44 2.7E−10 4.1E−10 3.2E−10 4.8E−10
G013.5+00.2 273.56 −17.20 13.45 0.15 0.04 2.0E−09 2.0E−09 1.6E−09 1.9E−09
G014.1−00.1 273.97 −16.57 14.19 0.10 0.05 7.8E−10 1.0E−09 1.3E−09 1.6E−09
G014.3+00.1 273.99 −16.45 14.30 0.14 0.04 6.4E−10 8.7E−10 1.1E−09 1.4E−09
Table 3—Continued
SNR RAradio Decradio l b Radiusradio Γ = 2.0 Γ = 2.5
[deg] (J2000) [deg] (J2000) [deg] [deg] [deg] 95% UL 99% UL 95% UL 99% UL
G015.1−01.6 276.00 −16.57 15.11 −1.61 0.22 6.5E−10 8.7E−10 6.6E−10 9.3E−10
G015.4+00.1 274.51 −15.45 15.42 0.18 0.12 1.1E−09 1.4E−09 1.7E−09 2.2E−09
G015.9+00.2 274.72 −15.03 15.89 0.20 0.05 8.2E−10 1.0E−09 1.3E−09 1.6E−09
G016.0−00.5 275.48 −15.23 16.05 −0.54 0.10 2.5E−09 2.9E−09 3.8E−09 4.3E−09
G016.2−02.7 277.42 −16.13 16.13 −2.62 0.14 1.2E−09 1.4E−09 1.4E−09 1.6E−09
G016.4−00.5 275.66 −14.92 16.41 −0.55 0.11 1.6E−09 1.9E−09 2.7E−09 3.1E−09
G016.7+00.1 275.23 −14.33 16.74 0.09 0.03 2.8E−09 3.1E−09 4.1E−09 4.5E−09
G016.8−01.1 276.33 −14.77 16.85 −1.05 0.22 2.9E−09 3.4E−09 4.6E−09 5.2E−09
G017.0−00.0 275.49 −14.13 17.03 −0.04 0.04 1.5E−09 1.8E−09 2.3E−09 2.6E−09
G017.4−00.1 275.78 −13.77 17.48 −0.11 0.05 5.8E−09 6.2E−09 7.4E−09 7.8E−09
G017.4−02.3 277.73 −14.87 17.39 −2.30 0.20 1.5E−09 1.7E−09 1.9E−09 2.2E−09
G017.8−02.6 278.21 −14.65 17.80 −2.61 0.20 1.4E−09 1.6E−09 9.7E−10 1.2E−09
G018.1−00.1 276.14 −13.18 18.17 −0.15 0.07 1.8E−09 2.2E−09 3.1E−09 3.5E−09
G018.6−00.2 276.48 −12.83 18.63 −0.28 0.05 1.0E−09 1.4E−09 1.5E−09 2.0E−09
G018.8+00.3 276.00 −12.38 18.81 0.35 0.11 2.1E−10 3.1E−10 2.3E−09 2.7E−09
G018.9−01.1 277.46 −12.97 18.95 −1.19 0.28 3.1E−09 3.5E−09 4.6E−09 5.1E−09
G019.1+00.2 276.23 −12.12 19.14 0.27 0.23 2.5E−09 3.0E−09 2.9E−09 3.5E−09
G020.4+00.1 276.96 −11.00 20.47 0.16 0.07 1.3E−09 1.6E−09 8.2E−09 8.3E−09
G021.0−00.4 277.80 −10.78 21.05 −0.47 0.07 3.7E−10 5.4E−10 6.0E−10 8.5E−10
G021.5−00.1 277.71 −10.15 21.56 −0.10 0.04 7.9E−10 1.1E−09 1.6E−09 2.0E−09
G021.5−00.9 278.39 −10.58 21.49 −0.89 0.03 1.2E−09 1.5E−09 2.4E−09 2.7E−09
G021.8−00.6 278.19 −10.13 21.80 −0.51 0.17 1.3E−09 1.7E−09 1.8E−09 2.4E−09
G022.7−00.2 278.31 −9.22 22.66 −0.19 0.22 4.1E−09 4.4E−09 4.6E−09 5.2E−09
G023.6+00.3 278.26 −8.22 23.53 0.31 0.08 1.6E−09 2.0E−09 3.1E−09 3.7E−09
G024.7−00.6 279.68 −7.53 24.79 −0.62 0.12 1.5E−09 1.8E−09 1.9E−09 2.3E−09
G027.4+00.0 280.33 −4.93 27.39 0.00 0.03 3.8E−09 4.2E−09 5.2E−09 5.7E−09
G027.8+00.6 279.96 −4.40 27.69 0.57 0.32 6.0E−09 6.5E−09 8.1E−09 8.7E−09
G028.6−00.1 280.98 −3.88 28.62 −0.10 0.09 6.4E−09 6.9E−09 5.4E−09 5.4E−09
G028.8+01.5 279.75 −2.92 28.91 1.43 0.83 1.3E−09 1.7E−09 4.6E−09 5.2E−09
G029.6+00.1 281.22 −2.95 29.56 0.11 0.04 3.7E−09 4.1E−09 6.0E−09 6.5E−09
G029.7−00.3 281.60 −2.98 29.71 −0.24 0.03 1.8E−09 2.1E−09 2.6E−08 2.6E−08
G030.7+01.0 281.00 −1.53 30.72 0.96 0.17 1.1E−09 1.5E−09 2.3E−09 2.7E−09
G030.7−02.0 283.60 −2.90 30.69 −1.98 0.13 2.2E−10 3.3E−10 3.0E−10 4.4E−10
G031.5−00.6 282.79 −1.52 31.55 −0.63 0.15 1.2E−09 1.5E−09 2.4E−09 2.9E−09
G031.9+00.0 282.35 −0.92 31.89 0.03 0.05 4.7E−09 5.1E−09 6.5E−09 6.9E−09
G032.0−04.9 286.50 −3.00 31.92 −4.61 0.50 5.2E−10 6.9E−10 4.7E−10 6.6E−10
G032.1−00.9 283.29 −1.13 32.12 −0.90 0.33 1.7E−09 2.1E−09 2.7E−09 3.1E−09
G032.4+00.1 282.52 −0.42 32.40 0.11 0.05 2.0E−09 2.3E−09 3.7E−09 4.1E−09
G032.8−00.1 282.85 −0.13 32.81 −0.05 0.14 3.9E−10 5.1E−10 1.0E−08 1.0E−08
G033.2−00.6 283.46 −0.03 33.18 −0.55 0.15 7.0E−10 9.5E−10 1.1E−09 1.4E−09
G033.6+00.1 283.20 0.68 33.69 0.01 0.08 2.0E−09 2.4E−09 3.5E−09 4.1E−09
G035.6−00.4 284.40 2.06 35.47 −0.43 0.08 7.0E−09 7.5E−09 1.1E−08 1.1E−08
G036.6+02.6 282.20 4.43 36.58 2.60 0.12 2.6E−10 3.8E−10 4.3E−10 6.1E−10
G036.6−00.7 285.15 2.93 36.58 −0.70 0.21 2.0E−09 2.3E−09 2.5E−09 3.0E−09
G039.2−00.3 286.03 5.47 39.24 −0.32 0.06 8.8E−10 1.1E−09 1.9E−09 1.9E−09
Table 3—Continued
SNR RAradio Decradio l b Radiusradio Γ = 2.0 Γ = 2.5
[deg] (J2000) [deg] (J2000) [deg] [deg] [deg] 95% UL 99% UL 95% UL 99% UL
G039.7−02.0 288.08 4.92 39.70 −2.38 0.71 6.3E−10 8.8E−10 7.3E−10 1.0E−09
G040.5−00.5 286.79 6.52 40.52 −0.51 0.18 1.1E−09 1.5E−09 2.0E−09 2.5E−09
G041.1−00.3 286.89 7.13 41.11 −0.31 0.03 2.1E−09 2.4E−09 7.7E−09 7.7E−09
G042.8+00.6 286.83 9.08 42.82 0.64 0.20 8.4E−10 1.1E−09 1.7E−09 2.1E−09
G043.9+01.6 286.46 10.50 43.91 1.61 0.50 5.5E−10 7.7E−10 8.5E−10 1.2E−09
G046.8−00.3 289.54 12.15 46.77 −0.30 0.12 3.4E−10 4.9E−10 4.8E−10 6.9E−10
G053.6−02.2 294.71 17.23 53.62 −2.26 0.25 8.4E−10 1.0E−09 4.7E−09 4.8E−09
G054.1+00.3 292.63 18.87 54.10 0.26 0.01 7.9E−10 9.6E−10 1.1E−09 1.4E−09
G054.4−00.3 293.33 18.93 54.47 −0.29 0.33 1.5E−09 1.8E−09 2.1E−09 2.5E−09
G055.0+00.3 293.00 19.83 55.11 0.42 0.14 5.8E−10 7.9E−10 1.0E−09 1.3E−09
G055.7+03.4 290.33 21.73 55.59 3.52 0.19 4.8E−10 6.4E−10 7.6E−10 9.7E−10
G057.2+00.8 293.75 21.95 57.30 0.83 0.10 3.1E−10 4.3E−10 4.1E−10 5.9E−10
G059.5+00.1 295.64 23.58 59.58 0.11 0.12 7.6E−10 9.7E−10 1.8E−09 2.1E−09
G059.8+01.2 294.73 24.32 59.81 1.20 0.15 6.0E−10 7.8E−10 7.3E−10 9.5E−10
G063.7+01.1 296.97 27.75 63.79 1.16 0.07 1.6E−09 1.6E−09 9.5E−10 1.1E−09
G065.1+00.6 298.67 28.58 65.27 0.30 0.56 1.1E−09 1.4E−09 2.3E−09 2.8E−09
G065.3+05.7 293.25 31.17 65.18 5.66 2.27 4.4E−10 6.5E−10 4.0E−10 6.0E−10
G065.7+01.2 298.04 29.43 65.71 1.21 0.18 6.0E−10 7.8E−10 8.6E−10 1.1E−09
G067.7+01.8 298.63 31.48 67.73 1.82 0.11 1.8E−10 2.7E−10 3.0E−10 4.3E−10
G068.6−01.2 302.17 30.62 68.61 −1.20 0.19 4.5E−10 6.2E−10 6.9E−10 9.1E−10
G069.0+02.7 298.33 32.92 68.84 2.78 0.67 1.3E−09 1.4E−09 3.6E−09 4.0E−09
G069.7+01.0 300.67 32.72 69.69 1.00 0.12 6.0E−10 7.6E−10 7.4E−10 9.6E−10
G073.9+00.9 303.56 36.20 73.91 0.88 0.23 1.7E−09 2.0E−09 2.8E−09 3.2E−09
G074.9+01.2 304.01 37.20 74.94 1.14 0.06 4.5E−09 4.8E−09 6.1E−09 6.4E−09
G076.9+01.0 305.58 38.72 76.90 0.98 0.07 6.2E−10 7.8E−10 1.2E−09 1.4E−09
G082.2+05.3 304.75 45.50 82.15 5.32 0.65 9.7E−10 1.2E−09 9.7E−10 1.3E−09
G083.0−00.3 311.73 42.87 83.00 −0.27 0.07 3.1E−10 4.3E−10 4.0E−10 5.6E−10
G084.2−00.8 313.33 43.45 84.19 −0.80 0.15 1.9E−10 2.8E−10 2.3E−10 3.4E−10
G085.4+00.7 312.67 45.37 85.37 0.78 0.20 1.3E−09 1.5E−09 1.9E−09 2.2E−09
G085.9−00.6 314.67 44.88 85.91 −0.61 0.20 1.4E−09 1.6E−09 2.0E−09 2.1E−09
G093.3+06.9 313.10 55.35 93.28 6.91 0.19 4.4E−10 5.6E−10 4.5E−10 5.9E−10
G093.7−00.2 322.33 50.83 93.75 −0.22 0.67 5.1E−10 7.2E−10 7.3E−10 1.0E−09
G094.0+01.0 321.21 51.88 93.97 1.02 0.23 3.0E−10 4.4E−10 4.3E−10 6.2E−10
G096.0+02.0 322.62 53.98 96.04 1.95 0.22 2.9E−10 4.1E−10 5.0E−10 6.9E−10
G106.3+02.7 336.88 60.83 106.27 2.70 0.32 1.6E−09 1.9E−09 2.2E−09 2.5E−09
G108.2−00.6 343.42 58.83 108.19 −0.63 0.51 1.6E−09 1.8E−09 1.8E−09 2.1E−09
G113.0+00.2 354.15 61.37 114.09 −0.21 0.22 9.5E−10 1.1E−09 1.2E−09 1.4E−09
G114.3+00.3 354.25 61.92 114.29 0.30 0.59 1.5E−09 1.8E−09 1.8E−09 2.1E−09
G116.5+01.1 358.42 63.25 116.49 1.10 0.58 1.2E−09 1.4E−09 1.5E−09 1.8E−09
G116.9+00.2 359.79 62.43 116.92 0.17 0.28 6.5E−09 6.5E−09 1.3E−09 1.5E−09
G119.5+10.2 1.67 72.75 119.58 10.17 0.75 5.1E−09 5.4E−09 2.9E−08 2.9E−08
G120.1+01.4 6.33 64.15 120.09 1.42 0.07 2.1E−09 2.1E−09 1.7E−09 1.7E−09
G126.2+01.6 20.50 64.25 126.24 1.58 0.58 5.8E−10 7.8E−10 9.2E−10 1.2E−09
G127.1+00.5 22.08 63.17 127.08 0.60 0.38 1.3E−09 1.5E−09 1.9E−09 2.1E−09
G130.7+03.1 31.42 64.82 130.73 3.08 0.06 2.1E−08 2.1E−08 2.0E−09 2.1E−09
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G132.7+01.3 34.42 62.75 132.62 1.51 0.67 4.4E−09 4.7E−09 5.9E−09 6.3E−09
G156.2+05.7 74.67 51.83 156.12 5.66 0.92 1.3E−09 1.6E−09 1.7E−09 2.0E−09
G160.9+02.6 75.25 46.67 160.43 2.79 1.08 1.9E−09 2.2E−09 2.5E−09 2.8E−09
G166.0+04.3 81.63 42.93 166.12 4.28 0.37 1.1E−09 1.2E−09 1.5E−09 1.7E−09
G179.0+02.6 88.42 31.08 179.06 2.60 0.58 2.5E−09 2.8E−09 3.3E−09 3.5E−09
G182.4+04.3 92.04 29.00 182.42 4.30 0.42 5.0E−10 6.5E−10 6.4E−10 8.2E−10
G192.8−01.1 92.33 17.33 192.77 −1.11 0.65 2.7E−09 3.0E−09 3.6E−09 3.9E−09
G206.9+02.3 102.17 6.43 206.89 2.32 0.41 9.9E−10 1.2E−09 1.3E−09 1.5E−09
G213.3−00.4 102.53 −0.41 213.15 −0.48 1.33 2.2E−09 2.5E−09 3.2E−09 3.6E−09
G261.9+05.5 136.08 −38.70 261.95 5.48 0.29 2.6E−10 3.6E−10 2.6E−10 3.7E−10
G263.9−03.3 128.50 −45.83 263.94 −3.37 2.12 5.0E−08 5.0E−08 1.0E−09 1.6E−09
G272.2−03.2 136.71 −52.12 272.22 −3.18 0.12 6.0E−10 7.7E−10 1.0E−09 1.2E−09
G279.0+01.1 149.42 −53.25 278.63 1.22 0.79 4.0E−09 4.0E−09 2.5E−09 2.8E−09
G286.5−01.2 158.92 −59.70 286.57 −1.21 0.10 9.3E−10 1.2E−09 1.3E−09 1.6E−09
G289.7−00.3 165.31 −60.30 289.68 −0.29 0.13 2.7E−09 2.8E−09 1.5E−09 1.8E−09
G290.1−00.8 165.77 −60.93 290.15 −0.78 0.14 2.2E−10 2.5E−10 4.3E−10 4.6E−10
G292.2−00.5 169.83 −61.47 292.16 −0.54 0.14 4.8E−09 5.0E−09 4.4E−09 4.7E−09
G293.8+00.6 173.75 −60.90 293.77 0.60 0.17 6.2E−10 8.4E−10 1.3E−09 1.6E−09
G294.1−00.0 174.04 −61.63 294.11 −0.05 0.33 7.7E−10 1.0E−09 1.7E−09 2.1E−09
G296.1−00.5 177.79 −62.57 296.05 −0.51 0.25 1.1E−09 1.3E−09 1.7E−09 2.0E−09
G296.8−00.3 179.62 −62.58 296.88 −0.33 0.14 7.6E−10 9.8E−10 1.1E−09 1.4E−09
G298.5−00.3 183.17 −62.87 298.53 −0.33 0.04 2.0E−10 2.7E−10 1.6E−09 1.9E−09
G299.2−02.9 183.80 −65.50 299.18 −2.89 0.12 4.9E−10 6.4E−10 5.8E−10 7.6E−10
G299.6−00.5 185.44 −63.15 299.59 −0.47 0.11 5.9E−10 7.7E−10 8.4E−10 1.1E−09
G301.4−01.0 189.48 −63.82 301.44 −0.99 0.24 5.8E−10 7.9E−10 9.6E−10 1.3E−09
G302.3+00.7 191.48 −62.13 302.29 0.73 0.14 9.2E−10 1.2E−09 8.4E−10 1.1E−09
G304.6+00.1 196.50 −62.70 304.60 0.12 0.07 2.4E−09 2.7E−09 3.3E−09 3.6E−09
G306.3−00.8 200.46 −63.56 306.31 −0.89 0.02 8.1E−07 8.1E−07 8.8E−10 1.1E−09
G308.1−00.7 204.40 −63.07 308.13 −0.67 0.11 3.2E−10 4.8E−10 5.0E−10 7.2E−10
G308.4−01.4 205.43 −63.70 308.46 −1.37 0.07 2.8E−10 4.1E−10 4.1E−10 5.8E−10
G308.8−00.1 205.62 −62.38 308.81 −0.09 0.20 2.4E−09 2.7E−09 1.6E−09 2.0E−09
G309.2−00.6 206.63 −62.90 309.16 −0.70 0.11 4.9E−10 6.9E−10 6.8E−10 9.6E−10
G309.8+00.0 207.62 −62.08 309.78 0.00 0.18 8.6E−09 8.6E−09 3.1E−09 3.6E−09
G310.6−00.3 209.50 −62.15 310.62 −0.28 0.07 5.4E−10 7.2E−10 7.5E−10 1.0E−09
G310.8−00.4 210.00 −62.28 310.81 −0.46 0.10 6.1E−10 8.4E−10 9.5E−10 1.3E−09
G311.5−00.3 211.41 −61.97 311.53 −0.34 0.04 5.3E−10 7.3E−10 2.4E−09 2.7E−09
G312.4−00.4 213.25 −61.73 312.43 −0.37 0.32 5.1E−09 5.7E−09 1.1E−08 1.1E−08
G312.5−03.0 215.25 −64.20 312.49 −3.00 0.16 7.1E−10 8.9E−10 1.0E−09 1.2E−09
G315.1+02.7 216.12 −57.83 315.08 2.83 1.41 1.7E−09 2.2E−09 2.0E−09 2.5E−09
G315.4−00.3 218.98 −60.60 315.41 −0.29 0.15 9.7E−10 1.3E−09 1.6E−09 2.1E−09
G315.4−02.3 220.75 −62.50 315.42 −2.36 0.35 6.7E−10 8.7E−10 3.4E−08 3.4E−08
G315.9−00.0 219.60 −60.18 315.86 −0.02 0.16 9.9E−10 1.3E−09 1.9E−09 2.3E−09
G316.3−00.0 220.38 −60.00 316.29 −0.01 0.17 6.9E−09 7.2E−09 7.4E−09 8.0E−09
G317.3−00.2 222.42 −59.77 317.31 −0.24 0.09 2.3E−09 2.6E−09 3.5E−09 4.0E−09
G318.2+00.1 223.71 −59.07 318.21 0.09 0.31 5.7E−10 8.3E−10 8.6E−10 1.2E−09
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G318.9+00.4 224.62 −58.48 318.91 0.40 0.17 4.4E−10 6.4E−10 9.2E−10 1.3E−09
G320.6−01.6 229.46 −59.27 320.68 −1.54 0.35 4.0E−09 4.1E−09 2.0E−09 2.4E−09
G321.9−01.1 230.94 −58.22 321.89 −1.07 0.23 7.0E−10 9.5E−10 9.6E−10 1.3E−09
G322.5−00.1 230.85 −57.10 322.46 −0.11 0.12 8.5E−10 1.1E−09 1.0E−09 1.4E−09
G323.5+00.1 232.18 −56.35 323.49 0.11 0.11 6.0E−10 8.1E−10 7.1E−10 9.8E−10
G327.1−01.1 238.60 −55.15 327.09 −1.10 0.15 1.0E−09 1.3E−09 1.5E−09 1.9E−09
G327.2−00.1 237.73 −54.30 327.24 −0.13 0.04 5.1E−10 7.1E−10 1.1E−09 1.4E−09
G327.4+00.4 237.08 −53.82 327.24 0.49 0.17 1.8E−09 2.3E−09 2.8E−09 3.4E−09
G327.4+01.0 236.70 −53.33 327.37 1.01 0.12 6.9E−10 9.3E−10 1.0E−09 1.4E−09
G327.6+14.6 225.71 −41.93 327.58 14.57 0.25 5.4E−10 6.6E−10 5.9E−10 7.2E−10
G328.4+00.2 238.87 −53.28 328.41 0.23 0.04 4.6E−09 4.9E−09 4.6E−08 4.6E−08
G329.7+00.4 240.33 −52.30 329.72 0.41 0.30 6.2E−10 9.0E−10 1.0E−09 1.4E−09
G330.0+15.0 227.50 −40.00 329.80 15.53 1.50 3.3E−10 4.8E−10 3.3E−10 4.8E−10
G330.2+01.0 240.27 −51.57 330.17 0.98 0.08 2.8E−10 4.2E−10 4.4E−10 6.4E−10
G332.0+00.2 243.32 −50.88 332.05 0.21 0.10 5.9E−09 6.4E−09 8.8E−09 9.4E−09
G332.4−00.4 244.39 −51.03 332.43 −0.36 0.08 4.2E−09 4.6E−09 4.4E−10 4.6E−10
G332.4+00.1 243.83 −50.70 332.41 0.12 0.12 4.0E−09 4.4E−09 8.1E−10 8.9E−10
G332.5−05.6 250.83 −54.50 332.58 −5.57 0.29 5.9E−10 7.4E−10 1.0E−09 1.1E−09
G335.2+00.1 246.94 −48.78 335.18 0.06 0.17 1.3E−10 2.0E−10 7.0E−10 7.6E−10
G336.7+00.5 248.05 −47.32 336.75 0.53 0.10 6.0E−09 6.5E−09 4.6E−07 4.6E−07
G337.0−00.1 248.99 −47.60 336.98 −0.13 0.01 8.8E−09 9.3E−09 1.3E−08 1.3E−08
G337.2+00.1 248.98 −47.33 337.17 0.06 0.02 4.8E−09 5.2E−09 7.5E−09 7.9E−09
G337.2−00.7 249.87 −47.85 337.19 −0.74 0.05 3.7E−09 3.7E−09 8.4E−10 1.1E−09
G337.3+01.0 248.16 −46.60 337.33 0.96 0.11 1.7E−09 2.0E−09 8.9E−09 8.9E−09
G337.8−00.1 249.75 −46.98 337.79 −0.10 0.06 6.3E−09 6.7E−09 9.5E−09 1.0E−08
G338.1+00.4 249.50 −46.40 338.10 0.42 0.12 9.9E−09 1.0E−08 2.0E−09 2.5E−09
G338.3−00.0 250.25 −46.57 338.32 −0.08 0.07 8.6E−09 9.1E−09 1.1E−08 1.2E−08
G338.5+00.1 250.29 −46.32 338.52 0.06 0.07 3.2E−09 3.7E−09 5.5E−09 6.1E−09
G340.4+00.4 251.63 −44.65 340.40 0.45 0.07 1.2E−09 1.5E−09 2.2E−09 2.6E−09
G340.6+00.3 251.92 −44.57 340.60 0.34 0.05 1.4E−08 1.4E−08 1.5E−09 1.8E−09
G341.2+00.9 251.90 −43.78 341.19 0.86 0.16 1.5E−07 1.5E−07 1.4E−09 1.8E−09
G341.9−00.3 253.75 −44.02 341.86 −0.32 0.06 4.6E−10 6.5E−10 6.3E−10 8.9E−10
G342.0−00.2 253.71 −43.88 341.95 −0.21 0.09 7.8E−10 1.1E−09 1.1E−09 1.5E−09
G342.1+00.9 252.68 −43.07 342.10 0.89 0.08 2.6E−10 3.8E−10 3.5E−10 5.2E−10
G343.0−06.0 261.25 −46.50 342.99 −6.04 2.08 2.4E−08 2.4E−08 1.4E−09 1.9E−09
G343.1−02.3 257.00 −44.27 343.09 −2.31 0.27 7.2E−10 1.0E−09 8.8E−10 1.3E−09
G343.1−00.7 255.10 −43.23 343.08 −0.59 0.20 3.3E−10 4.9E−10 4.9E−10 7.3E−10
G344.7−00.1 255.96 −41.70 344.68 −0.15 0.08 1.5E−08 1.5E−08 4.2E−09 4.5E−09
G345.7−00.2 256.83 −40.88 345.73 −0.18 0.05 8.7E−10 1.1E−09 1.2E−09 1.5E−09
G346.6−00.2 257.58 −40.18 346.63 −0.22 0.07 1.1E−09 1.3E−09 1.4E−09 1.7E−09
G348.5−00.0 258.86 −38.47 348.60 −0.01 0.08 6.0E−09 6.4E−09 9.2E−09 9.7E−09
G348.7+00.3 258.48 −38.18 348.66 0.40 0.14 5.7E−09 5.7E−09 1.1E−08 1.1E−08
G349.2−00.1 259.31 −38.07 349.13 −0.07 0.06 4.5E−10 6.5E−10 7.2E−10 1.0E−09
G350.0−02.0 261.96 −38.53 349.93 −2.04 0.38 4.1E−10 5.9E−10 4.3E−10 6.3E−10
G350.1−00.3 260.25 −37.45 350.06 −0.32 0.03 6.6E−10 8.4E−10 3.3E−09 3.3E−09
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G351.2+00.1 260.61 −36.18 351.27 0.16 0.06 3.4E−10 5.0E−10 5.2E−10 7.5E−10
G351.7+00.8 260.25 −35.45 351.70 0.82 0.13 7.8E−10 1.0E−09 9.6E−10 1.3E−09
G351.9−00.9 262.22 −36.27 351.92 −0.96 0.09 1.3E−09 1.6E−09 2.3E−09 2.7E−09
G352.7−00.1 261.92 −35.12 352.74 −0.12 0.06 1.1E−09 1.4E−09 2.5E−09 2.9E−09
G353.6−00.7 263.00 −34.73 353.56 −0.65 0.27 1.3E−09 1.6E−09 1.7E−09 2.2E−09
G353.9−02.0 264.73 −35.18 353.94 −2.08 0.11 2.5E−10 3.7E−10 3.8E−10 5.4E−10
G354.1+00.1 262.62 −33.77 354.19 0.14 0.06 9.4E−10 1.2E−09 9.6E−10 1.1E−09
G354.8−00.8 264.00 −33.70 354.87 −0.78 0.16 1.2E−09 1.5E−09 1.8E−09 2.2E−09
G355.6−00.0 263.82 −32.63 355.69 −0.08 0.06 1.5E−09 1.7E−09 2.9E−09 3.3E−09
G355.9−02.5 266.47 −33.72 355.94 −2.54 0.11 7.7E−10 9.4E−10 3.9E−09 3.9E−09
G356.2+04.5 259.75 −29.67 356.21 4.46 0.21 1.2E−09 1.4E−09 1.5E−09 1.8E−09
G356.3−00.3 264.48 −32.27 356.29 −0.35 0.07 3.1E−09 3.4E−09 4.3E−09 4.7E−09
G356.3−01.5 265.65 −32.87 356.31 −1.51 0.14 1.9E−09 2.0E−09 1.4E−09 1.8E−09
G357.7+00.3 264.65 −30.73 357.67 0.35 0.20 1.8E−09 2.2E−09 3.0E−09 3.6E−09
G358.0+03.8 261.50 −28.60 357.96 3.80 0.32 1.7E−09 1.9E−09 1.2E−08 1.2E−08
G358.1+00.1 264.25 −29.98 358.12 1.04 0.17 1.1E−08 1.1E−08 4.6E−09 4.7E−09
G358.5−00.9 266.54 −30.67 358.58 −1.00 0.14 1.6E−09 2.0E−09 2.2E−10 3.3E−10
G359.0−00.9 266.70 −30.27 358.99 −0.91 0.19 1.4E−09 1.7E−09 4.9E−09 5.5E−09
G359.1+00.9 264.90 −29.18 359.10 0.99 0.10 9.7E−10 1.3E−09 1.4E−09 1.8E−09
G359.1−00.5 266.38 −29.95 359.12 −0.51 0.20 1.1E−09 1.5E−09 1.9E−09 2.6E−09
Note. — Upper limits for the 245 undetected SNRs in flux units of ph cm−2 s−1 in the 1 − 100 GeV energy range.
Both 95% and 99% confidence upper limits are provided for two different GeV PL indices, Γ = {2.0, 2.5}.
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Fig. 8.— The distribution of fitted photon index and flux in the energy range 1− 100 GeV.
The index shown for sources for which the logP form is more significant is determined
from re-fitting the sources with a PL spectral form rather than their parabolic index α,
for consistency. Open circles indicate extended SNRs while filled circles indicate point-like
sources. All SNRs that passed classification are shown as black unless also classified as young
non-thermal X-ray SNRs (blue) or as interacting with MCs (red). Candidates which did not
pass classification but still had both fractional overlaps > 0.1 are grey. If they are also
young or interacting, they are outlined in blue or red, respectively8. These classes are further
defined in Section 4. Statistical error bars have caps; error bars without caps represent the
systematic error, described in Section 2.4.
3.2.1. New Extended SNRs
We identified four new extended SNRs in this work which pass the classification threshold
to be associated with the radio SNR and have sufficient stability with the alternative IEMs
8No extended marginally classified candidates were also identified as young or interacting.
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(Section 2.4.2). We caution that complex, diffuse emission may cause sources with nominally
detectable extensions to be either detected as point-like objects or not detected at all.
SNR G24.7+0.6: First identified by radio observations (Reich et al. 1984), SNR G24.7+0.6
has been called “Crab-like” due to its composite radio morphology: a bright central
core with a flat radio spectrum (α = −0.17) surrounded by a ∼ 0.5◦ diameter shell
(Becker & Helfand 1987). A luminous blue variable star G24.73+0.69 is located to the
south, just outside the remnant shell (Petriella et al. 2012). The SNR has not been well
studied in wavelengths other than radio, and no compact object has been identified to
power the putative central nebula.
The candidate associated with SNR G24.7+0.6 is extended with a radius of 0.25◦ and
a relatively hard index of 2.1. The source had possible counterparts in previous Fermi
LAT catalogs (1FGL J1834.7−0709c, 2FGL J1834.7−0705c, 1FHL J1834.6−0703). The
extension we find above 1 GeV is consistent with the radio size, but offset toward the
southern massive star-forming region. There is no clear evidence of interaction between
the SNR and this star-forming region. We note that the SNR is embedded in a region
of the Galactic plane with bright emission, so a more detailed study would be needed to
determine how much emission originates from the SNR shell as opposed to the putative
central nebula or other sources of plane emission.
SNR G205.5+0.5 (Monoceros Loop): The Monoceros Loop is a large radio SNR iden-
tified toward the Galactic anticenter. The 2.3◦ extension of the SNR above 1 GeV is
larger than the 1.8◦ radius observed in the radio. The candidate is also offset slightly
in the direction of the Rosette nebula, a massive MC with star formation. A recent
study of neutral hydrogen gas in the vicinity of the Monoceros Loop suggests it may be
interacting with the Rosette nebula (Xiao & Zhu 2012). A detailed analysis to study
the GeV morphology of this remnant is currently underway (H. Katagiri, in prep.).
SNR G296.5+10.0 (PKS 1209−51/52): This bilateral shell SNR has a large angular
extension, detected in the radio, optical, and X-rays. A pulsar with a period of 424 ms
lies near the center of the SNR (Zavlin et al. 2000), though no radio or γ-ray emission is
detected. The SNR was previously studied in γ-rays by Araya (2013) using Pass 7 data,
who found that an extended disk improved the model, but not sufficiently to claim a
clear detection of extension for the 0.2− 100 GeV energy range. The best radius found
here is 0.7 ± 0.1◦, consistent with the radio extension. However this may be spurious
as the significance of extension falls below threshold for all alternative IEMs.
SNR G326.3−1.8 (MSH 15−56): MSH 15−56 is a composite SNR with a PWN at the
southwestern rim of the radio shell (Plucinsky 1998). Recent X-ray studies of the
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SNR and its PWN indicate an age of ∼ 10 kyr for the remnant, which is expanding
at 860 km s−1 (Yatsu et al. 2013). Fermi LAT observations of MSH 15−56 have been
previously analyzed by Temim et al. (2013), finding a hard PL source consistent with
the spectral parameters of this work. The extension measured in the present work is
0.42◦, somewhat smaller than the 0.63◦ diameter of the radio shell, but slightly larger
than the X-ray PWN. While Temim et al. (2013) ’s evolutionary modeling of X-ray
and γ-ray emission from the PWN can explain the LAT source, an SNR origin could
not be ruled out. Further detailed studies of the γ-ray morphology may clarify this.
3.2.2. Sources Determined To Be Not SNRs
Four detected sources pass the classification criteria, but have been identified, primarily
through temporal changes in their γ-ray flux, as GeV sources other than SNRs. Here we
briefly detail these detections and the reasons for excluding them from further discussion in
this catalog.
SNR G184.6−5.8 (Crab Nebula): The Crab is among the brightest persistent sources
of γ-rays, with the radiation and dynamics of the nebula dominated by the pulsar wind,
not by the historical supernova. The automated analysis found a source of emission
above 1 GeV consistent with previously reported emission from the PWN (Abdo et al.
2010b).
SNR G284.3−1.8 and γ-ray binary 1FGL J1018.6−5856: The discovery of periodic
emission from 1FGL J1018.6−5856 led to its identification as a γ-ray binary (Acker-
mann et al. 2012d). The TeV source HESS J1018−589A is also coincident with the
binary, though no periodicity is observed and several associations appear plausible
(H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al. 2012). The source detected in this analysis for SNR
G284.3−1.8 (MSH 10−53) matches both spatially and spectrally with the analysis
from 1 − 10 GeV presented in Ackermann et al. (2012d) for the binary. We therefore
conclude that the detected source is the previously identified binary, and not a new
source potentially associated with the SNR.
SNR G320.4−1.2 (MSH 15−52): Identified as a PWN in Abdo et al. (2010a), the emis-
sion from GeV to TeV energies arises from IC emission from the wind nebula of PSR
B1509−58. As with the Crab PWN, the source detected in our automated analysis is
consistent with the previously identified bright pulsar and its nebula rather than being
related to the SNR.
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SNR G5.4−1.2 / PSR J1801−2451: The spectral parameters reported in 2PC are fit
only for the peak flux during the pulsation period and are therefore not appropriate
for our automated analysis performed using all rotation phase intervals. The candidate
was spatially coincident with PSR J1801−2451 (B1757−24) and had a steep photon
index of 2.9± 0.3, consistent with the 3± 2 GeV cutoff measured for the pulsar (Abdo
et al. 2013). We therefore considered this emission to be due to the pulsar and not
SNR G5.4−1.2. A detailed study of the phase-selected emission from the pulsar could
determine whether any emission may be attributed to the SNR, and is beyond the
scope of this work.
3.2.3. Caveats
Due to the inherent complexity of the γ-ray data and the necessity of treating regions
and candidates uniformly, we note here important cautions regarding the results for some
candidates. Two classified candidates have peculiar GeV features while two marginal and
nine other candidates show significant changes in a candidate’s significance when using the
alternative IEMs as described in Section 2.4.2.
SNR G5.2−2.6: The automated analysis detected a candidate in the region studied, but
the source’s index always reached the extreme value (5) allowed in the fit. We attempted
to achieve convergence by limiting the number of free parameters in the fit and by
extending the parameter boundaries; in all cases, the index tended to an extremely
soft value. The candidate itself has small location and extension overlap fractions,
making it unlikely to be the SNR.
SNR G6.5−0.4: This SNR has been identified in the radio as adjacent to and overlapping
the much brighter SNR G6.4−0.1 (W28). Our automated analysis detected a point
source at the position of SNR G6.5−0.4 only when an extended disk template for W28
was not included; when W28 was included in the region, no additional source was found
at the position of SNR G6.5−0.4. The GeV emission from this region has previously
been studied in detail by Abdo et al. (2010c) who concluded that the extended emission
in this region was consistent with the SNR W28. Nearby GeV and TeV sources outside
this immediate vicinity may be attributed to MCs illuminated by escaping CRs; these
sources are not coincident with SNR G6.5−0.4 (Hanabata et al. 2014). We therefore
exclude the point candidate overlapping SNR G6.5−0.4 found without the extended
template for W28 from the catalog. Instead, including the extended disk template for
W28 in the region’s model, we report upper limits on the flux from SNR G6.5−0.4 in
Table 3.
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SNR G32.4+0.1: This candidate has a TS < 9 with two alternative IEMs and is demoted
from classified to marginally classified. Additionally, it changed from a point source to
an extended source when using one of the alternative IEMs.
SNR G73.9+0.9: This candidate showed no significant detection for any of the alternative
IEMs and is therefore downgraded from a classified to a marginally classified source.
For three of the alternative IEMs the best fit was for an extended source. We represent
the lack of significant source detection with any of the alternative IEMs as a downward
pointing arrow in place of its systematic flux uncertainty in all plots where a flux point
would appear. We also exclude the alternative IEM systematic error from the error on
the index and other quantities since such parameters are not relevant for an undetected
source. The systematic error for this source still includes the propagated uncertainty
from the systematic uncertainty on the effective area, derived using the bracketing
IRFs (Section 2.4.1).
SNR G263.9−3.3: The automated analysis found a point source within the Vela SNR
near the position of the Vela pulsar with a very soft photon index (3.9 ± 0.5) and
a TS of only 28. The flux of this source is two orders of magnitude lower than the
pulsar and, given its location and soft spectral index, the source may be attributable
to residuals in the fit of the bright pulsar’s all-phase spectrum or to the Vela-X nebula.
A detailed study of 4 years’ data using just the off-peak phase interval found only
emission associated with the Vela-X PWN, which has a harder photon index than the
source detected in our catalog analysis (Grondin et al. 2013). In addition, analyzing
the candidate with the bracketing IRFs indicated that the candidate was insignificant
in light of these systematic uncertainties. Coupled with having only one case with a
reasonable PL index value for the alternative IEMs, as described in Section 2.4.2, we
are unable to estimate an upper limit on the index.
As noted in Section 2.4.2, we excluded from our systematic error estimate those solutions
with alternative IEMs for which the resulting candidate had an index at or near a limit or
otherwise had convergence problems. While this may in some cases cause the systematic
error to be underestimated, it often leads to a larger error due to the inability of the fitting
algorithm to estimate the statistical error giving the weight in Equation 6. The number
of alternative IEMs for which the fit had convergence problems for a given candidate is
listed in the first column of the Alt IEM Effect column in Tables 1 and 2. In addition to
the two candidates explicitly described above and treated as marginal rather than classified
candidates, this happens only for nine candidates classified as “other”. Care should be taken
with these other candidates, as with the candidates associated with SNRs G32.4+0.1 and
G73.9+0.9.
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3.3. Verifications
To verify our analysis, we both ensured that our analysis was internally consistent (Sec-
tion 3.3.1) and sensible in comparison to previously published analyses (Section 3.3.2).
3.3.1. Internal Verification
We internally verified our results in several ways. Within the analysis itself, we ensured
that the values of fitted parameters were not at extrema and that the logL had improved
following the fit. Only SNR G5.2−2.6 had a parameter at the extreme limit (in this case the
index), as discussed in Section 3.2.3.
The statistical errors for all parameters are within a reasonable range relative to their
values. Errors on the source position are all positive values < 0.25◦. As expected, positional
errors tended to decrease with increasing source TS and tended to be larger when the source
was closer to the Galactic plane and to the Galactic center. Errors on the disk radius ranged
between 0.01◦ and 0.2◦, . 15% of the radius measured. For the flux, fractional errors ranged
from ∼ 2% for the brightest candidate to not more than 50% for the dimmest candidate,
showing the expected decrease in statistical error for sources with higher fluxes and improved
TS. Index errors never exceeded 0.8 and were < 0.3 for nearly all candidates.
For the logP sources, statistical errors on α tended to increase with decreasing values
of α while β errors increased with increasing values of β. This arises from the underlying
trend that the statistical error tends to increase as the parameter becomes less significant.
All candidates except the one near SNR G358.1+0.1 had statistical errors on α less than
α itself. The candidate in the region of G351.2+0.1 also had a higher error relative to its
α and β parameters than the others, though never exceeding the values themselves. Both
candidates lie in complex regions and are subsequently excluded by the classification process.
In all cases the β statistical errors were less than the β values themselves.
We take these verifications as positive indication that the analysis process completed
successfully for all candidates. For all non-detections, we also verified that convergence was
achieved when calculating the Bayesian upper limits.
3.3.2. Comparisons with Published LAT Analyses
Previous LAT source catalogs, including the 2FGL catalog (Nolan et al. 2012) and the
Fermi LAT TeV PWN study (Acero et al. 2013), provide a basis for comparison with the
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results of this work. First we consider SNR associations reported in 2FGL. All point source,
classified SNRs in our work have 1 − 100 GeV fluxes consistent within the errors of the
source fluxes reported in 2FGL. Additionally, all but five extended sources classified as
SNRs (∼ 16%) have fluxes consistent with their 2FGL counterparts. Of these, two were only
marginally lower than their 2FGL counterparts while three were not identified as extended
sources at the time of 2FGL publication. Sources with PL spectra in both this work and the
2FGL catalogs have consistent spectral indices, despite the larger energy range examined in
2FGL. Our results are also consistent with the previous examination of Galactic TeV PWNe
in Acero et al. (2013). In particular, all spectra were consistent except for HESS J1804−216,
which may be associated with SNR G8.7−0.1 but has a smaller extension in the TeV than
reported here in the GeV. The difference also may be due to the narrower energy range
(10− 316 GeV) examined by Acero et al. (2013).
Several remnants have also been studied individually, so we compared our results to
the fluxes, indices, localizations, and extensions for extended sources that were reported in
these publications (Abdo et al. 2010d; Lande et al. 2012; Castro & Slane 2010; Abdo et al.
2010c,e,f; Giordano et al. 2012; Katsuta et al. 2012; Brandt & Fermi-LAT Collaboration 2013;
H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al. 2015). The majority of results, even including for candidates
determined not to be SNRs such as the Crab Nebula (Section 3.2.2), were consistent within
errors. This increases confidence in the methods developed and employed.
The majority of differences are ascribable to differences in data sets, particularly their
associated IRFs and IEMs, in time periods, and in different energy ranges studied with
different localization and extension methods. For instance, while all candidates with the
extended hypothesis preferred had extensions similar to those found in published studies of
individual SNRs after accounting for the difference between Gaussian and uniform disks,
only one candidate, SNR G348.5+0.1, with a published extension (Brandt & Fermi-LAT
Collaboration 2013) was detected as a nominal point source. The extension measured for
this point source was within errors of our extension detection threshold, 0.2◦, as described
in Section 3.1.1. Further, the published extension was smaller than the smallest extension
reported for any candidate. Even in the case of similar data sets, fitting over a different energy
range can lead to a different spectral index, which, when extrapolated to the 1 − 100 GeV
energy reported here, sometimes resulted in differing fluxes.
We finally note that some SNR candidates were not detected in this work but appear
in other publications that study differing data sets and energy ranges. In particular, the
historical remnant Tycho (SNR G120.1+1.4), which is detected with Fermi LAT using Pass
6 Diffuse class data at energies of 0.4− 100 GeV (Giordano et al. 2012), falls just below the
detection threshold (TS = 19 < 25) in this work, with a photon index slightly harder than
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but consistent within statistical errors of that found for the lower energy range in Giordano
et al. (2012).
Given the consistency of the results herein with the results for the corresponding sources
in 2FGL and Acero et al. (2013), as well as the majority of individually studied sources,
a further discussion of specific discrepancies is beyond the scope of this catalog. We also
preserve the uniformity of our sample by not modifying the list of candidates determined by
the automated procedure.
3.4. Comparison of Systematic and Statistical Errors
The systematic nature of this work allows us a unique opportunity to study trends in
errors for these candidates in the Galactic plane and in the 1 − 100 GeV energy range. We
exclude from this discussion all candidates that were associated with some other object and,
for consistency, show only PL indices on the relevant plots. Further details on the derivation
of systematic errors can be found in Section 2.4.
We find that the total systematic error, derived using the bracketing IRFs and alternative
IEMs and added in quadrature, dominates the statistical error on a candidate’s flux, as seen
in Figure 9. The systematic error ranges over about three decades in flux, while the statistical
error covers only two. Both the systematic and statistical errors tend to be smaller for point-
like candidates. The extended candidates with larger errors tend to not be classified, even
marginally, as SNR candidates. This is in part driven by the alternative IEM error estimate,
described further in Section B.5. From this we also infer that simply having larger error bars
does not make a candidate more likely to be classified as an SNR.
Unlike for flux, Figure 10 shows that statistical errors for PL index dominate over system-
atics for a number of candidates. In the cases where it does not, the index’s systematic error
is typically not more than twice the statistical error and always within an order of magnitude.
Also unlike the flux errors, there is no obvious trend with extension or classification.
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Fig. 9.— Comparison of the statistical and systematic errors, the latter derived from the
alternative IEMs and the bracketing IRFs, for the flux. The line indicates 1 : 1 correspon-
dence. Symbols and colors are as in Figure 8 with the addition that all candidates classified
as “other” are shown in green. The systematic error typically dominates the statistical error
on the flux for all classes of candidates.
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Fig. 10.— Comparison of the systematic and statistical errors on the PL index. The symbols
and colors are as in Figure 9. The low number of candidates above the dashed line shows that
the systematic error is usually less than twice the statistical error. The solid line indicates
equal systematic and statistical errors. Unlike for the flux, in a number of cases the statistical
error dominates the systematic.
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4. The GeV SNR Population in a MW Context
In order to better understand both the GeV characteristics of SNRs and their potential
for accelerating CRs, we examine the population of classified sources within the context
of MW observations. As we began our analysis using Green’s catalog, derived mainly from
radio observations, in Section 4.1 we examine the data for correlations between the radio and
GeV measurements. We compare fluxes, luminosities, and indices and note that the radio
and GeV sizes are similar for all candidates, including marginal candidates with the relaxed
classification thresholds of 0.1 (see Section 3.1.1).
The GeV-radio comparisons demonstrate that, with the (relative) wealth of data now
available, the simplest models are no longer sufficient. Underlying particle populations may
have spectral curvature, reflected in a comparison between the GeV and extant TeV data,
described in Section 4.2. As suggested by the clustering of sources by class in Figures 8, 14,
15 and 16, earlier works, e.g. Thompson et al. (2012); Dermer & Powale (2013); Hewitt et al.
(2013); Brandt et al. (2013), and Slane et al. (2014), have also noted possible trends for young
SNRs and those interacting with dense MCs. We examine the possibilities for disentangling
the effects of evolution and environment for our statistically significant, uniformly measured
set of candidates in Section 4.3. This required an updated list of SNR properties, which
utilized both the Galactic SNR high energy observations9 published by Ferrand & Safi-Harb
(2012) and the online TeVCat10.
The commonly used “young” and “interacting” SNR subclasses are defined here for clar-
ity and used in the figures. A “young” SNR is typically defined as being in the Sedov
phase or younger. We use X-ray synchrotron emission associated with high-velocity shocks
(&2,000 km s−1) to indicate this observationally as the age at which an SNR leaves the Sedov
phase depends on its surrounding environment. Table 4 lists all remnants that have clearly
identified X-ray synchrotron emission associated with the SNR shock front. Three classified
sources, G111.7−2.1 (Cas A), G347.3−0.5, and G266.2−1.2, and the marginally classified
G32.4+0.1, are young, non-thermal X-ray SNRs and colored blue in the figures (in outline
for the marginal candidate).
Sources associated with SNRs interacting with dense (& 100 cm−3) gas in large MCs are
another important subclass of γ-ray SNRs, colored red in the figures in this paper. Eleven
sources classified as SNRs show clear evidence of interaction based on the detection of at
least one molecular species: OH (1720 MHz) masers (Frail et al. 1996; Green et al. 1997;
9www.physics.umanitoba.ca/snr/SNRcat/
10http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/
Hewitt & Yusef-Zadeh 2009); H2 atomic and molecular vibrational and rotational lines in
the infrared (Reach & Rho 2000); and molecular line broadening of ≥ 10km s−1 (White
et al. 1987) for molecules such as CO or HCO+ which are easily detected by radio telescopes.
We have expanded on the early list in the appendix of Jiang et al. (2010) by including
more recent publications and excluding identifications based solely on morphology, which
are difficult to establish with certainty. Table 5 lists the GeV candidates associated with
these interacting SNRs along with the identifying MW tracers. The majority of the evidence
for these interactions arises from OH masers, which are particularly robust tracers that
require a narrow range of physical conditions that only arise in slow SNR shocks into dense
MCs.
It is important to account for the distances of the SNRs when comparing physical quan-
tities such as luminosity. Table 6 records distance from the literature, including the most
recent and/or most certain distance estimates adopted in this work. Of the 279 SNRs stud-
ied, only 112 have published distance estimates. Most often these distances are determined
from observed line-of-sight velocities using an assumed Galactic rotation curve. Further-
more, kinematic distance estimates have largely been done on an individual basis, and are
not uniformly determined for all SNRs. We do not consider distances derived using the “Σ-D
relation” because SNRs show a wide range of physical diameters (D) for a given surface
brightness (Σ), limiting the utility of such a relationship for determining the distances to
individual SNRs (Green 2012).
Table 4. X-ray Synchrotron SNRs
Name Reference(s)
G001.9+00.3 Reynolds et al. (2008)
G004.5+06.8 Bamba et al. (2005b)
G021.5−00.9 Matheson & Safi-Harb (2010), Nynka et al. (2014)
G028.6−00.1 Ueno et al. (2003)
G032.4+00.1 Uchida et al. (2012)
G111.7−02.1 Renaud et al. (2006), Helder & Vink (2008), Maeda et al. (2009)
G120.1+01.4 Eriksen et al. (2011)
G266.2−01.2 Bamba et al. (2005a), Aharonian et al. (2007a), Pannuti et al. (2010)
G315.4−02.3 Lemoine-Goumard et al. (2012)
G327.6+14.6 Bamba et al. (2008)
G330.2+01.0 Torii et al. (2006)
G347.3−00.5 Acero et al. (2009), Pannuti et al. (2003)
G348.7+00.3 Uchida et al. (2012)
G353.6−00.7 Bamba et al. (2012)
Note. — This list contains SNRs that have clearly detected X-ray synchrotron emission. We
have excluded the interacting SNR G6.4-0.1 (Zhou et al. 2014, W28) from this list, which has
been cited as non-thermal X-ray emitter, but for which the evidence is not yet sufficiently clear.
Table 5. Interacting SNRs
Name Evidence of Interaction Reference(s)
G006.4−00.1 OH, LB, H2 Vela´zquez et al. (2002), Caprioli (2011)
G008.7−00.1 OH Caprioli (2011)
G023.3−00.3 OH Frail et al. (2013)
G034.7−00.4 OH, LB, H2 Claussen et al. (1999), Reach et al. (2005)
G043.3−00.2 H2 Caprioli (2011), Lopez et al. (2011)
G049.2−00.7 OH, LB Caprioli (2011)
G089.0+04.7 LB, H2 Byun et al. (2006)
G189.1+03.0 OH, LB, H2 Caprioli (2011)
G348.5+00.1 OH, H2 Caprioli (2011)
G349.7+00.2 OH, LB, H2 Caprioli (2011)
G357.7−00.1 OH, H2 · · ·
SNRs with No GeV Candidate:
G000.0+00.0 OH, LB, H2 Caprioli (2011)
G001.0−00.1 OH · · ·
G001.4−00.1 OH · · ·
G005.4−01.2 OH · · ·
G005.7−00.0 OH · · ·
G009.7−00.0 OH · · ·
G016.7+00.1 OH · · ·
G018.8+00.3 LB Dubner et al. (2004), Dubner et al. (1999)
G021.8−00.6 OH, LB, H2 · · ·
G029.7−00.3 LB Livingstone et al. (2006)
G031.9+00.0 OH, LB, H2 Caprioli (2011)
G032.8−00.1 OH Zhou & Chen (2011)
G039.2−00.3 LB, H2 · · ·
G041.1−00.3 LB · · ·
G054.4−00.3 LB, H2 · · ·
G304.6+00.1 H2 Combi et al. (2010)
G332.4−00.4 H2 Lopez et al. (2011)
G337.0−00.1 OH · · ·
G337.8−00.1 OH · · ·
G346.6−00.2 OH, H2 · · ·
G348.5−00.0 OH, H2 · · ·
G357.7+00.3 OH · · ·
G359.1+00.9 OH, LB, H2 · · ·
G359.1−00.5 OH Caprioli (2011), Yusef-Zadeh et al. (1995)
Note. — Table of SNRs which show evidence of interaction. “OH” refers to observations of
OH (1720 MHz) masers associated with the remnant. “H2” refers to observations of vibrational
and/or rotational lines of shocked H2. “LB” indicates evidence of molecular line broadening
(e.g. CO, HCO+) with velocities >10 km s−1 associated with the remnant. See Section 4 for
details. Those SNRs without references listed are from the initial interacting SNRs list compiled
by Jiang et al. (2010). See that work for those additional references.
Table 6. Distances to SNRs
Name d [kpc] Method Reference(s)
G000.0+00.0 8.5 IAU value Kerr & Lynden-Bell (1986)
G000.3+00.0 8.5+3.0−3.0 H i Lang et al. (2010)
G000.9+00.1 8.5+7.5−1.5 PSR Camilo et al. (2009b)
G001.0−00.1 8.5 Maser Yusef-Zadeh et al. (1999)
G001.4−00.1 8.5+5.6−0.0 Maser Yusef-Zadeh et al. (1999)
G004.5+06.8 7.0+2.0−0.6 H i Reynoso & Goss (1999), Sankrit et al. (2005), Aharonian et al. (2008c)
G005.4−01.2 4.75+0.45−0.45 Maser Hewitt & Yusef-Zadeh (2009)
G005.7−00.0 8.4+5.3−5.3 Maser Hewitt & Yusef-Zadeh (2009)
G006.4−00.1 1.9+0.4−0.4 Maser, CO Vela´zquez et al. (2002)
G008.7−00.1 4.5 Maser Kassim & Weiler (1990)
G009.7−00.0 4.7 Maser Hewitt & Yusef-Zadeh (2009)
G011.2−00.3 5+21−0.5 H i Radhakrishnan et al. (1972), Becker et al. (1985), Green et al. (1988)
G012.8−00.0 4.7+1.3−1.1 PSR Halpern et al. (2012)
G013.3−01.3 3.3+1.8−1.7 CO Seward et al. (1995), Koralesky et al. (1998)
G015.1−01.6 5.7+1.3−3.5 NH Boumis et al. (2008)
G015.4+00.1 4.8+1.0−1.0 CO Castelletti et al. (2013)
G016.7+00.1 10.0+3.7−7.4 Maser, CO Hewitt et al. (2008), Reynoso & Mangum (2000)
G016.8−01.1 5.1+4.6−1.8 H i Sun et al. (2011)
G018.1−00.1 5.58+0.24−0.27 H i Leahy et al. (2014)
G018.6−00.2 4.6+0.6−0.6 H i Johanson & Kerton (2009)
G018.8+00.3 12.0+3.0−5.1 H i Tian et al. (2007b)
G021.5−00.9 4.7+0.4−0.4 PSR Camilo et al. (2006), Tian & Leahy (2008b)
G021.8−00.6 5.35+0.15−0.15 CO, PSR Tian & Leahy (2008b), Zhou et al. (2009)
G023.3−00.3 4.2+0.3−0.3 H i, CO Leahy & Tian (2008b), Tian et al. (2007c)
G027.4+00.0 8.5+0.6−1.0 H i Tian & Leahy (2008a)
G028.6−00.1 7.0+1.5−1.0 H i, NH Bamba et al. (2001)
G028.8+01.5 4.0 NH Schwentker (1994), Misanovic et al. (2010)
G029.7−00.3 7.8+2.8−2.7 H i Leahy & Tian (2008a)
G031.9+00.0 7.2 Maser Frail et al. (1996)
G032.4+00.1 17 NH Yamaguchi et al. (2004)
G032.8−00.1 5.2+1.5−0.4 Maser Zhou & Chen (2011)
G033.6+00.1 7.0+1.0−0.5 H i Giacani et al. (2009), Frail & Clifton (1989)
G034.7−00.4 3.0 Maser Paron et al. (2009)
G035.6−00.4 3.6+0.4−0.4 H i Zhu et al. (2013)
G039.2−00.3 6.5+6.0−0.3 CO Hewitt et al. (2009a), Su et al. (2011)
G041.1−00.3 10.3+2.5−3.9 CO Jiang et al. (2010)
G043.3−00.2 10+2−2 H i Brogan & Troland (2001)
G049.2−00.7 4.3+1.7−0.0 Maser, H i Koo & Moon (1997), Hewitt et al. (2009b), Tian & Leahy (2013)
G054.1+00.3 7+2.0−2.5 H i Leahy et al. (2008)
G054.4−00.3 3.0+0.8−0.8 CO Junkes et al. (1992), Caswell (1985)
G069.0+02.7 1.5+0.6−0.4 H i, PSR Leahy & Ranasinghe (2012)
G073.9+00.9 1.3+0.7−0.8 NH Lozinskaya et al. (1993)
G074.0−08.5 0.58+0.06−0.06 PM Blair et al. (2009)
G074.9+01.2 6.1+0.9−0.9 H i Kothes et al. (2003)
G076.9+01.0 10.0+5.0−4.0 NH Arzoumanian et al. (2011)
G078.2+02.1 2+2.0−1.5 H i Leahy et al. (2013), Ladouceur & Pineault (2008)
Table 6—Continued
Name d [kpc] Method Reference(s)
G089.0+04.7 1.7+1.3−1.0 CO Byun et al. (2006)
G106.3+02.7 0.8+1.2−0.1 H i Kothes et al. (2001)
G109.1−01.0 3.2+0.2−0.2 H i, CO Kothes & Foster (2012)
G111.7−02.1 3.4+0.3−0.1 PM Reed et al. (1995)
G114.3+00.3 1.0+1.5−0.3 H i Yar-Uyaniker et al. (2004)
G116.5+01.1 1.6 H i Yar-Uyaniker et al. (2004)
G116.9+00.2 1.6+1.9−0.0 H i Yar-Uyaniker et al. (2004), Hailey & Craig (1994)
G119.5+10.2 1.4+0.3−0.3 H i Pineault et al. (1993)
G120.1+01.4 3.0+2.0−0.6 H i Tian & Leahy (2011), Hayato et al. (2010), Krause et al. (2008)
G127.1+00.5 1.15+0.35−0.25 H i Pauls (1977), Xilouris et al. (1993), Leahy & Tian (2006)
G132.7+01.3 2.2+0.2−0.2 H i Routledge et al. (1991)
G156.2+05.7 1.1+1.9−0.8 NH Pfeffermann et al. (1991), Gerardy & Fesen (2007)
G160.9+02.6 0.8+3.2−0.4 H i Leahy & Tian (2007), Leahy & Roger (1991)
G166.0+04.3 4.5+1.5−1.5 H i Landecker et al. (1989)
G180.0−01.7 1.3+0.22−0.16 PSR Sallmen & Welsh (2004), Ng et al. (2007), Chatterjee et al. (2009)
G184.6−05.8 1.93+0.57−0.43 PM Trimble (1973)
G189.1+03.0 1.5 Maser Hewitt et al. (2006)
G205.5+00.5 1.5+0.1−0.7 H i Odegard (1986), Fesen et al. (1985), Xiao & Zhu (2012)
G260.4−03.4 2.2+0.3−0.2 H i Dubner & Arnal (1988), Paron et al. (2008)
G263.9−03.3 0.287+0.017−0.021 PSR Moriguchi et al. (2001), Caraveo et al. (2001), Dodson et al. (2003)
G266.2−01.2 0.75+0.15−0.25 PM Katsuda et al. (2008)
G272.2−03.2 4.0+1.0−2.2 NH Lopez et al. (2011)
G284.3−01.8 3 CO Ruiz & May (1986)
G290.1−00.8 7+4.0−3.5 H i Rosado et al. (1996), Slane et al. (2002), Reynoso et al. (2006)
G291.0−00.1 5+1−1.5 NH Harrus et al. (1998)
G292.0+01.8 6.2+0.9−0.9 H i, PSR Gaensler & Wallace (2003)
G292.2−00.5 8.4+0.4−0.4 PSR Caswell et al. (2004), Camilo et al. (2000)
G296.5+10.0 2.1+1.8−0.9 H i Giacani et al. (2000)
G304.6+00.1 9.7+4.3−1.7 H i Caswell et al. (1975)
G308.4−01.4 9.8+0.0−3.9 NH Prinz & Becker (2012)
G309.2−00.6 4.0+1.4−2.0 NH Rakowski et al. (2001)
G315.1+02.7 1.7+3.7−0.3 PM Stupar et al. (2007)
G315.4−02.3 2.5+0.3−0.2 PM Rosado et al. (1996), Sollerman et al. (2003)
G315.9−00.0 8+2−2 PSR Camilo et al. (2009a)
G316.3−00.0 7.2+22.8−2.5 H i Caswell et al. (1975)
G318.2+00.1 4.0+5.4−0.7 H i Hofverberg et al. (2010)
G320.4−01.2 5.2+1.4−1.4 H i, NH Gaensler et al. (1999)
G321.9−00.3 6+4.0−0.5 H i Stewart et al. (1993)
G326.3−01.8 4.1+0.7−0.7 NH Rosado et al. (1996), Kassim et al. (1993)
G327.1−01.1 6.5+6.5−1.5 NH Sun et al. (1999)
G327.4+00.4 4.3 H i McClure-Griffiths et al. (2001)
G327.6+14.6 2+0.2−0.4 PM Nikolic´ et al. (2013)
G328.4+00.2 17.4+2.6−5.4 H i McClure-Griffiths et al. (2001)
G330.2+01.0 4.9 H i McClure-Griffiths et al. (2001)
G332.4−00.4 3.3 H i, CO Paron et al. (2006), Reynoso et al. (2004)
G332.4+00.1 7.5+3.5−4.2 NH Vink (2004)
Table 6—Continued
Name d [kpc] Method Reference(s)
G335.2+00.1 1.8 CO Eger et al. (2011)
G337.0−00.1 11.0 Maser Frail et al. (1996)
G337.2+00.1 14.0+16.0−0.5 H i, NH Combi et al. (2005), Combi et al. (2006)
G337.2−00.7 5.8+3.8−3.8 H i Rakowski et al. (2006), Lopez et al. (2011)
G337.8−00.1 12.3 Maser Frail et al. (1996)
G338.3−00.0 10.0+3.0−2.0 H i Lemiere et al. (2009)
G343.0−06.0 1.0+0.5−0.5 H i, NH Kim et al. (2010), Welsh et al. (2003), Walker & Zealey (2001)
G346.6−00.2 11.0 Maser Frail et al. (1996)
G347.3−00.5 1.0+0.3−0.2 H i, CO Moriguchi et al. (2005)
G348.5+00.1 9+0.5−2.7 H i Tian & Leahy (2012)
G348.5−00.0 6.3+7.4−3.3 Maser Tian & Leahy (2012)
G348.7+00.3 13.2 H i Tian & Leahy (2012)
G349.7+00.2 11.5+0.7−0.7 Maser Frail et al. (1996), Tian & Leahy (2014)
G350.1−00.3 4.5+6.2−0.5 H i Gaensler et al. (2008b)
G351.7+00.8 13.2+0.5−11.1 H i Tian et al. (2007a)
G352.7−00.1 7.5+0.9−0.7 H i, CO Giacani et al. (2009)
G353.6−00.7 3.2+0.8−0.8 H i, CO Tian et al. (2008)
G357.7+00.3 6.9 Maser Frail et al. (1996)
G357.7−00.1 12 Maser Frail et al. (1996), Gaensler et al. (2003), Lazendic et al. (2004)
G359.1−00.5 4.6 Maser Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2007), Hewitt et al. (2008)
Note. — Table of SNR distances drawn from the literature. Note that “ · · · ” indicates no data is available. The
method for determining the distance is noted as: CO = line-of-sight velocity from molecular CO lines; H i = kinematic
distance from H i absorption; NH = extinction estimate from optical or X-rays; Maser = kinematic distance from OH maser
velocity; PM = Proper motions; PSR = association with pulsar. The derror values indicate the range of uncertainties from
the quoted distance values as assessed in the cited publications. The distance uncertainties are often asymmetric.
4.1. GeV-Radio Comparisons
We begin our MW correlation study by comparing the GeV and radio emissions from
SNRs. The simplest model is that of a single emission zone in which relativistic particles
(leptons, or leptons and hadrons with similar particle momentum distributions) are respon-
sible for both radio and GeV emission. Starting from these simple models, we explore to
what extent the data motivate more detailed physical models.
4.1.1. Comparing Extensions
We find that the best GeV diameter is within errors of the radio diameter for most of
the candidates classified as associated with an SNR, as shown in Figure 11. All candidates
with GeV extension, regardless of classification, have a diameter within ∼ 0.3◦ and ∼ 20% of
the radio diameter. Complex diffuse emission may cause sources with nominally detectable
extensions to be either detected as point-like objects or not detected at all.
The classification requirements defined in Section 3.1, namely Equations 7 and 8, place
constraints on the allowed relationship between the GeV and radio extensions. We calculated
the minimum and maximum GeV extension for each radio/GeV candidate combination using
the classification thresholds such that the classification remained the same (as classified or as
marginally classified). This allowed range for the GeV extension is depicted by the bracketing
‘x’s. The measured GeV extensions are well within the allowed range for the candidates
with larger extensions (diameter & 0.5◦) and lower systematic errors. The majority of these
also have very similar GeV and radio extensions, suggesting that the observed extension
correlation is not an artifact of our procedure and in particular the chosen classification
thresholds. As we may over-estimate a candidate’s extension rather than decomposing any
substructure within it (Section 2.3.1), we find conservatively that the GeV extension is not
larger than the radio extension for the majority of the candidates.
The similarity observed for radio and GeV extensions is particularly interesting when
considering what causes the emission. Our data support hypotheses which have both GeV
and radio emission arising from the same location. One such scenario recently discussed is
that, for predominately hadronic GeV emission, the γ-ray emission arises from the shock
front expanding into and crushing nearby clouds (Uchiyama et al. 2010). With the radio
synchrotron emission tracing the shock front, the GeV and radio emission should then be
spatially coincident, as presently observed. In contrast, energetic CRs may escape the shock
front, traveling ahead of it and illuminating nearby clouds (e.g. Gabici et al. 2009). In this
case, with sufficient resolution, we might expect to see a systematically larger GeV extension
than the shock front traced by the radio emission.
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Fig. 11.— The radio diameters of the SNRs from Green’s catalog are correlated with the fit-
ted GeV diameters for those candidates with significant extension. The solid line represents
equal radio and GeV diameters. All cases of detected extension have diameters greater than
0.2◦. The ticks denote the radio extension of GeV point-like candidates, colored in order
of their characteristics (young or interacting) and by their classifications (well defined or
marginal). The small ‘x’s bracketing the points show the minimum and maximum GeV ex-
tensions allowed such that the source remains classified or marginally classified (Equation 8)
given the radio position and extension and best fit GeV position. Symbols, colors, and error
bars are as in Figure 8.
4.1.2. Searching for Flux and Luminosity Correlations
It has been suggested, particularly for interacting SNRs, that a correlation may exist
between the radio and GeV flux (Uchiyama et al. 2010). Such a correlation could result
from the same lepton population directly producing both the radio and GeV emission or
because both the radio and GeV emission scale with some underlying physical parameter
such as ambient density. Figure 12 shows the flux from synchrotron radio emission at 1 GHz
in comparison to the γ-ray flux at 1 GeV.
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Fig. 12.— Comparison of γ-ray and radio spectral flux densities for all SNRs and candidates.
For all SNRs that were not detected or which failed classification, grey triangles indicate up-
per limits at 99% confidence, computed assuming the radio location and extension. Symbols,
colors, and error bars are as in Figure 8.
To search for evidence of a correlation between the radio and γ-ray flux, we applied
Kendall’s τ rank correlation test. We needed a physical γ-ray quantity comparable to the
SNR’s spectral energy flux density at 1 GHz (νFν) in Green’s catalog, so we computed the
differential γ-ray flux at the reference energy 1 GeV from the 1−100 GeV band fluxes, indices,
and upper limits. We note that radio flux densities are not measured values, but are instead
interpolated or extrapolated from the observed radio spectrum of the source, which may or
may not include a direct measurement at 1 GHz. Green’s catalog contains no derived errors
on the radio flux density.
We then applied Kendall’s τ rank correlation test in the same manner as described in
Ackermann et al. (2012c) to test for a significant deviation from the null hypothesis that
the variables are not correlated. This test can identify even nonparametric correlations, and
accounts for identical values and upper limits. The Kendall τ correlation coefficient is τ =
0.39 for the sample of 30 classified SNRs and τ = 0.17 when upper limits are included. The
significance of these values can be estimated if we assume that both the radio and GeV
fluxes are independent variables and the sampling distribution of τ can be approximated by
a normal distribution about a mean of zero with a variance given by 2(2n + 5)/9n(n − 1),
where n is the number of SNRs. Under these assumptions we estimate a possible correlation
at a significance level of 0.7σ and 1σ for the classified SNRs and entire sample, respectively.
Both radio and GeV fluxes have an implicit dependence on distance, and our γ-ray catalog is
flux limited, so both variables may not be independent. This would only serve to decrease the
significance of any positive correlation result. Thus we do not find evidence for a significant
correlation between radio and GeV fluxes.
The lack of evidence for a correlation between the 1 GHz and 1 GeV fluxes does not
mean that no correlation exists however, and a low significance may result from several
factors. A physical correlation may exist but be masked by the conversion to flux (Ackermann
et al. 2012c, for a detailed explanation). Figure 13 shows the 1 GHz and 1 GeV luminosities.
The Kendall τ rank correlation test indicates τ = 0.59 (1.0σ) and τ = 0.22 (0.8σ) for
the 25 classified SNRs and 102 total SNRs with both radio fluxes and distance estimates,
respectively. Thus we do not find evidence for a significant correlation between radio and GeV
luminosities. We also note that the observed range of fluxes in the radio is approximately
two orders of magnitude larger than that currently available with γ-ray observations, adding
selection bias. Changes in spectral index at radio and GeV energies, explored in the following
section, may also skew any intrinsic correlation. Thus we also cannot strictly rule out an
intrinsic correlation.
Finally, we note that even if a nominal correlation between the radio and GeV fluxes or
luminosities was observed, it would not be clear evidence of a physical relationship. Despite
its scatter, a correlation between radio surface brightness and diameter (the so called Σ-D
relation) is observed, and the measured GeV diameters tend to correlate with the radio
diameters. Therefore, any comparison with radio brightness or luminosity is also expected to
show some correlation. Detailed modeling of the observational bias and impact of errors, such
as described in Ackermann et al. (2012c) is required to further investigate such a correlation
and is beyond the scope of this paper.
4.1.3. Probing Emission Mechanisms
We test for a relationship between radio and GeV emission and the underlying par-
ticle populations through the measured radio and GeV spectral indices. The energy of
synchrotron-emitting leptons traced by 1 GHz observations depends on the magnetic field.
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Fig. 13.— Comparison of γ-ray and radio luminosities for all candidates and upper limits.
The fluxes shown in Figure 12 have been converted to luminosities using the distances in
Table 6. Upper limits do not include potential systematics due to uncertainties in the distance
estimates. Symbols, colors, and error bars are as in Figure 8.
If radio and GeV emission trace the same underlying particle population, then, at energies
below the maximum energy reached by the accelerated particles, the photon indices of radio
and γ-ray emission should be correlated. For pi0 decay and e± bremsstrahlung, the GeV and
radio photon indices (Γ and α respectively) are related as Γ = 2α+ 1. For IC scattering lep-
tons, the GeV and radio photon indices follow Γ = α+1, or in the case in which high-energy
leptons have been cooled via synchrotron or IC radiation, Γ = α+ 3/2. Figure 14 compares
the deduced radio spectral index α with the 1− 100 GeV photon index Γ.
Nearly all candidates have γ-ray photon indices that are softer than predicted given their
radio spectra, regardless of the GeV emission mechanism. The three young SNRs in blue are
most consistent with a single underlying particle population, and it has been suggested they
emit via IC (dashed line) at GeV energies. The young SNR RX J1713−3946 is one of the few
examples which bears out this case, being dominated by IC emission (Abdo et al. 2011) and
falling directly on the Γ = α + 1 line. We also note that one classified extended candidate
may be consistent with an IC origin, though no error was reported on the radio spectral
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Fig. 14.— Comparison of radio spectal index, α, and GeV photon index, Γ. The expected
correlations are plotted for pi0 decay or e± bremsstrahlung (solid) and IC emission from
an electron population that is freshly accelerated (dashed) or cooled by radiative processes
(dotted). Emission via a combination of processes would fall between the lines (e.g. between
the solid and dashed for a combination of pi0 decay and IC emission). Symbols, colors, and
error bars are as in Figure 8; ticks along the right hand side show the 1 − 100 GeV photon
indices of those SNRs without reported radio spectral indices.
index measurement by Milne & Haynes (1994). This SNR is neither young nor a TeV source.
SNRs emitting via a combination of mechanisms under these simple assumptions would have
indices falling between the two index relations, that is, they would lie in the region spanned
by the pi0/bremsstrahlung (solid) and IC (dashed) lines.
The lack of an observed correlation between the indices as expected under these simple
assumptions suggests that more detailed physical models are required for the majority of
SNR candidates. The observed soft GeV spectra relative to the radio has several potential
explanations. The underlying leptonic and hadronic populations may have different PL in-
dices. The emitting particle populations may not follow a PL but may instead have breaks or
even differing spectral shapes. Finally, there may be different zones with different properties
dominating the emission at different wavelengths.
4.2. GeV-TeV Comparisons
Here we compare the GeV and TeV properties of SNRs to test the second common as-
sumption in SNR models: that momentum distributions of the emitting particle populations
do not follow simple PLs but have curvature or breaks. Such changes in spectral slope could
also cause breaks in the γ-ray spectra. As TeV emission may originate via the same processes
as the Fermi LAT-observed GeV emission (e.g. Funk et al. 2008; Tibolla 2009; Tam et al.
2010), we might expect to see such a change reflected in a spectrum combining Fermi LAT
data with observations from Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) such as H.E.S.S.,
VERITAS, and MAGIC. The converse is also true, where detection predictions in the GeV
based on simple PL extrapolation from the TeV have been borne out in GeV studies, e.g.
identifications of H.E.S.S. sources from Tibolla (2009) in 2FGL (Nolan et al. 2012) and Ack-
ermann et al. (2012a). As seen in earlier work on SNRs, particularly on those not clearly
interacting with dense gas such as RX J1713.7−3946 (Abdo et al. 2011) and Tycho (Gior-
dano et al. 2012), combining the TeV with the GeV observations significantly constrains the
nature of the high energy emission.
In Figure 15 we plot the PL index in the GeV versus TeV range for all SNRs observed
with both Fermi LAT and an IACT, tabulated in Table 7. Six of the ten SNR candidates
have TeV indices that are softer than their GeV indices, while three have GeV and TeV
indices that are consistent with each other, within statistical and systematic errors. The
remaining interacting candidate has a somewhat softer index at GeV energies than at TeV.
Such a hardening of the index from GeV to TeV suggests that another particle population
may dominate at higher energies or that the emission mechanism may change between the
GeV and TeV regimes. The majority of the GeV SNR candidates do not have measured TeV
indices, as seen by the ticks on the right of Figure 15, marking their GeV indices. Yet many
of these are hard: 12 candidates and 10 marginal candidates have indices harder than 2.5,
suggesting they may well be observable by IACTs.
Of the GeV candidates with TeV observations, more than half have possible spectral
curvature or breaks at or between GeV and TeV energies. Examples include IC 443 (Abdo
et al. 2010g) with a break at GeV energies and the young SNR RX J1713−3946 (Abdo et al.
2011) with a change in spectral slope near TeV energies. Such curvature also may explain the
lack of a simple correlation between GeV and radio PL indices, as described in Section 4.1.3.
We note that, as the SNRs are not uniformly surveyed at TeV energies, drawing con-
clusions about the high energy properties of GeV SNRs requires a careful understanding of
the non-TeV observed SNR subsample. Improved TeV studies will clearly provide a more
robust comparison and, thereby, better inference of the momenta and any spectral curvature
or breaks in the high energy particle population(s) in SNRs. Moreover, TeV studies of SNRs
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Fig. 15.— GeV index compared to published index measurements from IACTs. The line cor-
responds to equal index values. The predominance of SNRs below the line suggests spectral
curvature, potentially reflecting a change in spectral slope of the underlying particle popu-
lation(s’) index or indices. The ticks represent the GeV candidates with indices in the range
of those with a TeV counterpart but with no TeV measurements themselves, demonstrating
the limitations of the data set. Symbols, colors, and error bars are as in Figure 8.
where hadronic emission has been established become crucial for determining the maximum
energy to which the hadrons, likely CRs, are accelerated. This will help resolve the question
of CR origins (see Section 5 for further discussion).
We anticipate growth in this data set for individual, particularly larger SNRs and in the
number of constraining upper limits. For example, the large SNR Monoceros is reported here
for the first time with a probable GeV counterpart of extension 2.3◦. The relatively small
fields of view for current IACTs, . 5◦, and the difficulties in searching for sources larger
than the field of view, are both expected to be improved with the advent of Cherenkov
Telescope Array (CTA), as well as with better background subtraction techniques for exist-
ing telescopes. In addition, we note that water-based Cherenkov observatories such as the
High-Altitude Water Cherenkov Observatory (HAWC) have much larger fields of view, in-
stantaneously viewing ∼ 2pi sr, and are thus well suited for the study of large SNRs. The
Galactic plane survey anticipated for CTA (e.g. Dubus et al. 2013) and the Northern sky
survey expected from HAWC (e.g. Westerhoff 2014) could both provide a more complete
census of energetic SNR counterparts and yield significantly constraining upper limits. In
so doing, they have the potential to measure or constrain underlying particle populations
and the maximum energies to which CRs are accelerated, significantly contributing to our
knowledge of SNRs’ aggregate ability to accelerate CRs.
We also note that the GeV-TeV index plot (Figure 15) also shows a distinct separation
between young and interacting SNRs, which are often older. This suggests an evolution in
index with age, from harder when younger to softer when older. We explore this further by
explicitly investigating the evolution of the GeV index with age and exploring the role of
environment in the next section.
Table 7. TeV Spectral Indices for GeV SNR Candidates
Name Index Reference(s)
G006.4−00.1 2.7±0.2 Aharonian et al. (2008b)
G008.7−00.1 2.7±0.1 Aharonian et al. (2006)
G023.3−00.3 2.5±0.2 Aharonian et al. (2006)
G043.3−00.2 3.1±0.3 Brun et al. (2011)
G049.2−00.7 2.4±0.1 Carmona (2011)
G111.7−02.1 2.6±0.2 Albert et al. (2007), Acciari et al. (2010)
G189.1+03.0 3.0±0.4 Acciari et al. (2009)
G266.2−01.2 2.2±0.2 Aharonian et al. (2007a)
G347.3−00.5 2.0±0.1 Aharonian et al. (2007b)
G348.5+00.1 2.3±0.2 Aharonian et al. (2008a)
Note. — TeV indices reported for GeV SNR candidates, of which all pass the more robust
classification threshold (0.4).
4.3. Evolution or Environment
Because young SNRs tend to have harder spectral indices than interacting SNRs (Section
4.2), in this section we explicitly examine the evolution of GeV index with age of the SNR.
We take SNR ages from the literature and plot the 1− 100 GeV photon index versus age in
Figure 16. For our uniform sample of all GeV SNR candidates, young SNRs tend to have
harder GeV photon indices than interacting SNRs, which are likely middle aged, though the
scatter in age for the two classes is one to two orders of magnitude. There are two marginal
candidates with faint fluxes and no determined ages that provide exceptions to this trend
(see Figure 8). The candidate interacting SNR has a very hard index and the candidate
young SNR has a particularly soft index. Due to the lack of MW information, these two
marginal candidates (G304.6+0.1 and G32.4+0.1) cannot always be shown on the following
plots, but should be borne in mind.
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Fig. 16.— Age versus GeV spectral index. For those with ages in the literature, the young
(blue) SNR candidates are separated in this phase space from the identified interacting
candidates (red). The ticks on the right show indices for GeV candidates without well-
established ages. Symbols, colors, and error bars are as in Figure 8.
The general trend of younger SNRs having harder indices may be due to the decrease of
the maximum acceleration energy as SNRs age and their shock speeds slow down. This would
also result in fewer particles being swept up by the shock front, given a constant density,
suggesting a corresponding decrease in luminosity with age. For example, Caprioli (2011)
updated a simple evolutionary model for CR acceleration by remnants of a massive progenitor
and showed that harder CR spectra result from lower acceleration efficiencies and that the
index begins to soften after ∼ 104 yr. This model also predicts a decrease in GeV emission
with age until at least 104 yrs. Figure 17 shows the distribution of 1 − 100 GeV luminosity
and index for the observed candidates. Harder, fainter young SNRs are clearly separated
from brighter and softer older SNRs. Barring the two marginal candidates mentioned before,
this is consistent with previous observations, including Thompson et al. (2012), who noted
that these older SNRs are also often interacting with large MCs.
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Fig. 17.— 1 − 100 GeV luminosity versus PL index, with tick marks representing the GeV
candidates without reliable distance estimates in the literature. Symbols, colors, and error
bars are as in Figure 8.
To investigate the role of environment in the trends for the young and interacting SNRs, we
examined the GeV luminosity versus radio diameter in Figure 18. The square of the physical
diameter (D) can be regarded as a reasonable indicator for SNR age and environment, as its
evolution during the Sedov-Taylor phase follows
D ∝ n−1/50 E 1/5SN t2/5 (10)
where n0 is the ambient density of the surrounding medium, ESN is the supernova energy,
and t is the age of the SNR (Taylor 1950; Sedov 1959). We can thus use the physical diameter
as an age proxy: “effective age”. Any apparent correlation between the luminosity and D2
may be due to their inherent dependence on distance (squared). As observed in earlier works,
e.g. Thompson et al. (2012), Figure 18 shows that, for the detected candidates, interacting
SNRs are generally more luminous for a given physical diameter than young SNRs, though
there is large scatter. This suggests that SNRs at the same effective age may be more
luminous because they have encountered denser gas (n0). With the addition of upper limits,
we find some interacting candidates are constrained to lie below the luminosities of most
young SNRs. Thus, as we continue to detect SNRs with increasingly fainter γ-ray fluxes, we
are likely to find less separation between the luminosities of the two classes.
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Fig. 18.— The 1− 100 GeV luminosity is plotted against the square of the radio diameters
in pc of those SNRs with known distances. Symbols, colors, and error bars are as in Figure 8.
It should also be noted that there is an explicit correlation between the luminosity and
physical diameter plotted in Figure 18 as both are proportional to distance (squared), which
is only reliably measured for a subset of our sample. Observational biases, including that
young, often smaller and fainter SNRs tend to be more difficult to detect in the radio as well
as in γ-rays, may also affect the observed trends. Figure 19 plots the measured GeV flux
versus observed radio diameter, and shows no clear separation of classes. No correlation is
observed between SNR flux and angular size.
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Fig. 19.— The 1− 100 GeV flux and upper limits are plotted against the angular diameters
of all SNRs observed in the radio. Symbols, colors, and error bars are as in Figure 8.
While there is some separation between young and interacting classes of SNRs in the age,
physical radio diameter, GeV luminosity, and GeV index phase space, the scatter is often
large. The tendency of younger SNRs to be harder and less luminous in the GeV band than
older, often interacting SNRs may be countered as the available MW information increases
and as the GeV flux limit decreases as the LAT accumulates additional exposure. This is
particularly true in terms of distances and ages. A general trend of softer GeV index and
lower GeV luminosity may be caused by the shock front decreasing in speed as the SNR ages.
On the other hand, the interacting SNRs may be more luminous due to their interactions
with denser surroundings not yet reached by younger SNRs. Ultimately, the large scatter
observed in luminosity will likely reflect effects due to both age and environment. A more
uniform and complete MW data set will enable significantly greater insight into links between
age, environment, and other observed characteristics.
An SNR’s environment may also be explored to some moderate distance beyond its im-
mediate surroundings. In addition to the SNR candidates associated in this catalog, we find
a considerable fraction of sources, ∼ 55%, not spatially coincident but within 5◦ of a radio
SNR. Regions containing SNRs are often rich in gas and many of these “other” candidates
are robust to changes to the IEM and typically have PL spectra at these energies. Nearby
regions of high-density gas may be illuminated by CRs escaping the SNR (e.g. Gabici et al.
2009), which interact to produce detectable GeV emission regardless of whether the SNR
itself is sufficiently bright to be detected. Alternatively, studies may show that the SNR
shock front is compressing the gas, crushing the cloud, accelerating CRs, and emitting at
GeV energies (e.g. Uchiyama et al. 2010). In either case, those “other” candidates which
are associated with an SNR’s environment will help disentangle the various scenarios, their
relative rates of occurrence in the Galaxy, and their associated SNR’s contribution to the
Galactic CR population. In addition, upper limits on SNRs remaining below the resolvable
level will constrain the population’s contribution to the diffuse Galactic interstellar γ-ray
emission.
5. Constraining SNRs’ Cosmic Ray Contribution
SNRs have long been held the most promising candidate sources of Galactic CRs, capa-
ble of supplying the flux observed at Earth if they are on average ∼ 5 − 10% efficient in
accelerating CR protons and nuclei (e.g. Strong et al. 2010). Recent work examining GeV
γ-ray data around half the pi0 rest mass has led to the detection of the characteristic pi0 low
energy break (E < 100 MeV) in two SNRs, IC 443 and W44 (Ackermann et al. 2013a), thus
adding another piece to the accumulating evidence (e.g. Thompson et al. 2012; Brandt &
Fermi-LAT Collaboration 2013; Castro et al. 2013) that at least some SNRs do accelerate
hadrons. However, the question remains as to whether the Galactic SNR population is able
to accelerate and release CRs with the appropriate composition and flux up to the transition
between the Galactic and extragalactic components.
This systematic search for γ-ray emission from the population of known SNRs in the
Galaxy provides the first opportunity to address this question from the perspective of high
energy photons. In Section 5.1, we describe the method we use to constrain the CR energy
content in SNRs through the measured γ-ray spectral parameters from the classified and
marginal SNR candidates as well as the derived upper limits from the others (unclassified or
not significant). In Section 5.2, we discuss the implications of these constraints within the
general SNR-CR paradigm.
5.1. Method for Constraining CRs from GeV Detections and Upper Limits
In the following, we assume that the γ-ray emission from SNRs probed with Fermi LAT
entirely arises from the interaction of CR protons and nuclei with the surrounding ISM or cir-
cumstellar medium through the production and subsequent decay of pi0. Given that two other
emission mechanisms involving accelerated leptons, namely non-thermal bremsstrahlung and
IC scattering, could also contribute in the γ-ray domain, the constraints derived from the
Fermi LAT measurements should be considered as upper limits on the CR energy content
in SNRs.
For an SNR at a distance d whose forward shock propagates through a medium with a
density n and accelerates CR particles following a PL spectrum in momentum with spectral
index ΓCR, the γ-ray flux resulting from proton-proton (p-p) interactions can be related to
the CR energy content, ECR ≡ CRESN, as shown in Drury et al. (1994). The parametrization
derived by these authors is valid as long as the effect of the high energy cutoff, related to the
maximum particle energy ECR,max, can be neglected. We investigated the effect of ECR,max,
taken as an exponential cutoff energy, by computing the γ-ray flux in the 1 − 100 GeV
range, F(1 − 100 GeV), for different values of ΓCR and ECR,max following the model of γ-
ray production from p-p interactions developed by Kamae et al. (2006). To account for
the contribution from heavier nuclei in both CRs and ISM, we employed a nominal nuclear
enhancement factor of 1.85 (Mori 2009), neglecting the energy dependence of these metallicity
effects over the two decades studied (Kachelriess et al. 2014).
Figure 20 gives the γ-ray flux in the (ECR,max, ΓCR) plane and shows its dependence
on ECR,max for different CR spectral indices, with d = 1 kpc, n = 1 cm
−3, CR = 0.01, and
ESN = 10
51 erg. The CR energy content is computed for particle momenta above 10 MeV c−1.
The γ-ray flux is nearly independent of the CR maximal energy as long as ECR,max & 200 GeV
and ΓCR & 2. In this case, it can conveniently be approximated using the following expression:
F (1− 100 GeV) ≈ f(ΓCR)× CR
0.01
× ESN
1051 erg
× n
1 cm−3
×
(
d
1 kpc
)−2
× 10−9 cm−2 s−1 (11)
where f(ΓCR) is such that f(2.0) = 2.06, f(2.5) = 1.07, and f(3.0) = 0.34, as shown in
Figure 20 (right). The above equation is consistent with the expression given in Drury et al.
(1994, see their Table 1 and Equation 9), and the resulting estimates of ECR are in agreement
with those obtained from dedicated studies of some well-known γ-ray emitting SNRs such as
Cas A (Yuan et al. 2013). However, such a parametrization does not account for deviations
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Fig. 20.— Left: Under standard assumptions (see text), an SNR’s γ-ray flux in the 1−100 GeV
range can be related to the accelerated CRs’ maximal energy ECR,max and spectral index ΓCR
for a given CR energy content above a particle momenta of 10 MeV c−1 (CR = ECR/ESN =
0.01), effective density (1 cm−3), and distance to the SNR (1 kpc). Right: the relationship
between the SNR’s γ-ray flux in the 1 − 100 GeV band and ECR,max for different values of
ΓCR. For ECR,max & 200 GeV and ΓCR & 2, the flux is weakly dependent on the CR maximal
energy.
from a PL in the particle and photon spectra, while spectral curvature has been measured for
several SNRs interacting with MCs, such as IC 443 and W44 (Ackermann et al. 2013a) whose
spectra are preferentially fitted with a logP in the present study (see Table 2). Equation 11
assumes that the (time-dependent) adiabatic and radiative losses do not significantly affect
the particle spectra throughout an SNR’s evolution. The effect of adiabatic and radiative
losses is both complicated and presently under discussion, including in works by Lee et al.
(2014) and Bell (2015), and accounting for them is beyond the scope of this work.
5.2. CRs from GeV Detections and Upper Limits
We use the relationship between an SNR’s γ-ray flux, density, and distance shown in
Equation 11 to determine the maximal CR energy content ECR through CR contributed by
every SNR for which we have measured the γ-ray flux and photon index (as reported in
Table 2) or derived an upper limit at the 95% confidence level (as reported in Table 3). In
the case of a detected SNR, the photon index, known to reproduce the spectral shape of the
parent CR proton/nuclei spectrum above a photon energy of 1 GeV (see e.g. Kamae et al.
2006), is taken to be equal to ΓCR. In the case of the upper limits, we assume an index of 2.5
(i.e. the average value of the detected SNRs). We use the canonical value of 1051 erg for ESN.
Translating SNRs’ γ-ray measurements into constraints on their contribution to ECR also
requires knowledge of their distances and effective densities. For the former, we made use of
the distances gathered from the literature and reported in Table 6. For the latter, we turn
to the ∼ 175 SNRs detected in X-rays (Ferrand & Safi-Harb 2012), specifically those with
thermal emission confidently associated with the forward shock. Following the construction of
Equation 11, we only considered density estimates based on thermal X-ray emission from the
shock-heated ISM or circumstellar medium, and discarded those derived from X-ray emitting
regions associated with the ejecta, as in the so-called mixed-morphology SNRs, or with
clumps and regions known to be sites of MC interaction. Densities were also obtained from
measurements such as IR emission from collisionally heated dust and SNR hydrodynamics.
All these constraints on the upstream density of 25 SNRs have been gathered from the
literature and references are given in Table 6. Note that we consider the downstream density
to be the relevant value when converting the γ-ray fluxes and upper limits into CR energy
contents, and hence, we applied a factor of 4, i.e. the compression ratio in the simple case of
a strong, unmodified shock11, to these upstream densities before using them in Equation 11.
Figure 21 shows the constraints on the CR energy content for the population of known
Galactic SNRs. The sample has been divided into three subclasses, each sorted by Galactic
longitude: SNRs with existing distance and density estimates (upper left panel); SNRs with
known distances (upper right panel); and SNRs with unknown distance and density (lower
panel). For the latter group, we arbitrarily set the distances and (upstream) densities to
representative values of 5 kpc and 1 cm−3, respectively.
As is clearly visible for the first two subclasses of SNRs, the estimates and upper limits on
the CR energy content span more than three orders of magnitude, from a few×1049 erg to
several×1052 erg. In particular, a large fraction of the interacting SNRs lie above the CR = 1
(ECR = ESN = 10
51 erg) dashed line. Rather than these SNRs contributing more than their
explosion energy to accelerating CRs, the densities experienced by the CR particles in the MC
interaction region are likely much larger than those derived from the measurements of X-ray
thermal emission or the assumed value of 1 cm−3. Thompson et al. (2012) also noted that the
luminous interacting SNRs thus far observed exceed the limit of L0.1−100 GeV ∼ 1034 erg s−1
for IC scattering off an interstellar radiation field (ISRF) with intensity similar to the solar
neighborhood’s for hadrons accelerated with an efficiency of 10% and an electron-to-proton
11A larger value could be expected in the case of magnetic field amplification and back reaction of CRs,
and the measurements and upper limits on ECR would then decrease.
ratio of 1%. The fact that interacting candidates’ lie above this limit, as many in this sample
do, thus similarly suggests that they are likely the sites of hadronic interactions in dense
environments. This is also consistent with our findings in Section 4.1.3. In contrast, most
of the young SNRs lie at or below this luminosity limit, suggesting that IC processes may
contribute to their measured luminosity, again consistent with our comparison of the radio
and GeV indices in Section 4.1.3.
For the group of SNRs with unknown distances and densities, the CR energy content
estimates are clustered between the two reference values of CR = 0.1 and 1, their distribution
reflecting that of the Fermi LAT upper limits given in Table 3. In particular, the constraints
obtained for SNRs lying in the outer Galaxy (in the middle of the panel) whose distances
to Earth are likely smaller than 5 kpc, potentially fall below the reference value of CR = 0.1
provided that the presently unknown effective density is of the order of 1 cm−3. These and
the other limits and detections falling below the nominal value for CR have the potential to
significantly constrain the CRs being accelerated by these particular SNRs. By improving
these limits and expanding the breadth of MW data used to calculate them, this method
will allow us to significantly constrain the ability of known SNRs to provide the observed
CRs.
We can estimate the number of GeV emitting SNRs in the Galaxy through the constraint
on age from the condition on ECR,max & 200 GeV used to derive Equation 11. The maximum
energy that CRs can reach throughout an SNR’s evolution depends crucially on many factors
such as the diffusion regime and, through the development of instabilities, the subsequent
level of turbulent amplification of the magnetic field. On a more macroscopic level, ECR,max
can depend on the SNR hydrodynamics, namely the shock velocity and size, as well as on
the ambient density (Lagage & Cesarsky 1983; Bell & Lucek 2001; Bell 2004; Ptuskin &
Zirakashvili 2003, 2005; Blasi et al. 2007; Zirakashvili & Ptuskin 2008; Bell et al. 2013).
Nevertheless, according to Ptuskin & Zirakashvili (2003) and Ptuskin & Zirakashvili (2005),
the SNR age at which ECR,max is ∼ 200 GeV can be conservatively estimated to be ∼ 10 kyr,
after accounting for all the wave damping mechanisms reducing the level of turbulence and
hence limiting the maximum CR energy. This value is of the same order as the ages of the
oldest GeV-emitting SNRs yet studied, such as Cygnus Loop, W51C, IC 443, W44 and W28.
Given a rate of ∼ 3 SNe of all types per century in the Milky Way (Li et al. 2011), there
should then be ∼ 300 Galactic SNRs younger than 10 kyr, of which ∼ 60 are expected to
be catalogued for a fraction of known SNRs of 0.2, assuming an SNR lifetime of ∼ 50 kyr.
With a mean 95% CL upper limit on the 1 − 100 GeV flux of ∼ 10−9 cm−2 s−1 for index of
2.5 (see Table 3), the horizon of detectability in the Fermi LAT SNR catalog ddet amounts
to ∼ 3.4√ncm−3 kpc, according to Equation 11 for CR = 0.1. Following the standard model
of Galactic source distribution presented in Renaud & CTA Consortium (2011), ∼ 5, 50, and
100% of the Galactic SNRs are expected to lie at less than 3.4, 10, and 20 kpc to Earth. These
fractions translate into numbers of detectable GeV-emitting SNRs with Fermi LAT through
p-p interactions of ∼ 3, 30, and 60 for an effective density ncm−3 ∼ 1, 10, and 40. These
estimates are broadly compatible with the number of classified and marginal SNRs in the
present study, provided that the average effective density is of the order of tens per cm−3. In
other words, most of the detected SNRs, apart from the known young and isolated SNRs,
should be interacting with dense media, as suggested in Figure 21. Thus, the underlying
assumption of CR = 0.1, required in order for the Galactic SNR population to supply the
CR flux observed at Earth, is compatible with the results of this Fermi LAT SNR catalog.
MW observations of the GeV-detected SNRs for which we lack information on distances
and surrounding densities are encouraged in order to confirm this finding by searching for
evidence for SNR-MC interaction and shedding light on the conditions in which the acceler-
ated particles radiate GeV emission. Moreover, as stressed above, the expected large number
of middle aged (. 10 kyr) SNRs in the Milky Way yet uncatalogued and potentially emitting
in the GeV domain through p-p interactions, suggests that a certain fraction of the uniden-
tified 2FGL sources could actually be unknown shell-type SNRs which could be revealed
as such through follow-up radio, IR, and X-ray observations. Finally, this first Fermi LAT
SNR catalog can be used to trigger more detailed systematic studies of the Galactic SNR
population, expanding on those performed by Cristofari et al. (2013) in the VHE domain
and by Mandelartz & Becker Tjus (2015) focusing on the diffuse neutrino flux associated
with CR interactions in these sources. In so doing, we will gain significantly greater insight
into the possible contribution of Galactic SNRs to the observed CR population.
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6. Conclusions
We have systematically characterized the 1− 100 GeV emission from 36 months in 279 re-
gions containing known radio SNRs, identifying sources emitting in the regions and then
determining the likelihood that the source nearest the SNR is associated with it. To do so,
we developed a new method to systematically characterize emission within 3◦ of each SNR
for a data set that is both longer and covering a different energy range in comparison to other
source catalogs (2FGL and 2PC). We then localized the candidate γ-ray SNRs, starting from
the radio positions, and tested for extension and spectral curvature.
In this way, we found 102 candidates, 30 of which have sufficient spatial overlap and
significance with the alternative IEMs to suggest they are the GeV counterparts to their
corresponding radio SNRs and a further 14 candidates which may also be related to the
SNRs. We demonstrate that extension is a powerful discriminator in this regard. Using a
mock catalog, we show that <22% of the 36 spatial GeV associations are expected to have
a chance coincidence with a radio SNR at the 95% confidence level. The SNR-associated
candidates span over two orders of magnitude in flux and a wide range of indices and are
split almost equally between those with measurable extension and those seen as unresolved
point sources. Of these, four extended and 10 point-like candidates are new associations.
For the candidates best fit by a PL and passing the most stringent classification threshold,
the average flux and index at energies of 1− 100 GeV is (8.4± 2.1)× 10−9 ph cm−2 s−1 and
2.5± 0.5. We also report flux upper limits measured at the radio positions and extensions at
95% and 99% confidence levels for indices of 2.0 and 2.5 for the 245 regions with either no
detectable candidate or containing candidates which did not pass the location and extension
classification thresholds.
As Galactic SNRs tend to lie in regions of significant interstellar emission, namely on or
near the Galactic plane, in addition to estimating the systematic error from the uncertainty in
our knowledge of the instrument’s effective area, we also developed a new method to estimate
the systematic error arising from the choice of interstellar emission model. This is particularly
important as the interstellar γ-ray emission is highly structured on scales smaller than the
regions studied. Thus changes to the model-building strategy, i.e., varying the CR source
distribution, CR halo height, and H I spin temperature parameters, and separately scaling
the H I and CO in Galactocentric rings, play a significant role in interpreting the results for
all candidates. In particular, systematic errors estimated from the choice of alternative IEM
almost always dominated the flux errors, and while the statistical error on the index was
larger for roughly a quarter of the candidates. While this estimate of systematic error from
the choice of IEM neither spans the full range of allowed models nor brackets the standard
model, it represents our most complete and systematic effort to quantify these errors to date,
and is crucial to the interpretation of our results.
We examined our GeV candidate SNR population in light of MW observations in or-
der to better understand both SNRs’ characteristics and potential for accelerating hadrons.
While a radio-GeV flux correlation might be expected if the underlying energetic lepton
and hadron particle populations had common properties, quantifying such a trend proved
elusive. Results from Kendall’s τ rank correlation tests suggested no significant correlation
between radio and GeV flux or luminosities. Yet to say there is no correlation requires de-
tailed modeling to account for observational biases in the identified sample of SNRs, errors
on distance measurements, and deviations from a simple PL spectrum, all of which may
skew an intrinsic correlation. In fact, a correlation can be expected regardless of the physical
relationship between the radio- and GeV-emitting particles, because of an existing known
Σ-D correlation between radio surface brightness and physical diameter. We also searched
for relations between the GeV and radio properties through the spectral indices of the SNRs,
finding that the majority of candidates do not lie in the expected region of phase space under
simple assumptions for inverse Compton, bremsstrahlung or pi0 decay, nor any combination
thereof. Potential extensions to the models include additional spatial zones with different
properties or differing spectral indices for the particle populations. The particle populations
may also not follow a PL in momentum at all. Indeed, about half of the SNRs measured
at TeV energies show indications of a change in spectral slope between their GeV and TeV
indices, which may indicate curvature or breaks in the spectral forms of the underlying pop-
ulations of accelerated particles. We anticipate that data from upcoming TeV instruments
will greatly expand the statistical sample of GeV candidates with TeV counterparts.
In examining tracers of age and environment, we found that the classified candidates
followed the previously observed trends of young SNRs being harder and fainter at GeV en-
ergies than older, often interacting SNRs, though two marginally classified candidates, one
young and one interacting, do not follow this trend. Possible explanations for the current
observations include the decreasing shock speed and maximum energy causing a softening in
the GeV index. Models such as by Caprioli (2011) suggest that such a scenario would also
result in less luminous emission when the SNR is young. Environment likely also contributes
as, for instance, older SNRs have a greater chance of interacting with dense ISM. We an-
ticipate that this catalog, combined with more detailed MW studies, will be important to
disentangle the effects of evolution and environment.
SNRs have long been considered likely to supply the majority of Galactic CRs, and we
estimated the maximal contribution of all remnants assuming their emission (or upper limits)
is entirely hadronic. To do so, we combined predictions for CRs with an underlying PL
index & 2, commensurate with our measured average GeV index, and a maximum energy
& 200 GeV, with distance and density estimates from the literature assuming ESN = 1051 erg.
We find that the limits on CR energy content span more than three decades, including many
interacting candidates for which the densities in the interaction regions are much greater than
the nominal density assumed in the calculation, and young candidates with efficiencies below
the nominal ∼ 10%, consistent with possible leptonic emission predictions (e.g. IC). Under
the simple assumptions stated in Section 5, the contribution from all SNRs, particularly those
with flux upper limits, is beginning to constrain the energy content put into CRs from the
known SNRs to less than 10%, particularly in regions of well characterized IEM background.
Yet there remains a clear dearth of MW information, particularly regarding ISM densities
for the candidates. Improved MW information, coupled with improving GeV flux sensitivity
from continued observations with the LAT and the development of the new Pass 8 event
selection (Atwood et al. 2013) will allow better constraints on SNRs’ aggregate ability to
accelerate the observed CRs.
With this first Fermi LAT SNR Catalog we have systematically characterized GeV emis-
sion in regions containing known radio SNRs, creating new methods to systematically address
issues associated with these typically complex regions. These include methods for systemat-
ically adding sources to a region and better estimating the systematic error due to choice of
interstellar emission model. From this, we have determined characteristics of the GeV SNR
population, down to our measurement limit, finding 30 classified and 14 marginal candidates
with a false identification limit of <22%. This GeV data provide a crucial context for the
detailed modeling of individual SNRs. In combination with MW measurements, the GeV
data now challenge simple, previously sufficient SNR emission models. Within the limits of
existing MW data, our observations generally support previous findings of changes in spec-
tral slope at or near TeV energies and a softening and brightening in the GeV range with
age and effective age, yet we see indications that new candidates and new MW data may
provide evidence of exceptions to this trend. With uniformly measured data for all known
SNRs, we also constrain SNRs’ aggregate, maximal contribution to the population of Galac-
tic CRs. With the GeV and other MW data, we find that the candidates and upper limits
are generally within expectations if SNRs provide the majority of Galactic CRs and antic-
ipate these limits will improve with both a larger GeV data set with better sensitivity, as
will be provided by Fermi LAT Pass 8 data, and with more and better distance and density
estimates.
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A. Comparison of Source Models with 2FGL
This SNR catalog was constructed using 3 years of P7 Source class data in the energy range
1− 100 GeV, whereas 2FGL used 2 years of data over the larger energy range 0.1− 100 GeV.
The differences in observing time and energy range resulted in residual, unmodeled emission
in some RoIs as well as changes to some 2FGL sources’ spectral model, position localization,
and detection significance. Here we compare the input source models constructed for this
catalog, described in Section 2.2, with 2FGL to better understand the method’s ability to
describe the regions studied. Since we rederive the input source model only within a 3◦ radius
of the center of each RoI, we consider sources only inside that radius.
Given the data set differences, in each RoI we expect similar but not identical numbers
of sources relative to those in 2FGL. Figures 22 and 23 show the numbers of significant
(TS≥ 25) 2FGL sources and derived input model sources (excluding 2FGL identified AGN
and pulsars kept in the input model) in individual RoIs as 2D histograms. In Figure 22,
the number of sources in the derived input model is typically greater than the number of
2FGL sources that are significant at 1 − 100 GeV. 73 of the 279 RoIs studied contain at
least one of the the 12 extended 2FGL sources. Since 2FGL extended sources were removed
from the inner 3◦ of each RoI, and this region was repopulated with point sources, we can
detect multiple point sources inside the extent of any removed extended 2FGL sources. This
decomposition of extended sources, combined with the longer data set and different energy
range compared to 2FGL, contribute to the high ratio of input model to 2FGL sources in
some RoI, which demonstrates the need to rederive the source model.
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Fig. 22.— Comparison of the number of 2FGL sources with TS1−100 GeV ≥ 25 (excluding
AGN and pulsars) with the number of newly added input model sources in the present
analysis, for sources within 3◦ of the center of each RoI. The color scale shows the number
of RoIs with a particular combination of numbers of 2FGL sources and new sources. White
corresponds to no RoI with that combination of source counts.
To more accurately represent the 2FGL sources being reproduced in the central 3◦, in
Figure 23 we limited the input model sources to those within 0.2◦ (approximately the width
of the core of the 10 GeV PSF) of a 2FGL source, effectively excluding input sources that
are not co-spatial with a 2FGL source. Here we see that the majority of 2FGL sources have
counterparts in the rederived set. As a region’s complexity increases, seen as an increase in
numbers of 2FGL sources, up to about half of the 2FGL sources may not have counterparts
within 0.2◦. Given that in these same regions we have more new sources than 2FGL sources,
as seen in Figure 22, we find as expected that the longer data set with improved statistics
at higher energies, where the angular resolution of the LAT is the best, allows us to add
new sources to account for newly significant excesses in these complex regions. Additionally,
sources with low TS in 2FGL are particularly susceptible to having a newly added source
which may start at a similar position but then localize further than 0.2◦ from the 2FGL
source.
Thus, we find that the method developed and used here produces a model which repro-
duces the 2FGL sources as expected, including differences that trend as anticipated given
the longer data set and modified energy range, yielding better spatial resolution. The new
method thus provides reasonable representations of the regions being modeled as input for
the final analysis.
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Fig. 23.— Same as Figure 22, including only input model sources lying within 0.2◦ of a 2FGL
source.
B. Estimating Systematic Uncertainties from Modeling Galactic Diffuse
Emission
As the majority of radio SNRs lie in the Galactic plane, we developed a method to assess
the systematic uncertainties due to the modeling of the interstellar emission, which at low
latitudes is the dominant component of the γ-ray flux. To do so, we developed alternative
IEMs, described and compared with the standard one in Section B.1, and available at the
FSSC12. We define the systematic errors of the parameters of a source model using the results
of the likelihood fit of a region with the alternative IEMs, detailed in Sections B.2 and B.3.
We illustrate the impact of some input parameters of the alternative models based on the
analysis of eight test sources in Section B.4. In Section B.5 we compare the results with both
the statistical errors and the systematic errors due to estimating the effective area, described
in Section 2.4.1.
B.1. The Standard IEM and Construction of Alternative IEMs
Galactic interstellar γ-ray emission is produced through interactions of high energy CR
hadrons and leptons with interstellar gas via nucleon-nucleon inelastic collisions and electron
Bremsstrahlung, and with low energy radiation fields via IC scattering. The Fermi LAT
collaboration developed the standard IEM for the analysis of P7 data using the simple
assumption that energetic CRs uniformly penetrate all gas phases of the ISM. Under this
assumption, the Galactic interstellar γ-ray intensities can be modeled as a linear combination
of gas column densities and an IC intensity map as a function of energy. The gas column
densities are determined from emission lines of atomic hydrogen (H I)13 and CO, the latter a
surrogate tracer of molecular hydrogen, and from dust thermal emission maps minus the best
fit linear combination of the aforementioned HI and CO maps used to account for gas not
traced by the lines (“dark gas”). To account for a possible large scale gradient of CR densities,
the gas column density maps were split into six Galactocentric rings using the emission lines’
Doppler shifts and a Galactic rotation curve (see Appendix B of Ackermann et al. 2012b).
The IC map is obtained using GALPROP to reproduce the direct CR measurements with
a realistic model of the Galactic interstellar radiation field (ISRF), as was done in Porter
et al. (2008). The standard IEM accounts for some extended remaining residuals including,
notably, Loop I (Casandjian et al. 2009) and the Fermi bubbles (Su et al. 2010), as additional
components. Some of these, e.g., the Fermi bubbles, do not have counterparts at other
wavelengths and are defined from the LAT data.
These gas, IC, and additional components, along with sources in the 2FGL Catalog and an
isotropic intensity accounting for the extragalactic γ-ray and instrumental backgrounds, were
fit to 2 years of LAT data. This yielded best fit values of the linear combination coefficients,
12http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/1st_SNR_catalog/
13H I column densities for the standard IEM are extracted from the radio data using a uniform spin
temperature of 200 K.
which can be interpreted as emissivities as a function of energy in the various Galactocentric
rings for gas templates. For the IC and isotropic templates, the best fit values renormalize
the models as a function of energy. The ratio of the best fit coefficient of the CO map (i.e.,
the scaling factor for the integrated intensity of the CO line) to twice the coefficient of the
H I column density map is commonly referred to as XCO or the CO-to-H2 ratio. Similarly,
we will refer to the ratio of the dark gas map coefficient to the coefficient of the H I column
density map as the dust-to-gas ratio. Formally, these ratios depend on energy and, for CO,
on the Galactocentric ring. Only the latter dependence is considered, since no significant
variations with energy have been found (e.g. Ackermann et al. 2012e; Planck and Fermi
Collaborations et al. 2014). The standard IEM is summed over the components and predicts
the intensities of Galactic interstellar γ-ray emission in a grid of directions and energies and
is used in combination with the isotropic model with which it was fit. Further details are
available at the Fermi Science Support Center14.
To explore the uncertainties related to this standard modeling of interstellar emission, we
generated eight alternative IEMs to probe key sources of systematics by:
• adopting a different model-building strategy from the standard IEM resulting in dif-
ferent gas emissivities, or equivalently CO-to-H2 and dust-to-gas ratios, and including
a different approach for dealing with the remaining extended residuals;
• varying a few important input parameters in building the alternative IEMs;
• and allowing more degrees of freedom in the subsequent likelihood analysis of each
SNR by separately including and scaling the IC emission and emission traced by H I
and CO in four Galactocentric rings.
The alternative model-building strategy starts from the work in Ackermann et al. (2012b),
using the GALPROP CR propagation and interaction code. The GALPROP output model
intensity maps associated with H I, H II15, CO, and IC are then fit simultaneously with an
isotropic component and 2FGL sources to 2 years of Fermi LAT data in order to mitigate
data-model differences. The intensity maps associated with gas were binned into four Galac-
tocentric rings (0 − 4 kpc, 4 − 8 kpc, 8 − 10 kpc and 10 − 30 kpc). The intensity from the
subdominant H II component was added to the H I component and scaled together. We refer
to the summed component as H I hereafter. In the all-sky fit, the spectra of all model intensity
maps were individually renormalized with a logP function to allow for possible CR spectral
14http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/Model_details/Pass7_galactic.html
15Using the H II model of Gaensler et al. (2008a).
variations among the annuli for all H I and CO maps and to allow for spectral variations
in the electron distribution for the IC template. We also included in the fit an isotropic
template, with free normalization determined independently over nine bins from 100 MeV
and 300 GeV, and templates for Loop I and the Fermi bubbles different from those used in
the standard IEM. The templates for both Loop I and the bubbles are based on geometrical
models with uniform volumetric luminosity that are integrated along the line of sight to get
a sky template. Loop I is based on the shell model of Wolleben (2007) while the bubbles are
assumed to be uniform “balloons” above and below the plane with edges defined in spherical
coordinates centered on the Galactic center by r = R0| cos θ|16. The spectrum of Loop I and
the bubbles is described with a logP function.
Ackermann et al. (2012b) explored some systematic uncertainties in modeling interstellar
emission by varying a few selected input parameters to GALPROP. Among those, we selected
the parameters that, within the range of values allowed by theory and MW/multimessenger
observations, were found to cause the largest variations in the predicted γ-ray intensities,
and varied them to build our alternative IEMs. These parameters are:
• the CR source distribution, for which we adopted the distribution of SNRs according
to Case & Bhattacharya (1998) and of pulsars according to Lorimer et al. (2006);
• the height of the CR propagation halo, for which we adopted the values of 4 kpc and
10 kpc, the limits of the viable halo sizes from the secondary to primary data used in
Ackermann et al. (2012b);
• the uniform spin temperature used to derive the H I column density maps from the
21 cm line data, for which we adopted the values of 150 K and 100, 000 K (equivalent
to an optically thin medium).
The values adopted to generate the eight alternative IEMs were chosen to be reasonably
extreme; even so they do not reflect the full uncertainty of the IEMs. Many other possibly
important sources of systematic error exist and include uncertainties in the ISRF model;
simplifications of the geometry of the Galaxy, e.g., assuming cylindrical symmetry; small
scale non-uniformities in the CO-to-H2 and dust-to-gas ratios; H I spin temperature non-
uniformities; and underlying uncertainties in the input gas and dust maps.
Unlike the standard IEM, the alternative IEMs were not summed up into a single sky
map. This allows for more freedom in the IEM when determining the SNR parameters from
16(r, θ, φ) are the usual spherical coordinates with θ = 0 pointing at the north Galactic pole. The model
is uniform in φ and R0 was chosen to be 8 kpc to approximately match the shape of the bubbles.
the likelihood fit in individual RoIs as described in the next section. Separately scaling the
IC emission and the H I and CO emission in rings permits the alternative IEMs to better
adapt to local structure when analyzing a given source region.
B.2. Likelihood Analysis Using the Alternative IEMs
To estimate the systematics due to the choice of IEM, we characterized the regions con-
taining GeV candidates detected with the standard IEM using the alternative IEMs. We
repeat the likelihood analysis for the point and the best extended hypotheses, starting from
the best fit model obtained using the procedure described in Section 2.3.1, and replacing the
standard IEM with the alternative ones and their corresponding isotropic templates. For each
candidate’s fit with an alternative IEM, we determined the best hypothesis by comparing
the point and extended hypotheses’ likelihoods as described in Section 2.3.1.
The alternative IEMs have nine independent components (four H I rings, four CO rings,
and the IC template), contributing more or less significantly to the γ-ray intensity along
a given line of sight. To make the fitting procedure more stable, we independently fit the
normalization coefficients for components which contributed more than 3% of the initial
model’s total counts in the RoI, while the remaining components were merged into a single
template. If the merged template accounts for more than 3% of the counts in the RoI, we
also fit its normalization; otherwise it is kept fixed. Leaving the normalization of templates
with a lower percentage of counts free in the fit caused failures in the fitting procedure.
The individual IEM component that provided the largest contribution in counts to the RoI
was also corrected in spectrum using a PL with free spectral index, which accounted for
spectral variations of interstellar emission across the sky analogously to fitting the standard
IEM index in the main analysis. The isotropic component was kept fixed, as for the main
analysis, because it is more reliably determined in the large-scale fit described in B.1 rather
than in a relatively small RoI.
Due to the increased number of degrees of freedom when using the alternative IEMs,
to make the fitting procedure more stable, we needed to reduce the number of degrees of
freedom intrinsic to the background point sources. To do so, we performed an initial spectral
fit starting from the same background sources as for the standard IEM analysis, described
in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. For each alternative IEM, we then discarded sources with TS < 9
and allowed only the three sources closest to the RoI center and the two most significant
within 5◦ of the RoI center to vary in the following fit procedure. The parameters of all the
sources not removed were then reset to the best fit values from the standard analysis, while
the IEM components’ normalization coefficients were reset to 1. This approach avoids the
possibility that sources with lower significance for a specific IEM, which were obtained using
the standard IEM and may now be mismodeled, bias the fit toward inaccurate results from
the fitting procedure is unable to recover.
We then repeated the localization, extension, and spectral analysis as in Section 2.3.1,
directly adopting the best fit spectral model of the standard analysis rather than evaluating
the PL or logP hypotheses. We determined the best extension hypothesis by comparing the
maximum likelihoods for the extended and point-like hypotheses using the method described
in Section 2.3.1. For the best hypothesis, we evaluated the significance of the SNR detection
in the overall maximum likelihood. In a few regions when using some of the alternative
IEMs, the candidate became less significant, as shown in Figure 24. We similarly evaluated
the best extension hypothesis for each alternative IEM and compare it to that found using
the standard IEM in Figure 25. The numbers of alternative IEMs for which the source was
found to be insignificant and for which it changed extension hypothesis are listed in Table 1,
in the first two columns, respectively, under Alt IEM Effect. As described in Section 2.4.2,
we demoted classified candidates to marginally classified if their TS was less than nine,
to avoid threshold effects, for any of the alternative IEMs. This affected two candidates,
described in Section 3.2.3. We also removed from the systematic error calculation, described
in Section B.3, any analysis with an alternative IEM for which the fit did not converge
sufficiently, also described in Section 3.2.3. Nine candidates classified as “other” were affected
by this.
B.3. Systematic Errors Estimated from the Alternative IEMs
We evaluated the systematic error on each of the candidates’ parameters P using the
results of the likelihood analysis with the alternative IEMs in Equation 5. The equation can
also be expressed as:
σsys,w =
√
(< P >w −PSTD)2 + σ2P,w (B1)
where PSTD is the parameter value obtained using the standard IEM and < P >w is the
weighted average of the parameter evaluated using the M alternative IEMs for which we can
estimate it (see Section B.2). The weights wi used are defined in Equation 6. The weighted
average is:
< P >w=
1∑M
i wi
M∑
i
(wiPi) (B2)
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Fig. 24.— For each candidate’s analysis with each of the alternative IEMs, we computed
the candidate’s significance. This histogram shows, for each candidate SNR, the number
of analyses with each of the alternative IEMs for which the candidate remained significant
(TS> 9). The histogram reflects the values in Table 1.
and the weighted standard deviation is:
σP,w =
√√√√ 1∑M
i wi
M∑
i
wi (Pi− < P >w)2 . (B3)
The definition of the systematic error in Equation B1 takes into account both a possible offset
of the alternative values with respect to the standard one (< P >w −PSTD), attributable to
the differences in model-building strategy and the additional degrees of freedom in the fit,
and the spread of the Pi around their weighted average value, attributable to the different
GALPROP input parameters of the model.
In several cases the alternative IEMs yielded parameter values Pi that did not bracket
the value obtained using the standard IEM, PSTD. This can be due to the differences in how
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Fig. 25.— For each candidate’s analysis with each of the alternative IEMs, we computed
the best extension hypothesis, either point-like or extended. The plot shows the number of
analyses of each region for which the best extension hypothesis with the alternative IEM
remained the same as that found with the standard one. The values are indicated in Table 1
for each source individually. Since for each alternative IEM we perform a separate localization
and spectral fit even if the extension hypothesis is the same, the location and size of the
candidate SNR may differ.
the models were built as noted in Sections 2.4.2 and B.1. While in such cases there is a
net displacement, we conservatively took σP as an estimate of the uncertainty related to the
choice of the IEM symmetrically around the value PSTD. This posed a problem for parameters
such as the flux which are naturally positive definite. Notably, if the net displacement of the
parameter is more than twice the parameter value found using the standard IEM, with
linearly symmetric error bars the parameter would be formally consistent with zero, even
though it is significantly different from zero for all IEMs. In those cases it is more natural
to consider the error in logarithmic space. To calculate the error bars symmetrically in the
natural logarithmic space, we used the following formalism. We first evaluated the sign of
the displacement between the parameter value for the alternative IEMs and the standard
one:
σsign =
< P >w −PSTD
| < P >w −PSTD| . (B4)
We then evaluated the signed shift related to the systematic error (see Equation 5), that is:
Pshift = PSTD + σsign · σsys. (B5)
From this we derived the displacement in logarithmic space:
∆ log10 P = | log10 Pshift − log10 PSTD| =
∣∣∣∣log10 PshiftPSTD
∣∣∣∣ =
=
∣∣∣∣log10 PSTD + σsignσsysPSTD
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣log10(1 + σsign σsysPSTD
)∣∣∣∣ . (B6)
The extrema of the error bars are therefore:
P± = 10(log10 PSTD±∆ log10 P ). (B7)
B.4. Impact of the GALPROP Input Parameters
We tested this method on a subset of eight candidate SNRs chosen to represent the range
of spectral and spatial characteristics of SNRs in γ-rays and located in regions with bright
or dim Galactic diffuse emission. Figure 26 shows the candidate SNRs’ locations on the sky,
illustrating their range of Galactic longitude (see also de Palma et al. 2013). Their locations
are overlaid on a map showing the difference between the standard IEM and one of the
alternative IEMs. There are clear structures in the map that arose from the distinct model-
building strategies as described in Section B.1. The map in Figure 26 was created using
models covering the full sky and therefore does not account for adjustments made to the
model in the individual RoI fits as described in Section B.2. While the added freedom may
reduce the differences between the models for an individual RoI, the freedom is not large
enough to completely absorb it, and the local spatial and spectral differences between the
models will remain. The differences are expected to influence the SNR’s fitted parameters
differently depending on the SNR’s location.
We focus in particular here on the influence of each of the three parameters varied when
creating the eight alternative IEMs, described in Section B.1, on the fitted candidates’ pa-
rameters, such as flux and PL spectral index. We then determined if any had the largest
impact for all the candidates. To identify which, if any, of the three IEM parameters (CR
source distribution, CR propagation halo height, and H I spin temperature) had the largest
Fig. 26.— The eight candidate SNRs used to test the method are shown on the relative
difference between the standard IEM and one of the alternative IEMs in σ units. The se-
lected SNRs represent all combinations of hard (purple) and soft (black), point-like (x) and
extended (o) sources. The IEM intensities are converted to predicted counts for each pixel
(∼ 0.052 deg2) using 2 years of source class exposure in the energy band 1 − 10 GeV. The
color scale shows: (countsSTD − countsALT)/
√
(countsSTD + countsALT)/2, where countsSTD
are the predicted counts from the standard IEM and countsALT are those of the alternative
IEM. The alternative IEM chosen has the Lorimer distribution of CR sources, halo height of
4 kpc, and spin temperature 150 K. Further details may be found in de Palma et al. (2013).
impact on a candidate’s fitted parameter, we adopted the following procedure. For a fitted
source’s parameter P , e.g. flux, and a GALPROP input parameter X = {Xi, Xj}, e.g., spin
temperature Ts = {150 K, 105 K}, let {Pi} be the set of P values obtained when X = Xi
and {Pj} the set of P values obtained when X = Xj. If we marginalize over the other IEM
input parameters by taking the average values of the two sets, < Pi > and < Pj >, we can
define the ratio R as the difference between the two sets relative to their intrinsic spread:
R ≡ | < Pi > − < Pj > |
max(σPi , σPj)
. (B8)
where σPi , σPj are the standard deviations of two sets. We divide by the maximum value of
the standard deviations to conservatively account for the dispersion within each set.
A value of R > 1 means that changing the GALPROP input parameter X from Xi to
Xj results in a larger difference in the values determined for P than the standard deviation
of the samples obtained from all the combinations of other GALPROP input parameters.
This implies that this GALPROP parameter X has a larger influence on P than any other
input parameter tested. A value of R >> 1 for a particular GALPROP input parameter
means that the effect of all the other parameters are negligible for that particular candidate.
A value of R between 0 and 1 means that changing the GALPROP input parameter results
in a smaller difference in the values determined for P than the standard deviation of the
samples obtained from all the combinations of other GALPROP input parameters. This
implies that this GALPROP parameter X has a smaller influence on P than any other input
parameter tested. A value of R ∼ 0 for a particular GALPROP input parameter means
that the effect of this parameter is negligible for that particular candidate. If in various RoIs
different GALPROP input parameters have a larger effect on the candidate’s parameters
than the others, we must use all the alternative IEMs to estimate the systematic error since
different input parameters are more relevant in different parts of the sky.
In Figures 27 and 28 for the flux and PL index respectively we show the ratio R for each
of the alternative IEMs’ input parameters for the individual SNR candidates, along with
the averages for all seven test candidates, for the classified candidates, for the marginally
classified candidates, and for all candidates in aggregate. The candidate associated with
SNR G120.1+1.4, being just below our threshold, was not significantly detected in our final
analysis. Nevertheless it is shown in the figures for reference since it was useful for studying
the effects on low significance sources. We do not however, show the candidate in the region
of SNR G119.5+10.2 as the fit in this region did not converge properly for the alternative
IEMs. While the spin temperature seems to have a slightly larger effect than the other
parameters, particularly for the index, none of the three GALPROP input parameters has
R significantly smaller or larger than 1 for all the candidates tested such that it or the
other GALPROP parameters can be neglected. Thus, as shown for the flux in Figure 27
and the index in Figure 28, all three input parameters are relevant for the various candidate
classes (classified, marginal, test, and all). We therefore conclude that none of the input
IEM parameters dominated the systematic uncertainties of the fitted source parameters
sufficiently to justify neglecting the others.
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Fig. 27.— The impact on the candidates’ fluxes for each of the alternative IEM input param-
eters (source distribution, halo height, and spin temperature), marginalized over the other
GALPROP input parameters, shown via R (Equation B8). The stars represent the average
ratio over the different candidate classes (classified, marginal, test, and all). As no alterna-
tive IEM input parameter has a ratio significantly larger than 1 for all tested candidates,
no input parameter dominates the systematic uncertainties of the fitted source parameter
sufficiently to justify neglecting the others.
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Fig. 28.— The impact on the candidates’ PL indices for each of the alternative IEM input
parameters (source distribution, halo height, and spin temperature), marginalized over the
other GALPROP input parameters, shown via R (Equation B8). The stars represent the
average ratio over the different candidate classes (classified, marginal, test, and all). As
no alternative IEM input parameter has a ratio significantly larger than 1 for all tested
candidates, no input parameter dominates the fitted source parameter sufficiently to justify
neglecting the others. For candidates best fit with a logP model we used the value obtained
from the analysis with the PL model.
B.5. Alternative IEM Systematics in Context
We examined the magnitude of the systematic errors inferred from the alternative IEMs,
as derived in Equation 5, with respect to both the statistical error and the systematic error
due to uncertainty in the effective area.
B.5.1. Statistical and Alternative IEM Systematic Errors
Figure 29 shows that the error on the flux due to the alternative IEM systematic error
is generally the same order of magnitude as the 1σ statistical error, particularly for the 48
classified and marginally classified sources. The greatest outlier, the candidate in the region
of SNR G78.2+2.1, lies in the Cygnus region, where the diffuse emission is bright, structured,
and particularly difficult to model. In this region the candidate’s size increases by up to six
times that found with the standard IEM, leading to the large flux systematic error estimate.
We also looked for any correlation between the ratio of the alternative IEM systematic flux
error to the statistical error and position on the sky. Neither Figure 30 nor, for the inner
Galaxy, Figure 31 show any obvious trend of relative error magnitude with sky position.
B.5.2. Bracketing IRF and Alternative IEM Systematic Errors
We also investigated the relative magnitude of the alternative IEM systematic error with
respect to that from the effective area derived using the bracketing IRFs (Section 2.4.1).
Figure 32 shows that the systematic error on flux estimated from the alternative IEMs tends
to dominate over that due to effective area. This is true for most sources, regardless of their
size, classification, or Galactic longitude. Moreover, the error propagated from the effective
area tends to be < 10% of the flux for the large majority of candidates, while that from the
alternative IEMs ranges over ∼ 3 orders of magnitude, indicative of the diverse environments
in which these candidates are found. We also observe that the candidates classified as other
than SNRs, particularly when extended, tend to have somewhat larger alternative IEM errors
than the classified and marginally classified candidates. This drives the increase in systematic
errors observed in Figure 9 for extended candidates classified as other, contributing to the
trend noted in Section 3.4 of extended candidates with larger systematic and statistical errors
tending to be classified as other.
In contrast, Figure 33 shows that for the PL index the systematic errors from the bracket-
ing IRFs dominate the alternative IEM errors for approximately half the candidates. Aside
from candidates classified as other having somewhat larger systematic errors due to the al-
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Fig. 29.— Cumulative histogram of the ratio of the systematic to statistical error on flux for
all SNR regions. Classified candidates are black; marginally classified candidates are grey;
and all remaining candidates are shown in green. The greatest outlier, the candidate in the
region of SNR G78.2+2.1, is discussed further in Section B.5.1.
ternative IEMs, systematic errors on neither flux nor index are significantly different among
various subtypes: point or extended candidates, marginal or classified candidates, or young
compared with interacting.
Fig. 30.— The ratio of the alternative IEM systematic and statistical errors on flux for all
candidates shown at their GeV positions.
Fig. 31.— Same as Figure 30 for the inner Galaxy only. The coordinate axes do not have
the same scale.
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Fig. 32.— Comparison of the systematic error on flux derived from the weighted alternative
IEMs (labeled aIEM) and the bracketing IRFs (labeled bIRF), expressed relative to the
measured flux. The line indicates a relative systematic error of 10% for the bracketing IRF
with respect to the flux. The relative error from the bracketing IRFs is less than 10% for
the majority of candidates, which span over 3 orders of magnitude in error derived from the
alternative IEMs. Markers and colors are as in Figure 9.
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Fig. 33.— Comparison of the systematic error on index derived from the weighted alternative
IEMs and the bracketing IRFs. As seen by the distribution about the solid line showing
equal systematic errors from the bracketing IRFs and the alternative IEMs, about half the
candidates have larger alternative IEM systematic index error than bracketing IRF error and
vice versa. Markers and colors are as in Figure 9.
C. Chance Coincidence Estimation
For each of the associations between Green’s catalog sources and Fermi GeV candidates,
there is some probability of a “chance coincidence.” This occurs if an SNR identified in
other wavebands does not emit in GeV γ-rays, but a different source or a bright region of
diffuse γ-ray emission provides a photon excess in approximately the same location. If the
excess overlaps sufficiently with the radio SNR (Section 3.1), the classification procedure will
associate it with the SNR, leading to a false classification.
While it is not possible to identify which of the individuals identified as classified are by
chance, it is possible to determine the probability that this will occur. We used a Monte Carlo
approach to calculate this false discovery rate, starting with a mock catalog that mimics the
true Green’s catalog in essential ways while still having non-overlapping sources (aside from
edge cases described in Section C.1). Running the standard analysis on the mock catalog
cannot, by construction, produce a true classification, so any matches are by chance.
C.1. Mock Catalog Generation
We considered four distributions as essential for generating the mock catalog: longitude
coordinate, latitude coordinate, source size, and integrated IEM intensity. The last is the
total amount of diffuse γ-ray emission included in the radio area of the SNR. We generated
many mock catalogs and reran the analysis on the one which best matched the Green’s
catalog distribution for each variable.
Since the diffuse emission varies dramatically with Galactic latitude, we chose to use a
“horizontal displacement” method to generate the mock catalogs. Each source in Green’s
catalog was displaced a random amount in longitude proportional to its radio radius r or
the minimum resolvable GeV radius, as discussed in Section 3.1.1. With an effective radius
defined as
re = max
(
0.2◦
3
, r
)
(C1)
the allowed displacement range d is defined as
3re ≤ d ≤ 5re. (C2)
The simulation also randomly displaced the source toward increasing or decreasing longitude.
The simulation is designed to avoid most overlaps between displaced sources and other
Green’s catalog objects, aside from the parent source which is avoided by definition. The
following steps are performed:
1. Generate a trial catalog of random positions
2. Check for overlaps
(a) If there are fewer than 6 overlaps (out of 279 sources), exit loop
(b) If the simulation has tried to fix overlaps in the same subset of sources more than
10 times, exit loop
3. Otherwise, regenerate overlapping sources, and return to step 2.
The maximum number of overlaps was determined empirically to avoid forcing mock sources
in regions of high density of SNRs into the same location every iteration. The second loop
condition prevents the simulation from getting trapped in unsolvable situations. It is unlikely
that the five allowed overlaps will lead to a coincidence, since the mock and Green’s source
must match in both size and location, but we check this in Section C.2.
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Fig. 34.— The distribution of SNRs in Galactic longitude. The green bars represent the
original Green’s catalog, the black points are an average over 100 realizations of the mock
catalog and the grey points are from the mock catalog analyzed in this paper.
Using this method, we generated several catalogs and selected the one that best fit our
distribution requirements, noted previously. Since the size and latitude are not modified
when creating the mock catalog, it was only necessary to compare longitude distributions and
integrated fluxes. The longitude distributions for Green’s catalog, the mock catalog analyzed,
and the average of 100 mock catalogs generated by this method, shown in Figure 34, match
sufficiently. Instead of directly comparing the integrated diffuse fluxes under the mock and
Green’s catalog sources, we plot
Di = ln
(
Dm,i
Dg,i
)
, (C3)
where Dm,i is the integrated diffuse flux under mock source i and Dg,i is the integrated diffuse
under the original (unshifted) source. The variable Di is very nearly normally distributed
around zero, as can be seen in Figure 35. The average of Dm,i/Dg,i is 1.08 and the dispersion
(σ) is 14%. The marginal increase in diffuse emission under mock sources is less than the
dispersion. This should not bias the study, and at worst we may marginally overestimate the
number of mock sources found.
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Fig. 35.— The distribution of the natural logarithm of the ratio of the diffuse flux under
a mock catalog source to that under the corresponding unshifted source. This is approxi-
mately a Gaussian centered at zero, which means the mock catalog accurately represents the
distribution of background interstellar diffuse fluxes of the original Green’s catalog.
C.2. Mock Catalog Coincidences
Analyzing this mock catalog with the standard method produced two (nine) coincidences
using the classified (marginal and classified) threshold, compared to the 36 (48) total number
found from Green’s catalog (before removing known sources and before demotions). Those
sources which met at least one of the classification thresholds are shown in Table C.2. The
coincidences tend to follow the pattern established by Green’s catalog: most are clustered in
the Galactic center region, with a few outliers.
The mock catalog used ended on condition 2a (Section C.1) with four allowed overlaps,
of which one (Mock008.7−00.1) was found to be associated with an SNR at the marginal
classification threshold level. We allow this to remain in the results to generate conservative
upper limits for the false discovery rate.
C.3. Estimating Upper Limits
We would like to calculate a 95% confidence upper bound to the chance coincidences and
false discovery rates given in Section C.2. First, we need a distribution to model the expected
number of false discoveries for a single trial. The mock catalog itself has N = 279 mock SNRs,
each of which has a probability pi  1 of returning a chance coincidence, equal to 0 for many
sources. The true chance coincidence distribution C(n) is the sum over each of these Bernoulli
random variables. We show below this is asymptotically similar to a binomial with N trials
and probability p˜ =
∑
pi/N , denoted BN(n, p˜). This amounts to assuming that all sources
have the same probability of false discovery and classification as an SNR.
In order to check that this is a reasonable assumption, we consider the other extreme
possibility. We define nmax = d(
∑
pi)/max(pi)e and pmax =
∑
pi/nmax, where the dxe
notation denotes the ceiling function. Then we define C˜(n) as the distribution with nmax
random numbers having probability pmax to equal 1 and the remaining N − nmax numbers
having zero probability of equaling 1. The mean probability is the same as that of the
original distribution, i.e. nmaxpmax = Np˜, but we have concentrated the probability density
into a smaller number of sources each with larger probability. The N − nmax sources with
probability 0 do not contribute, so this distribution is simply a binomial with nmax trials
and pmax probability, i.e. C˜(n) = Bnmax(n, pmax). Using the explicit form of the binomial
Table 8. Spurious Classifications in the Mock Catalog
Mock Green’s Catalog
l b Size l b Location Extension
Name [deg] [deg] [deg] [deg] [deg] Overlap Overlap
Classified Mock Candidates:
Mock020.0−00.2 20.26 -0.17 0.08 19.98 -0.17 1.00 0.42
Mock347.3−00.5 354.08 -0.51 0.50 347.37 -0.51 0.41 0.84
Marginally Classified Mock Candidates:
Mock008.7−00.1 10.23 -0.10 0.38 8.74 -0.10 0.37 1.00
Mock017.4−02.3 16.66 -2.30 0.20 17.39 -2.30 0.15 0.81
Mock032.0−04.9 33.54 -4.61 0.50 31.92 -4.61 0.16 1.00
Mock213.3−00.4 207.84 -0.48 1.33 213.15 -0.48 0.22 0.22
Mock296.8−00.3 297.35 -0.34 0.14 296.88 -0.34 0.63 0.31
Mock359.1−00.5 358.51 -0.51 0.20 359.12 -0.51 0.35 0.32
Mock359.1+00.9 358.76 0.99 0.10 359.10 0.99 0.96 0.38
Note. — Mock Catalog sources passing either the classification or marginal classification
threshold. The name of the source is derived from the parent source in Green’s catalog. The
position of the mock source is given by the Mock l and b columns. The location of its parent
source is given by the Green’s Catalog l and b columns. Location and extension overlaps
show the overlap between the mock candidate and radio SNR it was derived from as defined
in Section 3.1.1. Mock008.7-00.1 overlapped a known Green’s catalog source when the mock
catalog generation terminated; we retain it to derive conservative constraints.
expression and Stirling’s formula, it is possible to derive that
ln
(
BN(n, p˜)
Bnmax(n, pmax)
)
=
1− nmax/N
2
[
(n− pmaxnmax)2
nmax
− pmax
]
+O
(
1
nmax
)
+O(nmaxp
3
max)
(C4)
Since the variance of the binomial distribution with nmax trials is nmaxpmax(1 − pmax)
and its mean is nmaxpmax, we know that (n − pmaxnmax)2 is of order nmaxpmax(1 − pmax)
so (n − pmaxnmax)2/nmax is of order pmax. Thus the ratio is of order pmax, which is small,
and the two distributions are asymptotically similar as long as nmax is large and nmaxp
3
max
is small.
However, if pmax is not small, then the above relation is not true. Consider the case
when pmax = 1, and the distribution becomes a delta function at n = nmax. In general, if
pmax is not small, the true distribution’s variance will actually be smaller than that of the
approximation BN(n, p˜). Thus, the approximation will always provide a conservative upper
limit on the error.
For the upper limit itself, from the preceding we assume that a binomial distribution
BN(n, p) provides a conservative estimate of the error. Here, we have changed notation,
letting p˜ become p. We now use a Bayesian approach to calculate the probability of a second
catalog producing a number of false coincidences n2 given that the first produced a number n1
among N input SNRs, where N is again the number of trials.
Assuming that the prior distribution of the underlying chance coincidence probability p
is flat between 0 and 1, Bayes’ theorem combined with the previous derivation gives the
posterior distribution for p as
f(p |n1) = BN(n1, p)∫ 1
0
BN(n1, p) dp
. (C5)
Using a flat prior is a conservative assumption, since it gives strong weight to large proba-
bilities. The integral here is related to the beta function B(x, y) as:∫ 1
0
BN(n1, p) dp =
∫ 1
0
(
N
n1
)
pn1(1− p)N−n1 dp =
(
N
n1
)
B(n1 + 1, N − n1 + 1) (C6)
=
1
N + 1
(C7)
Thus f(p |n1) = (N + 1)BN(n1, p). Note that the average probability < p > is
< p >=
∫ 1
0
pf(p |n1) dp = (N + 1)
∫ 1
0
pBN(n1, p) dp (C8)
=(N + 1)
(
N
n1
)
B(n1 + 2, N − n1 + 1) (C9)
=
n1 + 1
N + 1
(C10)
which is larger than n1/N . For instance, if n1 = 3 and N = 100, < p >≈ 0.039.
We can identify the probability for n from the second catalog to equal a value n2, given
that the first catalog has produced n1, by marginalizing over p in the binomial probability
above:
P (n2) =
∫ 1
0
f(p |n1)BN(n2, p) dp =
∫ 1
0
(N + 1)BN(n1, p)BN(n2, p) dp (C11)
=(N + 1)
(
N
n1
)(
N
n2
)
B(n1 + n2 + 1, 2N − n1 − n2 + 1) (C12)
=
(N + 1)!
n1! (N − n1)!
N !
n2! (N − n2)!
(n1 + n2)! (2N − n1 − n2)!
(2N + 1)!
(C13)
The large quantities involving N can be expanded using Stirling’s approximation, and then
by assuming that N is large compared with n1, n2, and 1, we can derive the simple formula
P (n2) =
(n1 + n2)!
n1!n2! 2(n1+n2+1)
=
(
n1 + n2
n2
)
2−(n1+n2+1). (C14)
This gives the probability that a particular value n2 is found in the second trial, given that
n1 was returned from the first trial and N is large.
Using this formula, for the two (nine) mock coincidences passing the classified (marginal
and classified) threshold, we get a 95% confidence upper limit of eight (18). When divided
by the 36 (48) total number using Green’s catalog, these correspond to a 95% upper limit
false discovery rate of 22% (38%).
D. Electronic Catalog Data Products
The results described in this First Fermi Large Area Telescope Catalog of Supernova
Remnants (1SC) are provided as supplemental online material. A compressed (gzip) elec-
tronic archive file (tar) called 1SC auxiliary files v##.tgz is available at the Fermi Science
Support Center17. The archive contains a directory structure with FITS tables of the anal-
ysis results, an ASCII text version of the FITS table, individual FITS files that serve as
spatial templates for the classified extended SNRs, and a DS9 region file containing the final
position and extension for all GeV candidates.
Detailed column descriptions for the main FITS auxiliary file are given in Tables 9, 10,
and 11. The first binary table extension, described in Table 9, includes the spatial and
spectral results recorded in Tables 1 and 2. The second extension, described in Table 10,
includes the upper limits from Table 3. The third extension, described in Table 11, includes
the multiwavelength information presented in Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7.
The included spatial templates are in celestial (J2000) coordinates in FITS format. They
are normalized to 1 with the background set to 0 and are appropriate to be used in XML
model files with the Fermi Science Tools.
The DS9 region file includes all detected candidate sources, either as a cross if the point
hypothesis is most likely or with a circle equal in size to the most likely extended disk.
Colors indicate their classification. Candidates classified as SNRs are black, unless they are
also identified as interacting with an MC (red) or as young by the presence of nonthermal
X-rays (blue), as for the figures herein and described in Figure 8. Marginally classified candi-
dates are grey independent of any MW evidence for SNR-MC interaction or the SNR being
young. Other detected candidate sources are likewise green.
17http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/1st_SNR_catalog/
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